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BELOVED OSHO,
EMPEROR WU OF LIANG ASKED BODHIDHARMA, "WHAT IS THE FIRST PRINCIPLE OF THE
HOLY TEACHINGS?"
BODHIDHARMA SAID, "EMPTINESS, NO HOLINESS."
"WHO IS THIS STANDING BEFORE ME?"
"NO KNOWING."
THE EMPEROR DID NOT GRASP HIS MEANING. THEREUPON BODHIDHARMA CROSSED THE
RIVER AND WENT TO THE LAND OF WEI.
THE EMPEROR LATER SPOKE OF THIS TO SHIKO WHO SAID, "DO YOU IN FACT KNOW WHO
THIS PERSON IS?"
THE EMPEROR SAID, "NO KNOWING."
SHIKO SAID, "THIS IS THE BODHISATTVA KANNON, THE BEARER OF THE BUDDHA'S HEART
SEAL."
THE EMPEROR WAS FULL OF REGRET AND WANTED TO SEND FOR BODHIDHARMA, BUT
SHIKO SAID, "IT IS NO GOOD SENDING A MESSENGER TO FETCH HIM BACK. EVEN IF ALL
THE PEOPLE WENT, HE WOULD NOT TURN BACK."
SETCHO PUT IT LIKE THIS:
THE HOLY TEACHING? "EMPTINESS!"
WHAT IS THE SECRET HERE?
AGAIN, "WHO STANDS BEFORE ME?"
"NO KNOWING!"
INEVITABLE, THE THORNS AND BRIARS SPRINGING UP;
SECRETLY, BY NIGHT, HE CROSSED THE RIVER.
ALL THE PEOPLE COULD NOT BRING HIM BACK.
NOW, SO MANY YEARS GONE BY.
STILL BODHIDHARMA FILLS YOUR MIND -- IN VAIN.

STOP THINKING OF HIM!
A GENTLE BREEZE PERVADES THE UNIVERSE.
THE MASTER LOOKS AROUND:
"IS THE PATRIARCH THERE? -- YES! BRING HIM TO ME, AND HE CAN WASH MY FEET."
OSHO,
THIS VERSE SEEMS TO CONTAIN THE ESSENCE OF ZEN -- "NO KNOWING." IS THIS WHY
YOU HAVE CALLED ZEN THE ONLY LIVING RELIGION?

Maneesha, before you asked the question, the trees have heard it.
It is one of the most fundamental things to be remembered by all of you that a religion is
living only when there is no organized doctrine, no system of beliefs, no dogma, no theology.
When there is just this silence and the trees enjoying the dance in the breeze, in your heart
something grows. It is your own, it does not come from any scripture; nobody can give it to
you because it is not knowledge.
That is the greatest difference between all the religions on one side and Zen on the other
side. All religions except Zen are dead. They have become fossilized theologies, systems of
philosophies, doctrines, but they have forgotten the language of the trees. They have
forgotten the silence in which even trees can be heard and understood. They have forgotten
the joy that has to be natural and spontaneous to the heart of every living being.
The moment the experience becomes an explanation, an expression, it breathes no more;
it is dead -- and all over the world people are carrying dead doctrines.
I call Zen the only living religion because it is not a religion, but only a religiousness. It
has no dogma, it does not depend on any founder. It has no past; in fact it has nothing to
teach you. It is the strangest thing that has happened in the whole history of mankind -strangest because it enjoys in emptiness, it blossoms in nothingness. It is fulfilled in
innocence, in not knowing. It does not discriminate between the mundane and the sacred. For
it, all that is, is sacred.
Life is sacred whatever form, whatever shape.
Wherever there is something living and alive it is sacred.
Today we are beginning to discuss a few incidents in the long history of Zen -- which are
unique because no other religion exists on anecdotes. They are not holy scripture; they are
simply incidents that have happened.
It is up to you...
If you understand them they can open your eyes and your heart. If you don't understand
them nothing else will ever be able to open your eyes and your heart. And what I am saying
is categorical, absolute.
These small anecdotes in their very smallness just like dewdrops contain the whole secret
of the ocean.
If you can understand the dewdrop there is no need to understand the ocean you have
understood it.
Please be very silent and careful.
Emperor Wu of China asked Bodhidharma... Fourteen hundred years before,
Bodhidharma had gone to China. He was a unique man: his statements, his actions, his
behavior, all contained the pure essence of religion. But he was not a professor, he was not a
missionary. He was a man who was ready to share his being with you without holding

anything back -- but you have to be ready to receive it.
Naturally, Emperor Wu asked Bodhidharma, WHAT IS THE FIRST PRINCIPLE OF
THE HOLY TEACHINGS? That's how other Buddhist monks had described it to him. But
Bodhidharma was not an ordinary Buddhist monk; in fact, he has nothing to do with
Buddhism. He is his own self -- he belongs to nobody. It is just a coincidence that his master
happened to be a Buddhist. He himself never said that he was a Buddhist; he could not
commit such a great stupidity.
You will see that the man was almost a lion and his words were just like the roar of a lion.
Those who have seen Bodhidharma were blessed people and those who understood him,
there is no way to define their gratitude. He was not a man of many words; he was very
telegraphic. He did not use a single word more than needed. He did not care about language;
he did not care about the emperor... He cared only about the truth -- that it has not to be
spoiled by any description, that it should be kept clean and pure.
BODHIDHARMA SAID, "EMPTINESS, NO HOLINESS."

Do you see the telegraphic language? He has been asked by Emperor Wu the first
principle of holy teachings and he is saying emptiness is the first, but don't call it holiness -there is no holiness. When everything is holy what is the point to call something holy?
Categories are possible only when something can be unholy.
To the experience of the awakened there is only nothingness so pure, so lovely so
beautiful.
But it is difficult to call it `holy' because that beautiful word has been corrupted by the
religions, by creating a fictitious entity: UNholiness. Just to make somebody a saint they have
made the whole of humanity sinners.
The reality is: there is no saint and there are no sinners; there are only people who are
asleep and there are only people who are awake. The difference is so small that just a little
ice-cold water thrown into your eyes -- and the difference disappears.
EMPTINESS, NO HOLINESS -- and Bodhidharma has said all that can be said. In fact
he has said even that which cannot be said; his teaching is complete. He has come to the full
point in a single sentence -- not even a complete grammatical sentence, but just a hint:
EMPTINESS, NO HOLINESS.

Emperor Wu was one of the greatest emperors of China, a very cultured man. It hit him
very strongly. He never expected that anybody should misbehave in front of the great
emperor. And this man does not even say, Your Holiness, or, Your Highness. He does not
even address the emperor. All that he says is: EMPTINESS, NO HOLINESS.
Certainly he must have been angry inside; it is natural -- he had been waiting for three
years. Bodhidharma took three years to reach -- and he had heard so much about the man and
the man seems to be a very strange fellow, a little weird. Offended but not showing it,
behaving like a cultured, sophisticated hypocrite, he again asked, "Then who is this standing
before me? If the first principle of existence is emptiness and there is nothing holy, then who
are you?" WHO IS THIS STANDING BEFORE ME?
Great was Bodhidharma. I cannot conceive of anybody else in his place when I see his
answer. It is simply just his own, absolutely authentic. He does not bother that the emperor is
offended -- he offends even more. But what he says is such a great truth that he is not

responsible.
Truth always offends.
That's why truth is always crucified.
He simply said, NO KNOWING.
The emperor had asked, WHO IS THIS STANDING BEFORE ME? and Bodhidharma
said, NO KNOWING. He does not even use the word `I'. You simply see the beauty of the
man and his utter commitment to truth -- that he will not descend even a single step so that he
can be understood. Understood or not his commitment is to the truth, not to any emperor.
Whenever I have come to this point I feel we need many Bodhidharmas in the world -such integrated people, so uncompromising, so fearless and so devoted to the truth. His truth
is that he does not know who is standing before Emperor Wu. He is saying exactly what
Socrates said in his last days: "I don't know anything." But still Socrates was using the word
`I', he was not of the category of Bodhidharma. See the difference: he says, "I only know that
I know nothing," but the I remains and this knowing that "I don't know anything" remains.
With Bodhidharma, everything has been dropped. He is saying, "In front of you is
standing no knowing, just pure innocence."
THE EMPEROR DID NOT GRASP HIS MEANING.

Obviously it would have been difficult for anybody to grasp the meaning -- unless one
has already grasped it, but then he would not have asked.
Seeing that the emperor did not grasp his meaning, BODHIDHARMA CROSSED THE
RIVER AND WENT TO THE LAND OF WEI. That was out of the territory of the emperor.
THE EMPEROR LATER SPOKE OF THIS TO SHIKO -- another Zen master -- WHO
SAID, "DO YOU IN FACT KNOW WHO THIS PERSON IS?"
THE EMPEROR SAID, "NO KNOWING."
SHIKO SAID, "THIS IS THE BODHISATTVA KANNON, THE BEARER OF THE
BUDDHA'S HEART SEAL."
THE EMPEROR WAS FULL OF REGRET AND WANTED TO SEND FOR
BODHIDHARMA, BUT SHIKO SAID, "IT IS NO GOOD SENDING A MESSENGER TO
FETCH HIM BACK. EVEN IF ALL THE PEOPLE WENT, HE WOULD NOT TURN
BACK."
A man like Bodhidharma never turns back: what is past is past; you cannot bring him
back into the past. You miss the opportunity, nothing can be done about it.
Another Zen teacher -- not a master -- has put the anecdote in this way:
THE HOLY TEACHING? "EMPTINESS!"

This is the way of teachers. This is not a lion roaring, this is a schoolmaster, a mouse
creaking like the trees...
THE HOLY TEACHING? "EMPTINESS."
WHAT IS THE SECRET HERE?
AGAIN, "WHO STANDS BEFORE ME?"
"NO KNOWING!"

He is simply repeating what he has heard; he has not understood it himself.
INEVITABLE -- but he makes commentaries on it!
INEVITABLE, THE THORNS AND BRIARS SPRINGING UP;

SECRETLY, BY NIGHT, HE CROSSED THE RIVER.
ALL THE PEOPLE COULD NOT BRING HIM BACK.
NOW SO MANY YEARS GONE BY,
STILL BODHIDHARMA FILLS YOUR MIND -- IN VAIN.
STOP THINKING OF HIM!
A GENTLE BREEZE PERVADES THE UNIVERSE.
THE MASTER LOOKS AROUND...

I will not say "the master" because I cannot agree with him. I can accept at the most that
the schoolteacher looks around and repeats something which is fashionable in Zen circles:
IS THE PATRIARCH THERE? The patriarch... he is referring to Bodhidharma. The
founders of Zen are called patriarchs...
IS THE PATRIARCH THERE? -- YES!
BRING HIM TO ME, AND HE CAN WASH MY FEET.

Now he is trying to pretend that he understands the strange ways of Zen. He is also
making a strange statement: "Bring him to me and he can wash my feet."
It is simply ugly. Schoolmasters should not enter into the area of truth. Their world
consists of small, borrowed knowledge to transfer. They should not speak as if they are lions,
because they are not. He has not added a single word to make Bodhidharma's statement more
understandable; he has not given any transparency to it. He has not made Emperor Wu
understand what not knowing is -- he is a pretender.
This man's name is Setcho. Many times in these commentaries we will come across
people who are only teachers but are pretending to be masters. But you should understand
that the anecdote is so complete...
Only if you look into my eyes perhaps you may find the commentary or if you look into
my empty hands you may find the meaning.
What Bodhidharma has said is absolute, complete. Nothing can be added to it and nothing
can be deleted from it. Even a Gautam Buddha would have been surprised by the flowering
of Bodhidharma. He is saying that all is empty and unless you enter into emptiness you will
not understand anything of life and its mysteries. And nothing is holy, so don't be bothered to
become saints, discipline yourself, practice this or that.
Just enter into your own being.
In the silences of the heart nothing is missing.
The saint is just pretending -- because the reality is already there. It needs no practice, no
holiness.
All that it needs is awakening.
Just wake up and just see who is within you.
It does not mean you will come to know great knowledge, it does not mean that you will
come to know who you are. It simply means you will come to know that there is pure
innocence. That is your essential being, and in it nothing is holy.
A beautiful rose is beautiful, but do you think there are saintly roses and sinner roses?
Except the priests who have dominated man, the very categories of the sinner and the saint do
not exist in existence. All is beautiful, tremendously graceful -- but there is nothing holy. And
when you enter into yourself, you will even have to leave the idea of I outside. Without
leaving the idea of I, you cannot enter within yourself.
The I is your ego. It is the barrier, not the bridge.

That's why, instead of saying, "I don't know," which would have been more
grammatical... But a man like Bodhidharma does not care about grammar -- do you think I
care about grammar?
Bodhidharma simply says, NO KNOWING -- and he has said everything; he has not left
anything.
I am reminded of a story...
Gautam Buddha is passing through a forest, it is fall time and dry leaves are falling and
making great noise dancing in the wind all over the place. Ananda asks him, "I don't interfere
because there is always somebody else who is asking you; it is a great opportunity for me that
by chance I am alone with you. I want to ask one thing; I have been resisting but now I
cannot resist. I want to know whether you have told us everything that you know, or you have
told only some things."
Gautam Buddha bent down; he plucked up a few dry leaves in his hands and he said,
"Ananda, do you see these dry leaves in my hand? This much I have said to you. And look at
the dry leaves all over the forest: this much I have not said to you. Because you cannot
understand even this much, these few leaves in my hand. It will be absolutely a wastage of
time to talk about all the leaves of this forest. My knowing is vast; I have just given you a
taste."
But if by chance Bodhidharma had been asked, his answer would have been diametrically
opposite. He would have said, "I have said everything, I have not been keeping anything to
myself" -- and that's why he is not understood. He has said too much. His words are so
condensed that just this simple phrase, NO KNOWING can contain thousands of scriptures;
still it will remain not understood.
Bodhidharma's uniqueness is that he does not care about anything else, he has no other
considerations. Only one other man, George Gurdjieff, would have agreed with him. In the
whole history of great masters only George Gurdjieff used to teach his disciples: Do not
consider. Do not compromise. Let the truth be as it is; you cannot make it better. You cannot
paint it, you cannot give it a little more color, a little more joy, a little more expressibility;
you cannot do anything.
If you know it your eyes will be just like empty sky. Your hands will not be like fists
holding something but empty indicating that there is nobody inside but a pure nothingness.
But this pure nothingness is alive, this nothingness has a heart. This nothingness
blossoms in thousands of flowers and rainbows, and dances in peacocks, and sings in birds.
This nothingness roars in the oceans and this nothingness is silent in the meditator.
This nothingness, remember, does not mean what you ordinarily understand by
nothingness. It is better to break the word in two. When Bodhidharma uses `nothingness' he
simply means no-thingness. Just put a little hyphen -- and you have made Bodhidharma more
understandable. I cannot do more than that. Just a little hyphen: nothingness becomes
no-thingness. You are a living entity, not a thing.
Emptiness does not have the negative connotation that it carries in our minds. When I
show you a room which is completely empty, there are two ways to say something about it.
Either you can say that the room is empty or you can say that the room is full of space.
Exactly the very word `room' means space. The more furniture you bring in the less room
there is. You can fill the whole room with junk and the room disappears. It is there and it is

not there. You cannot throw it out, but you can hide it behind your furniture, behind your
refrigerator, behind your television. Take them all out... what remains? Roominess,
emptiness; in a positive sense, a pure space.
So remember, when Bodhidharma says emptiness, he does not mean your idea of
emptiness. His emptiness is immensely full; his emptiness is immensely positive. His
nothingness is simply no-thingness; his denying knowing is simply affirming innocence. It is
a wonder that in two small statements he has revealed the very heart of religiousness.
BELOVED OSHO,
BOKUSHU ASKED A MONK, "WHERE ARE YOU FROM?" THE MONK GAVE A `KATSU' SHOUT.
BOKUSHU SAID, "THIS OLD MONK IS SHOUTED DOWN BY YOU."
THE MONK SHOUTED AGAIN.
BOKUSHU SAID, "WHAT ABOUT THE THIRD AND FOURTH SHOUTS?"
THE MONK STAYED SILENT.
BOKUSHU HIT THE MONK AND SAID, "YOU EMPTY-HEADED FOOL!"
SETCHO PUT IT LIKE THIS:
TWO SHOUTS, THREE SHOUTS;
THE KNOWING ONE KNOWS WELL;
IF GOING HELL-BENT,
BOTH ARE BLIND.
WHO IS BLIND? FETCH HIM!
EXPOSE HIM TO THE WORLD!
OSHO,
I ALSO AM AN EMPTY-HEADED FOOL -- I DON'T UNDERSTAND THIS SUTRA AT ALL! COULD
YOU GIVE THE FIFTH SHOUT?

Maneesha, it is a beautiful koan. Bokushu is one of the great Zen masters.
He asked a monk, WHERE ARE YOU FROM?
This is always asked by the Zen masters when a new disciple comes. And just by the
answer of the disciple it is decided whether he is going to be accepted as a disciple or thrown
out. It is immensely important, it is not just a sociability, not a kind of introduction.
When Bokushu asked the monk, "WHERE ARE YOU FROM?" THE MONK GAVE A
`KATSU' SHOUT. Just as you say Yaa-Hoo! -- it is a shout, without saying anything but
making it clear that "I am here and it does not matter from where I come. What kind of
nonsense question are you asking? I can come from anywhere -- that does not matter. What
matters is: I have come."
The shout is to declare that "I am here and you are asking stupid questions... Ask
something about me! Don't waste time."
But Bokushu was not to be satisfied so easily, because it has now become traditional. So
when the master asks -- although you don't understand what you are doing -- you can give a
shout. It is known; it is written in the scriptures... thousands of incidents. But you cannot
cheat a man of the quality of Bokushu .
BOKUSHU SAID, "THIS OLD MONK IS SHOUTED DOWN BY YOU."
THE MONK SHOUTED AGAIN.
BOKUSHU SAID, "WHAT ABOUT THE THIRD AND FOURTH SHOUTS?"

Now he has created trouble. He has never heard about the third and fourth. The first and
second shouts have become traditional by the time of Bokushu , and a master's function is to
cut through the tradition. So he said, "Okay, okay, these shouts are okay, just tell me about

the third and the fourth."
THE MONK STAYED SILENT.
BOKUSHU HIT THE MONK AND SAID,
"YOU EMPTY-HEADED FOOL!"

Zen is strange -- nowhere else in the world has anything like this happened. The monk,
the stranger, remaining silent gave the answer. He could have shouted a third time, he could
have shouted a fourth time, a fifth time... what is the problem? But rather than shouting a
third and fourth, he simply remained silent. He is saying, "Don't waste time. As far as the
game, the traditional game is concerned, it is enough; now silence is my third and fourth
shout." And only in Zen would it be possible that BOKUSHU HIT THE MONK AND SAID,
"YOU EMPTY-HEADED FOOL!"
It is acceptance. He has been accepted as a disciple because of his silence. To hit him is to
accept him, and to call him "You empty-headed fool" is a very affectionate expression. It is
almost saying, "Sweetheart, my darling." It is not rejection. In those two shouts he followed
the tradition, but he would not go on repeating the tradition; he gave his own shout, and that
was silence.
BOKUSHU HIT THE MONK AND SAID,
"YOU EMPTY-HEADED FOOL!"

In Zen an empty-headed fool is almost ready for meditation. A man full of knowledge is
far away from meditation. An empty-headed fool is simply a loving way of saying that you
are not far away from becoming wise.
The fool can become wise; the knowledgeable never. The empty-headed can become
empty-minded, but the man who is carrying scriptures and degrees and the universities and
the libraries in his head, he is far away. A master will not unnecessarily waste time on such a
person.
The anecdote is complete, but the same schoolmaster, Setcho, puts it like this:
TWO SHOUTS, THREE SHOUTS;
THE KNOWING ONE KNOWS WELL;
IF GOING HELL-BENT,
BOTH ARE BLIND.
WHO IS BLIND? FETCH HIM!
EXPOSE HIM TO THE WORLD!

It is sheer stupidity -- I am afraid we will have to meet this fellow Setcho again and again.
Schoolmasters should not enter into the lion's den, but this Setcho has entered; now I cannot
save him.

Maneesha, you say,
"I ALSO AM AN EMPTY-HEADED FOOL -- I DON'T UNDERSTAND THIS SUTRA AT
ALL! COULD YOU GIVE THE FIFTH SHOUT?"
We will -- we give it every day! We are going to spread the shout all around the world. It
will be heard on every street, in every house.
But it is good that you understand yourself also as an empty-headed fool. I don't hit people,
but Niskriya... hit Maneesha. Do it!

(NISKRIYA, THE VIDEO CAMERAMAN, IS SITTING EXACTLY BEHIND
MANEESHA. HE GETS UP AND KISSES MANEESHA SOFTLY ON HER HEAD.)
It is enough of serious thinking -- the trees don't like it! And I always listen to the trees.
Look... they have become silent....
A young porter in Washington is brought to court for raping one of the maids.
The maid alleges that she was leaning out of the window to watch the president of
America drive along the street below in a parade. The porter lowered the window on her,
trapped her, and had his way with her.
"But, Miss," says the judge, "why did you not start screaming?"
"What?" cries the horrified girl, "and have everyone think I was supporting Ronald
Reagan?"
Olivia Oppenheimer is a very rich widow, who has a parrot called Percy, who can talk
and sing in four languages.
Percy is a huge hit at parties and Olivia adores him. But Percy has one weakness: he loves
to fly over the fence and fuck the neighbor's chickens.
Olivia tries everything to cure Percy of his habit, but with little success. Finally, she gets
a pair of scissors and clips all the feathers off the parrot's head.
"There," she says, "that will teach you. Now all the lady chickens won't think you
handsome anymore!"
Two nights later, Olivia has a party. Percy, the parrot, is in his usual spot on the piano as
the guests come in.
Half way through the party, two bald men arrive.
"Hey!" calls out Percy. "Get over here with me, you two chickenfuckers!"
A young Indian brave, son of Chief Running Bear, asks his father one day how he decides
what names to give his sons.
"Simple," says Running Bear, "while I am making love, I look around and if I see an
eagle circling in the sky, I call the child Flying Eagle, if I see a horse going by, I call the child
Running Horse. It is just a question of what catches my attention while I am making love to
your mother. So, now do you understand, Broken Condom?"
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
Now two minutes for absolute silence, no movement... closed eyes, just as if you are
absolutely frozen.
Collect the whole energy inside....
Now relax... let go...!
Now, come back to life.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
JOSHU SPOKE TO THE ASSEMBLY AND SAID, "THE REAL WAY IS NOT DIFFICULT.
IT ONLY ABHORS CHOICE AND ATTACHMENT.
WITH BUT A SINGLE WORD THERE MAY ARISE CHOICE
AND ATTACHMENT OR THERE MAY ARISE CLARITY.
THIS OLD MONK DOES NOT HAVE THAT CLARITY.
DO YOU APPRECIATE THE MEANING OF THIS OR NOT?"
THEN A MONK ASKED, "IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THAT CLARITY, WHAT DO YOU APPRECIATE?"
JOSHU SAID, "I DO NOT KNOW THAT EITHER."
THE MONK SAID, "IF YOU DO NOT KNOW, HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT YOU DO NOT HAVE
THAT CLARITY?"
JOSHU SAID, "ASKING THE QUESTION IS GOOD ENOUGH. NOW MAKE YOUR BOWS AND
RETIRE."
SETCHO SAYS:
THE REAL WAY IS NOT DIFFICULT.
DIRECT WORD! DIRECT SPEECH!
ONE WITH MANY PHASES.
TWO WITH ONE.
FAR AWAY IN THE HEAVENS THE SUN RISES, THE MOON SETS;
BEYOND THE HILLS THE HIGH MOUNTAINS, THE COLD WATERS.
THE SKULL HAS NO CONSCIOUSNESS, NO DELIGHT;
THE DEAD TREE SINGS IN THE WIND, NOT YET ROTTEN.
DIFFICULT, DIFFICULT!
ATTACHMENT AND CLARITY; WATCH, AND PENETRATE THE SECRET!
OSHO,
IN LIFE ONE CONTINUALLY HAS TO MAKE PRACTICAL DECISIONS -- ABOUT HOW ONE WILL
USE ONE'S TIME AND ENERGY, WITH WHOM ONE WILL KEEP COMPANY, WHAT ONE WILL
EAT...
IS THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAKING CHOICES, JUDGING AND DISCRIMINATING?

Maneesha, we are reaching to the second greatest Zen master, Joshu. Nothing can be
compared with Bodhidharma, but if anyone else comes close to him, that is Joshu. But he just
comes close, not to that height, not that Everest, but one cannot do anything about it.
Some trees grow very high, some trees don't.

In the world of trees there is no comparison.
In the world of real consciousness, authentic realization, also there can be no comparison.
But still one should not forget the highest, so that one does not become lost into the thousand
and one great peaks.
The Himalayas are thousands of miles. Each peak is unique has to say something, has to
reveal some beauty, some truth... stands on its own feet, not dependent, not imprisoned, with
tremendous glory and splendor.
One can easily get lost and I would like you to remember the highest, because that should
be your aim too.... Your arrow should point to the highest.
Before I say something about Joshu, I would like to remind you of Bodhidharma's sutras
that we discussed yesterday. In just a very few words he has condensed the whole experience,
the whole interiority, the whole kingdom of God: "Emptiness, nothing holy." And when the
emperor asked, "Then who is standing before me?" the answer was, "No knowing."
Yesterday I forgot a very special point to be made to you that will give you the taste of
real Zen. He said, "NO KNOWING." He could have said, "Not knowing," but he chose, "No
knowing," because "not knowing" implies the existence of I. No knowing does not imply; it
simply states innocence. Not knowing is ignorance and no knowing is innocence.
Such is the clarity and depth of this man Bodhidharma. Even Socrates said, "I do not
know anything." Even he falls far below the heights of Bodhidharma. He accepts in his
statement the existence of I; he accepts the existence of knowledge. He is simply saying, "I
am ignorant."
Just a little difference, how small and how delicate: no knowing -- not knowing. A small
letter `t' and worlds are set apart.
In these fourteen centuries that have followed Bodhidharma, hundreds of Zen masters of
great clarity, insight, awakening, have happened, but no one even comes close to the depth,
the subtlety, the beauty and the immense perception of Bodhidharma. As I look into
Bodhidharma, I don't find any other single individual in the whole history of mankind -- even
Gautam Buddha included -- who can be said to have condensed religion into its simplest
possibility, expressed religion into its absolute purity. It is obvious that this man is going to
be misunderstood, condemned, ignored. The greatest peak of consciousness that man has
achieved, mankind has not been kind enough to remember it. Perhaps there are heights our
eyes cannot reach, but we should try our best; one never knows.
Just a few days ago China discovered a higher peak of the Himalayas than Everest. For
centuries Everest was the highest peak; it is no longer so. It is good that Edmund Hillary is
dead; otherwise in his old age he would have suffered very much. He has enjoyed the great
success of reaching to the highest peak of Everest. But fortunately before China's discovery
he was dead.
It is possible that some day someone may reach to a higher consciousness than
Bodhidharma. It has not happened for fourteen centuries, but that does not mean it is
absolutely decisive. I don't see any difficulty, because the sky is infinite. Just a little more
courage, a little more understanding, a little higher flight and you can reach to the joy that has
been up to now only Bodhidharma's.
I would love my people to remember it, that there is no limitation, no boundaries, no
hindrances -- there are skies upon skies. As long as you want you can fly, you won't touch the
boundary of the universe. There is no such thing, no boundary line.
It has been very difficult for scientists to accept the idea that the universe is unbounded.
Obviously it is difficult even to conceive of something that has no boundaries. One tends to

think that somewhere, very far away, millions or trillions of light years away, but there must
be a boundary! Mind can accept any boundary anywhere, but the reality is that by its very
nature, existence cannot have any boundary, because what will be beyond the boundary? -again another sky. That's why I am saying skies upon skies are available for your flight. Don't
be content easily. Those who remain content easily remain small: small are their joys, small
are their ecstasies, small are their silences, small is their being.
But there is no need. This smallness is your own imposition upon your freedom, upon
your unlimited possibilities, upon your unlimited potential.
Bodhidharma is a milestone, but the way goes farther, always farther.
Joshu says: THE REAL WAY IS NOT DIFFICULT.
Our minds say that spiritual growth is very difficult. Our religions make it as difficult as
possible. According to them it takes many, many lives to reach to your own self -- how
ridiculous, how stupid! If I am to reach to myself... in fact I will tell Zen Master Niskriya to
give a good Yaa-Hoo hit to Joshu.
Niskriya...
(NISKRIYA IS DRESSED UP AS A ZEN MONK. IT FITS HIM VERY WELL! -ESPECIALLY SINCE HE CUT HIS HAIR VERY SHORT A FEW DAYS BEFORE. HE IS
HESITANT, WHAT TO DO.)
Give it without any fear.
(NISKRIYA GETS UP.)
Where is your staff?
(HE PRODUCES A LONG WOODEN STAFF, TO EVERYBODY'S ASTONISHMENT.)
Right! Have the staff. Good.
Whom do you think to hit?
(NISKRIYA HITS WITH THE STAFF ON HIS OWN HEAD! OSHO LAUGHS AND
SIGNALS TO HIM TO SIT DOWN AGAIN.)
Good.
The real way is not difficult, because there is no way. You are already where you have
always been and will always be. What nonsense to talk about The Way! That's why I said
that, although Joshu is second in the hierarchy of Zen he has not that magic, that touch. That
has been monopolized by Bodhidharma.
Even to talk about the way is to make things difficult. I absolutely agree with Joshu that
the way is very easy, but I cannot agree with his expression in the way I can agree with
Bodhidharma, with absolute synchronicity, as if I have spoken those words myself:
Emptiness, nothing holy, no knowing.
With Joshu I can only sympathize. I will not say he is wrong, but I will certainly say that
the moment you start talking about the way, it becomes difficult. It becomes difficult because
from here to here, there is no space for the way. If you are going somewhere else a way is

possible -- difficult or easy, it depends. But if you are not going anywhere, but simply being
yourself, here and now...
Joshu needs a good hit.
By chance today Master Niskriya is dressed up exactly, but Joshu is not here. But
wherever Joshu is, and whoever the people are who believe in Joshu's enlightenment, Master
Niskriya's hit will reach. I am using Master Niskriya's hit because I am a very nonviolent
person; moreover, so lazy that I have dedicated my whole function of hitting people to
Master Niskriya. And he really looks... He is not only dressed up, at this moment he is. It is
another matter that the next moment he may forget.
This moment you are also just emptiness.
No knowing.
Pure innocence.
But to go on remembering it is the only problem. You don't have to do anything, except
to continue to remember that you are where you are, that you are what you are; that whatever
you do, you can never be anywhere else, anybody else; that in this simple acceptance of your
being, you have achieved all that has been achieved by the great buddhas.
There is no question of way; hence I can say that Joshu has a little understanding, but not
much. He says, "The real way is not difficult."
JOSHU SPOKE TO THE ASSEMBLY AND SAID,
"THE REAL WAY IS NOT DIFFICULT.
IT ONLY ABHORS CHOICE AND ATTACHMENT.
WITH BUT A SINGLE WORD THERE MAY ARISE CHOICE AND ATTACHMENT OR THERE MAY
ARISE CLARITY.
THIS OLD MONK DOES NOT HAVE THAT CLARITY.
DO YOU APPRECIATE THE MEANING OF THIS OR NOT?"

If you accept the basic assumption that there is a way -- it is only a hypothesis -- then
Joshu is right that the only things that can prevent you from reaching it are judgment, choice,
attachment.
"WITH BUT A SINGLE WORD THERE MAY ARISE CHOICE AND ATTACHMENT
OR THERE MAY ARISE CLARITY. THIS OLD MONK..." He is referring to himself:
THIS OLD MONK DOES NOT HAVE THAT CLARITY. Only on this point does he reach
a height, accepting that THIS OLD MONK -- he is not using the word `I' -- THIS OLD
MONK DOES NOT HAVE THAT CLARITY. DO YOU APPRECIATE THE MEANING
OF THIS OR NOT?
He is asking the assembly of the other monks.
Before I discuss the answers of other monks, I would like to repeat again that
fundamentally Joshu is absurd. There is no way; hence, the question of its difficulty or
easiness does not arise. Because there is no way, there is no question of choice,
choicelessness, judgment or no judgment, clarity or cloudedness.
So remember -- I was not in the assembly of Joshu, unfortunately, but time makes no
difference. What I could not say in his assembly, I am saying in my own:
The way exists not. You are the very goal.
Now have a look to the assembly of Joshu's disciples...
THEN A MONK ASKED, "IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THAT CLARITY, WHAT DO YOU APPRECIATE?"
JOSHU SAID,
"I DO NOT KNOW THAT EITHER."

Again remember Bodhidharma saying that standing before you is no knowing. He does
not even by implication allow the existence of an ego. Joshu does not have that penetration.

He is far closer to Socrates. He says, I DO NOT KNOW THAT EITHER. He accepts the
existence of `I' and he accepts the existence of ignorance. He misses the great peak of no
knowing.
THE MONK SAID, "IF YOU DO NOT KNOW, HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT YOU DO NOT HAVE
THAT CLARITY?"

These are tremendously beautiful dialogues. It is unfortunate that in our times there are no
such assemblies; no such dialogues are happening, not even in our great universities.
Everything has become so small, so mundane; everything has become so commercial.
The monk said to Joshu, IF YOU DO NOT KNOW, HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT YOU
DO NOT HAVE THAT CLARITY? At least you know this much: that you don't have that
clarity. The same would have been the situation of Socrates, but he was surrounded by very
ordinary disciples. Joshu may not be right, but certainly he has great disciples.
The disciple is saying, "You say, I don't have that clarity -- at least you have accepted that
you know SOMETHING. It is enough to show the contradiction."
JOSHU SAID, "ASKING THE QUESTION IS GOOD ENOUGH. NOW MAKE YOUR BOWS AND
RETIRE."

Not a great statement... The monk, unknown, was far more clear than the master himself.
And saying to the monk that, NOW MAKE YOUR BOWS AND RETIRE, freaks me out!
Joshu should have touched his feet and asked for forgiveness. He did not prove his steel.
Now again we have to listen to the schoolmaster Setcho: Setcho says, THE REAL WAY
IS NOT DIFFICULT.
This is what is called parrot thinking. Now what is the point to repeat it?
THE REAL WAY IS NOT DIFFICULT.
DIRECT WORD! DIRECT SPEECH!

Now this idiot does not understand a word and he is saying that what Joshu has said is:
DIRECT WORD! DIRECT SPEECH!
ONE WITH MANY PHASES,
TWO WITH ONE.
FAR AWAY IN THE HEAVENS THE SUN RISES, THE MOON SETS;
BEYOND THE HILLS THE HIGH MOUNTAINS, THE COLD WATERS.
THE SKULL HAS NO CONSCIOUSNESS, NO DELIGHT;
THE DEAD TREE SINGS IN THE WIND, NOT YET ROTTEN.
DIFFICULT, DIFFICULT!
ATTACHMENT AND CLARITY; WATCH, AND PENETRATE THE SECRET!

There is no secret. Joshu's statement is simply without any reality in it, the question of
any secret does not arise. But the schoolmaster tries to make it look as if there is some great
secret. As a camouflage he writes some beautiful, poetic lines, but they have nothing to do
with Joshu's remark. They are simply an attempt to express, to exhibit that "I am a man of
great understanding, I know the secret; now you penetrate..." And there is no secret at all.
He reminds me of an old proverb...
In ancient Greece, in the times of Anagoras... Anagoras was one of the great predecessors
of Socrates, not a great philosopher, but he became great because people poisoned him also. I
have never talked about him because there is nothing much about him, but still -- by
poisoning him, people have put him in the same category as Socrates and Jesus. Anagoras
used to say -- and from him comes the proverb -- that a philosopher is a blind man in a dark
night, in a dark house, searching for a black cat which is not there.

Maneesha, you are asking:
"IN LIFE ONE CONTINUALLY HAS TO MAKE PRACTICAL DECISIONS -- ABOUT
HOW ONE WILL USE ONE'S TIME AND KEEP ENERGY, WITH WHOM ONE WILL
KEEP COMPANY, WHAT ONE WILL EAT... IS THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
MAKING CHOICES, JUDGING AND DISCRIMINATING?"
In ordinary life everything that you are doing is alright, but if you want to know the
extraordinary livingness of your innermost core, then you will have to drop judgment, choice,
discrimination. There is no need. In the inner world there is no marketplace, no shopping
mall! In the inner world even you are not! Who is going to judge and what is going to be
judged?
Again remember Bodhidharma:
Emptiness, nothing holy, no knowing.
I am not speaking on Bodhidharma, I am speaking of my own vision, which coincides
with that of Bodhidharma.
It has been a serious evening with Joshu... You have enjoyed the silence. Now I would
like to disturb your silence a little as a preparation for a greater silence.
Pope the Polack is wandering through the Vatican gardens one day, when he nearly steps
on a toad.
"Hey!" shouts the toad. "Don't pass me by!"
"What?" cries the startled pope.
"I am a human being," replies the toad, "who has been bewitched to look like a toad.
Whoever saves me will have anything he wants."
"Well," replies Pope the Polack, "I always wanted to be the most famous pope of all
time!"
"Simple!" says the toad. "You take me to your bed, let me sleep on your pillow, and in the
morning you will have a wonderful surprise!"
So Pope the Polack puts the toad under his huge pointed hat and smuggles it into his bed.
Just as the cardinal brings in the pope's early morning tea, the toad changes into a
beautiful princess... At least, this is the story the pope is giving to the newspapers.
The express train is crowded with businessmen on their way to the city.
In a first-class carriage, Mr. Wong is sitting reading the BEIJING TIMES, when a
white-coated waiter comes along the passage with the breakfast trolley.
He stops by Mr. Wong, and says, "You for coffee?"
"No," snaps Wong, "I got first-class ticket. You fuck offee!"
Miss Goodbody's class goes for a picnic in the woods.
After all the kids have drunk lots of lemonade, several of the girls retire to the bushes to
pee and there is trouble with the brambles and the nettles.
Little Ernie walks in amongst them, pulls out his pecker and pees without any trouble.
"Wow!" says little Sally, really impressed, "that's a handy thing to bring on a picnic!"
Mrs. Benzini has been visiting her psychiatrist, Professor Potts, for years and feels that
she is not getting any better. One day, she decides to confront the shrink. "Doctor," she says,

sitting up on the couch, "I come-a every week for five years. Nothing change-a. What's-a
going on? You gotta tell me. What's-a wrong with me?"
"Well," replies Potts, "I will be frank with you. You are crazy!"
"What?" cries Mrs. Benzini. "Crazy? Crazy? I wanna second opinion!"
"Okay," says Potts, "you are ugly too!"
Now close your eyes...
Be absolutely still, as if frozen.
Now, relax.
Now, come back to life.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
A MONK SAID TO KYOSEI, "I WANT TO PECK FROM THE INSIDE. WOULD YOU PLEASE TAP
FROM THE OUTSIDE?"
KYOSEI SAID, "COULD YOU ATTAIN LIFE OR NOT?"
THE MONK SAID, "IF I COULD NOT ATTAIN LIFE I WOULD BECOME A LAUGHINGSTOCK."
KYOSEI SAID, "YOU TOO ARE A FELLOW IN THE WEEDS."
SETCHO PUT IT LIKE THIS:
OLD BUDDHA HAD HIS WAY OF TEACHING,
THE MONK'S ANSWER WON NO PRAISE.
STRANGERS TO EACH OTHER, HEN AND CHICK,
WHO CAN PECK WHEN THE TAPPING COMES?
OUTSIDE, THE TAP WAS GIVEN;
INSIDE, THE CHICK REMAINED.
ONCE AGAIN THE TAP WAS GIVEN;
MONKS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ATTEMPT THE TRICK IN VAIN.
OSHO,
THIS ANECDOTE EVOKES SUCH A BEAUTIFUL IMAGE OF WHAT TRANSPIRES BETWEEN
MASTER AND DISCIPLE.
CAN YOU TALK ABOUT THE PECK AND TAP THAT WE CALL OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU?

Maneesha, before I talk about Kyosei and his statement, I am reminded of a very
significant awakened man. He was a potter; his name was Gora. He uses this image very
significantly, because when a potter makes a pot he has to do two things: inside he pecks and
outside he taps. That is the whole art of pottery, but that's also the whole art of the master and
disciple relationship.
Even though he became enlightened, Gora remained a potter. He inspired millions of
people -- very rich people, even the kings, were his disciples. And they again and again asked
him, "This does not look good. You stop this business of pottery. We feel ashamed."
Gora said, "Even if I drop the visible business of making pots, what about my being your
master? What am I doing with you? -- pecking and tapping."
Yes, Maneesha, this is the whole art of the master. If he cannot peck from inside when he
starts tapping from the outside, he will destroy the disciple. And most of the so-called

teachers of the world exactly do that. They don't even know their own inside -- how can they
help somebody else's growth with this art of pecking from inside and tapping from outside?
Tapping from outside is very easy, even Zen Master Niskriya can do it. But the real
question is the support from inside. Great things can be said to you which will not be of any
help, which on the contrary may pollute you and poison you, because they will make you
knowledgeable. A master is your enemy if he makes you knowledgeable. But from the
outside only knowledge can be given. You become more and more filled with knowledge.
The real master has nothing to do with knowledge. He hits deep inside you. His
compassion sometimes seems to be very hard, but he goes on showering from the outside,
with great love. Inside he has to be a surgeon; outside he has to shower flowers of blessings.
Unless a master can do both he is not a master, he is only a teacher.
A MONK SAID TO KYOSEI, "I WANT TO PECK FROM THE INSIDE. WOULD YOU PLEASE TAP
FROM THE OUTSIDE?"
KYOSEI SAID, "COULD YOU ATTAIN LIFE OR NOT?"
THE MONK SAID, "IF I COULD NOT ATTAIN LIFE I WOULD BECOME A LAUGHINGSTOCK."
KYOSEI SAID, "YOU TOO ARE A FELLOW IN THE WEEDS."

Just as I have remembered Gora, the potter, Kyosei is taking up a different dimension to
it, the dimension of an egg. You can tap from the outside, but the bird inside the egg has to
peck, himself. This takes Gora's explanation to a far deeper insight. A real master in fact need
not peck you from within; your very life energy will do it. That's why Kyosei certainly and
suddenly seems to be asking without any reference or context, COULD YOU ATTAIN LIFE
OR NOT?
He is saying, "As far as tapping is concerned, I am ready, but do you have energy enough
to attain life? -- because the other part, the pecking, you will have to do. You will have to
take the risk to come out of the shell, to come out of the egg." Certainly, Kyosei far exceeds
Gora's understanding.
THE MONK SAID, "IF I COULD NOT ATTAIN LIFE I WOULD BECOME A LAUGHINGSTOCK."

He has understood why the master Kyosei is asking him, "Could you attain life...? Are
you full of energy and abundance so that if I tap you, you will not be killed? Are you mature
enough, centered, that my tapping from outside will not destroy you, but will give you the
open sky, the freedom to fly? It all depends how much energy, how much life force you have.
If you don't have that life, then you are only a fellow in the weeds."
No roses will blossom in the weeds. The weeds don't give any flowers, they don't have
that abundance of energy that blossoms in a flower. A flower is a mysterious phenomenon.
From the earth, you cannot find anything that resembles the rose that is going to grow out of
it. Neither in the rosebush can you find anything resembling -- even a faraway echo of the
beauty, of the color, of the delicateness of a rose. It is not in the earth, it is not in the roots, it
is not in the bush... but it has to be there, otherwise the flower cannot blossom.
The flower is an abundance of energy. Much energy is used by the leaves and the foliage.
Unless a plant has more energy than is absorbed by the foliage, by the branches, by the
leaves, a rose is not possible.
The monk is right when he says, IF I COULD NOT ATTAIN LIFE I WOULD BECOME
A LAUGHINGSTOCK. You tap the egg and you kill the bird inside by your tapping. The
monk is saying, "I would be a laughingstock." And many disciples in the world... almost the
whole world is in some way or other following a certain line of Hinduism, Buddhism,
Jainism, Christianity without knowing they are disciples. But no roses blossom -- they are all

laughingstocks.
One Christian missionary, Stanley Jones, used to stay with me. He was a world-famous
man. Six months he used to travel in the West to teach about Christianity, its theology, in the
universities and six months he used to come to India. Whenever he was in my town, he used
to stay with me. I asked him one day, "You have been a Christian for almost sixty years, but I
don't see even a faint echo of a Jesus in you. You know much, but knowledge is not the thing.
Your heart has not blossomed, your head is heavy. When are you going to grow roses?"
He looked at me a little shocked, because this is not the way of talking in any reference
other than Zen. In every other religious context things are theoretical, philosophical, they are
doctrines. Zen is not a doctrine. It is a very direct approach to the existential problem of why
man has not blossomed, why millions of people have not grown roses in their gardens, why
they are just weeds, laughingstocks.
Setcho comments on this small conversation. For the first time he is a little sensible. He is
still a schoolmaster, but perhaps living in the company of the mystics, of the masters, he has
learned something. I still suspect that it is only knowledge, but this time he comes very close
to the truth. But remember, to be very close to the truth is still to be very far. Unless you are
the truth there is no point in knowing how far you are from it. One mile, or one million miles,
even a single inch, just a single word, and you have lost the truth.
Anyway, he has come very close. For the first time he shows the possibility; perhaps in
the end he may turn into a roseflower himself.
Setcho says:
OLD BUDDHA HAD HIS WAY OF TEACHING.
THE MONK'S ANSWER WON NO PRAISE.
STRANGERS TO EACH OTHER, HEN AND CHICK,
WHO CAN PECK WHEN THE TAPPING COMES?
OUTSIDE, THE TAP WAS GIVEN;
INSIDE, THE CHICK REMAINED.
ONCE AGAIN THE TAP WAS GIVEN;
MONKS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ATTEMPT
THE TRICK IN VAIN.

Just tapping from the outside is not going to help, unless the inner energy has become a
tremendous longing to come out. Then, even without any tapping from outside the bird is
going to break the eggshell by itself.
There have been many masters who had no masters. Their own longing for the truth was
so tremendous they needed no help. Their own overflowing energy gave them the freedom to
fly into the sky. The eggshell is very thin; it is not a China wall. You are not imprisoned in
something made of steel; you are imprisoned in something made of thoughts. Such a thin rice
paper, a Japanese curtain, that you can come out any moment you want. You don't have to
wait for somebody to knock from the outside. And if you don't have energy, even if someone
knocks it is not going to help.
There is a very beautiful poem of Rabindranath Tagore, "The King of the Night":
There is a temple devoted to the King of the Night -- very ancient, huge, with one
thousand priests. The high priest one night dreams that the King of the Night has appeared
and said to him, "Tomorrow I am going to visit the temple. Clean it, prepare it. I have not
been there for centuries. I have to go to many other temples too."

He woke up, perspiring, although he has been praying every day for just this fact, that
"you should appear, you should give us a glimpse of your being, your splendor."
And now the dream has come, but a dream...? In the middle of the night, he called all the
priests from their beds and said, "I am sorry to disturb you, but the problem is really serious. I
have seen in my dream the King of the Night, saying, `Prepare, clean the temple, I am
coming to visit tomorrow.'"
The other priests started laughing. They said, "It seems you have become too old, senile.
Just a dream and you have unnecessarily harassed us."
The old man said, "I understand that you will laugh about me. I thought about it before I
woke you up, but there is no harm in preparing. Anyway the temple has needed painting for
centuries."
The temple had been completely abandoned by people. It was far away from the
habitation of people in the deep forest. And the priests had also by and by become skeptical.
Many of them had stopped praying.
Many of them had become agnostic: "Who knows if there is a King of the Night? We
have been here -- we have never seen him. Our parents have been here -- they have never
seen. Their parents have been here -- they have not been able to see him. Centuries have
passed and we have been serving these stone statues and now suddenly you want us to
believe in your dream?"
The chief priest said, "I myself don't believe in it, but there is no harm. Just think of the
other possibility if he comes... There is no chance, I know, but just give a one percent
possibility. It is one hundred percent certain there is no possibility that he will come. It is just
a dream, but just give one percentage point... if he comes and finds us unprepared, no flowers
for him, no sweets for his welcome, no music, no dance, no candles, then we will be in really
bad shape. One thousand priests... what are you doing here?
"And anyway, if we clean the temple, bring flowers, burn candles as if he is coming and
he does not come, there is no harm. It is our temple and we live in it, we have celebrated it.
The guest has promised but did not turn up. There is no harm in preparing, but in not
preparing there is tremendous risk, and I cannot take that risk."
By that time the night was almost over and everybody gave thought to the old priest -- he
was reasonable. The temple was cleaned. It had hundreds of statues, so much dust, for
centuries nobody has cared. They brought flowers and perfume, and they brought sweets and
they prepared special food.
Half a day had passed and the suspicion started arising: "Half the day has gone and he has
not come yet. We are unnecessarily being bothered by this old fool's dream. Who has ever
heard that any god comes to any temple? It goes against all factuality, all history, and we
believed the dream and tired ourselves unnecessarily. And we cannot eat, unless the guest
comes."
That is a simple rule in the temple. First the god has to be served and then the priests can
share the food. Up to now it had been easy, because the gods were only stone gods. Today
was difficult. It was getting late, the sun had started going down and everybody was angry
with the old priest: "We have wasted so much money unnecessarily on flowers, on painting...
We had to bring so many servants to clean, because it was almost impossible, it was so
huge."
The old priest said, "I am sorry, but what can I say? He may still come."
The day passed and finally they decided, even against the head priest, "Now it is useless
to wait -- the sun has set. The whole day we have been hungry and working and now we are

tired. We want to eat and go to sleep."
The old man said, "It is better just to wait one night more because he is the King of the
Night -- that we have forgotten completely. He will not come in the day; he will come in the
night, if ever he comes."
They said, "Now we are no longer going to be persuaded by this stupidity to remain
hungry and awake the whole night, waiting for your dream."
They revolted...
The old priest said, "There is no need to revolt. I am myself old and tired and hungry; I
will join you... perhaps it was just a dream."
And they all ate the delicacies they had arranged for the god of the temple. They were so
tired they fell asleep very soon, early in the night.
In the middle of the night came a golden chariot with the King of the Night, the god of
the temple. The chariot came on the mud road leaving its marks on the mud up to the great
gate of the temple. There were a thousand steps to reach to the temple, and the god of the
temple climbed those thousand steps up to the main door.
The noise of the chariot on the mud road was heard. Some priest, half-awake, half-asleep
said, "It seems he has come, because I hear the sound of a great chariot."
Somebody else shouted him down -- "Don't disturb us now. Enough of all this nonsense!
There is no chariot; it is just a cloud passing by."
Somebody else said, "But I have heard the steps -- somebody is coming up to the main
door."
Out of those thousand priests many jumped upon him and forced him: "Remain silent and
quiet. It is nothing but a strong wind striking on the doors. Don't be deceived; don't think that
the god will knock on the doors."
In the morning they were all crying because there were marks of footprints on those one
thousand steps and on the mud road there were marks of a chariot, coming and going back.
The god had come -- but they were asleep...
It is possible to find a master who can tap you, but if you are fast asleep, in your sleep
you will find a thousand and one explanations and go on back to sleep. Perhaps it is a cloud,
perhaps it is wind... You may find any reason to avoid; you will take another turn and go to
sleep... nobody has come.
It all depends on your inner energy to be waiting at the door for the guest to come, fully
awake, in deep trust, in great love.
In fact your trust and your love are the constituents of the guest.
Your love creates, your trust creates -- nobody comes.
Just your trust and your love blossoms and a fragrance surrounds you. Thousands of
lights start burning around you.
It is your energy, your abundant energy -- there is no other god.
Maneesha, you are asking,
"THIS ANECDOTE EVOKES SUCH A BEAUTIFUL IMAGE OF WHAT TRANSPIRES
BETWEEN MASTER AND DISCIPLE. CAN YOU TALK ABOUT THE `PECK AND
TAP' THAT WE CALL OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU?"
In fact, the tap is not inevitable but the peck is inevitable. If you are overflowing with
energy then even a man who knows nothing may give you a tap and you will be freed from

your sleep, from your darkness, from your unconsciousness.
Once it happened with a great Tibetan saint, Milarepa... He was a simple and innocent
person and he followed a master who was not a master at all, but just a great scholar, very
knowledgeable, had a great following. But Milarepa was not concerned with the knowledge.
He loved the man, he trusted him. Although he was not trustworthy, he was not a master,
Milarepa accepted him as a master to such an extent -- the story is very beautiful, must be
symbolic -- that he would walk on water.
Other disciples who were older and senior to him could not do it; they tried. They asked
Milarepa, "What is the secret?"
He said, "No secret; I simply trust my master. I remember him and I say to him that I
want to cross this river, that's all. I don't know how he manages."
Naturally, jealousy arose because he was a newcomer and he was suddenly becoming the
most prominent because of his doings. He would jump from the mountains without being
hurt... And the reason he would always give was, "It is my master."
It was reported to his master. The master was very much surprised. He himself would not
dare to walk on water. He was a knowledgeable scholar, but that does not make you capable
of walking on water. He could not jump from mountains into valleys without being hurt. But
now he was in a difficulty. He could not say, "I am not responsible at all, it must be his own
trust" -- on the contrary he proved to be a very ordinary human being. He said, "Yes, it is my
name and the power of my name."
So the disciples asked, "Then you show us: walk on the waters."
He said, "I will."
He thought in his mind, "If my name can manage it, then of course I am going to try it
myself."
And after the first step he started shouting, "Help! Help!" because he was drowning.
Somehow he was pulled out.
The disciples asked, "What happened?"
He said, "I don't know, I had never tried it before. Where is that Milarepa?"
Milarepa was on the other side of the river, so he came running on the water.
The master said, "My God, you have exposed me. I cannot do it, nor can my name do it;
it must be your trust. It does not matter in what, in whom."
So once in a while it has happened that a master who was not a master has helped
somebody to become awakened, enlightened. And the contrary has also happened, that the
master is fully awakened, he goes on shouting into your ears... but you don't think that you
can fly, that the whole sky is yours, that you can be free from the imprisonment that you
yourself have created of relationships, of success, of power, of prestige... Thousands are the
names of the Devil, but the essential thing is that it imprisons you, it chains you.
It is in your power to break those chains, because those chains are made only of your
imagination.
Maneesha, the most essential lesson on the path is of having a loving heart, of trusting the
existence -- of being in a let-go that if existence takes care of all this vast universe it will also
take care of you. And whatever happens must be right because nothing can happen against
existence.
This immense trust is difficult in the beginning, because you can't touch existence, you
can't figure out what existence is.
The master is simply a very thin thread between you and existence. He can give you a

tangible proof of trust and love. If he becomes the proof, the answer, then something in you
will start opening up. The master does nothing, not even tapping.
So I am not in agreement with Kyosei and Setcho and Gora. What they are saying is
significant but not significant enough.
The master does nothing.
His being a master is enough.
His silence penetrates the heart of the disciple.
There is no effort; it is just a happening.
The very presence of the master gives you the trust that life is much more than you have
known up to now, much deeper, much vaster; that life is not just this mundane, everyday
routine; that life has an inner world, an inner kingdom, a treasure that you are carrying
without knowing anything about it.
The master simply provokes you, challenges you.
His silence is a challenge, his words are a challenge. His presence is an invitation.
Those who are alive and those who want to be more alive follow the path; they are very
few, unfortunately. Most of the people decide to remain in their eggs. The egg seems to be
very protective -- who knows what is outside? The egg is a security -- who knows, outside
may be insecure, unsafe. The master simply gives by his presence the assurance -- not by
words, but just by his being: "Come out of the egg, come out of your prison whatever is the
name of your prison -- and you are capable of it."
Nothing is needed to be done from the outside; it is an inner explosion. The gardener does
not open the rose petals; the bud opens the petals on its own. Yes, the gardener helps in many
other ways, but the central and the essential experience happens from the inside.
I call the man a master who can make you secure in this insecure world, who can give
you the courage to come out of your cozy hole, who can give you the insight that you have
wings.
I have told you one ancient parable... A lioness was pregnant and she jumped from one
hillock to another hillock and gave birth to a kid, which fell on the ground in a crowd of
sheep.
This small lion was brought up by the sheep, although he became a lion. But they became
accustomed to him and moreover, he was a vegetarian just as all sheep are. And although
sheep or lions don't have mirrors, they felt that something was weird with this sheep... too
long, too big, but there was no trouble.
The trouble arose one day when an old lion saw this crowd of sheep going by and,
amongst them, a lion, young, strong -- and the sheep were not afraid of him! The old lion
could not believe his eyes -- it was so absurd! He had to run after him, because the young lion
started running with the sheep. He called to him many times, "Stop!"
But the young lion had never thought that he was anybody other than a sheep -- perfectly
vegetarian, eating grass, having friends, love affairs, girlfriends, enjoying life -- why should
he stop? And this fellow seems to be dangerous!
But the old lion could not resist the temptation. He followed and got hold of the young
lion and said, "You idiot, have you forgotten that you are a lion?"
The young lion started shivering with fear and he said, "Let me go, my people are going.
If they are gone I will be lost. Don't prevent me. Please forgive me; just let me go. They are
all going to have a beautiful lunch; just by the side of the river there is such delicious grass. If
you want you can come, but don't prevent me."

The old lion said, "You stupid... you come with me. Have you started eating grass?"
The old lion took the young lion forcibly, because he wouldn't budge. He wanted to go to
his own people and this fellow was unnecessarily harassing. The old lion took him to the
river and told him, "Look into the river and look at my face and your face!"
Nothing was said, nothing was done, and there came a great roar from the young lion.
Suddenly, a transformation: he was not a sheep.
But nothing was said. Just a mirror was used, the mirror of a silent river.
The master is only a mirror.
He does not do anything.
He simply allows you to look into the mirror of his eyes, into the mirror of his gestures,
into the mirror of his silences, and perhaps there may come the lion's roar.
You may wake up to your reality.
It is so silent and so beautiful, but I would like a little laughter before we experience a
deeper silence. Each laughter brings in the wake a deeper silence, a fresher silence...
A young actor has just been hired for his first role in a play being performed on
Broadway.
"You have only one line," the director tells him, "but it is an extremely important one.
When you hear the sound of guns going off you say, `Hark! I hear the cannons roar!' Do you
understand?"
"Of course," replies the actor confidently, "Hark! I hear the cannons roar! No problem,
I've got it already."
The following night the theater is packed and the young actor is striding about backstage
repeating over and over, "Hark! I hear the cannons roar."
Then the audience goes quiet as the play begins. The director signals for the young man
to go out on the stage and the curtain raises.
Suddenly a loud thundering noise rolls through the theater. The startled actor spins round
and shouts, "Shit! What the fuck was that?"
A Texan in England enters a crowded railway carriage. He finds that the only spare seat is
occupied by a mean looking dog owned by a fat red-faced woman.
He asks politely if the dog can sit on the floor instead of the seat.
"You leave my dog alone!" snaps the woman.
The Texan searches the whole train without finding a seat, so he comes back and throws
the dog out of the window.
The woman freaks out. "Are you all going to sit here," she screams at everyone, "and
allow an American to treat an English lady like this?"
One man in a bowler hat lowers his TIMES newspaper, "The Americans are all crazy,
Madam," he explains. "They hold their fork in the wrong hand, they drive on the wrong side
of the road, and now this idiot has gone and thrown the wrong bitch out of the window!"
A Catholic priest in Rome visits a brothel. When he has finished, instead of having to pay
he is given ten dollars. The priest rushes off to tell the cardinal about this.
Sure enough, the next day the cardinal goes to the same brothel. When he has finished,
instead of having to pay he is given one hundred dollars. The cardinal can't believe his luck.
So he runs off to tell Pope the Polack about this incredible deal.

The next night the Polack pope sneaks down to the red-light district and finds the same
place. When he has finished they give him a check for a thousand dollars.
"Just a minute," cries the pope, "this is unbelievable! How come you pay the customers
here?"
"Well," says the madam, "it is like this. We got a great photograph of the priest in action.
We made a great movie out of the cardinal. And right now you are appearing live on satellite
television."
A young girl who is getting married asks her mother about the wedding night. Her mother
is old-fashioned and tells her, "He will take you to bed, tear off your clothes and then he will
lie beside you and then... er, scare you! But you will just have to put up with it."
After the first time the young bride looks coyly at her husband. "Darling," she says,
"scare me again."
He scares her several times during the night, and when the sun rises the bride shakes her
husband and says, "Darling, scare me again."
The man opens his bleary eyes, slowly takes a deep breath and shouts, "YAA-BOO!"
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
Okay... now for two minutes close your eyes, no movement, just be frozen....
Now relax.
Come back.
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BELOVED OSHO,
WHEN BASHO WAS OUT WALKING WITH HYAKUJO HE SAW A WILD DUCK FLY PAST.
BASHO SAID, "WHAT IS IT?"
HYAKUJO SAID, "IT IS A WILD DUCK."
BASHO SAID, "WHERE IS IT?"
HYAKUJO SAID, "IT HAS FLOWN AWAY."
BASHO AT LAST GAVE HYAKUJO'S NOSE A SHARP PINCH. HYAKUJO CRIED OUT WITH PAIN.
BASHO SAID, "THERE, HOW CAN IT FLY AWAY?"
SETCHO SAYS:
THE WILD DUCK! WHAT, HOW AND WHERE?
BASHO HAS SEEN, TALKED, TAUGHT AND EXHAUSTED THE MEANING OF MOUNTAIN
CLOUDS AND MOONLIT SEAS.
BUT JO DOESN'T UNDERSTAND -- "HAS FLOWN AWAY."
FLOWN AWAY? NO, HE IS BROUGHT BACK! SAY! SAY!
OSHO,
BASHO IS SAID TO HAVE BEEN THE FIRST ZEN MASTER TO USE HITS, PINCHES, SHOUTS
AND PUSHES TO BRING A DISCIPLE TO THE PRESENT. BUT SUCH METHODS LEAVE
THEMSELVES OPEN TO ABUSE AND TO BECOMING SIMPLY A TRADITION.
YOU SEEM TO DEVISE A DIFFERENT METHOD EVERY DAY TO OUTSMART US.
YOU ARE ALWAYS AT LEAST ONE STEP AHEAD OF US!
WHAT DO YOU SAY?

Maneesha, before Zen master Niskriya takes care of you, I would like to answer this
beautiful anecdote.... Basho has tremendous respect in my heart. He is not only a mystic, a
master, he is also a poet, a painter, a sculptor; he is a creative phenomenon. Nobody can
compare with him as far as his multidimensional personality is concerned.
Bodhidharma is the greatest peak but he is onedimensional. Basho is not that great a peak
but he has a different quality of greatness that is his multidimensionality. Just as
Bodhidharma is unique so is Basho. His statements have to be listened to very carefully. He
speaks as Basho should speak -- he is the very essence of Zen.
If Bodhidharma is the founder then Basho is the flower. He has the fragrance which only
a flower can have. That fragrance is manifested in his poetry, in his small statements, in his
every gesture. Even in his ordinary talks with people he cannot be other than Basho.

This small anecdote would have been forgotten if Basho were not there. There is nothing
new in it but Basho gives it new meaning. There is nothing philosophical or mystical in it, but
Basho makes it a mystery. You will have to be very silently aware to see what a great master
is....
Bodhidharma is very raw. He smells of the earth when the first rain clouds come -- and a
beautiful smell out of the earth. Basho is far more refined, perhaps the most refined Zen
master up to now. His refinement is in his cultured, meditative spaciousness. Out of that
spaciousness many flowers have showered on the world. It does not matter wherever he is
and whatever is going on, Basho is going to make it a Zen state of affairs. That uniqueness
will not be found again.
Just think of this Hyakujo and a wild duck....
WHEN BASHO WAS OUT WALKING WITH HYAKUJO HE SAW A WILD DUCK FLYING PAST.
BASHO SAID, "WHAT IS IT?"

Certainly the question is not about the wild duck, because Basho is not blind. Hyakujo is
far behind in spiritual growth; he is not yet a master. Not even a perfect disciple. He has some
intellectual sophistication, but even he missed it. He missed it because he must have thought
that Basho had not seen that it is a wild duck.
Basho is not asking about the wild duck at all. He is not asking about the form but the
essence.
WHAT IS IT? He is not asking about the past or the present but that which transcends
time.
HYAKUJO SAID, "IT IS A WILD DUCK."

Perfectly factual, perfectly right -- but not in the eyes of a man like Basho.
BASHO SAID, "WHERE IS IT?" He gives another chance to Hyakujo and he again
misses it.
HYAKUJO SAID, "IT HAS FLOWN AWAY."
BASHO AT LAST GAVE HYAKUJO'S NOSE A SHARP PINCH. HYAKUJO CRIED OUT WITH PAIN.
BASHO SAID, "THERE, HOW CAN IT FLY AWAY?"

So much is implied in this small conversation. First, as we conceive time and as it is in
the eyes of the awakened, is not the same.
For us time passes by.
For the awakened one you pass by.
Time is always present. It never goes anywhere.
It is always now and here.
Have you ever met the past? Yes, you have imagined, dreamt about it. But your dreaming
about the past is not the past; your imagination is not the reality. Where is the future? -except in your desires and in your longings and in your passions, where is the future? And
these longings and desires and greed and ambitions are part of your mind. They are not part
of time.
For a man whose desires have disappeared, whose greed is no longer there, do you think
there will be even a slight shadow of tomorrow? With the desires and longings going away
the future dies, and with the memories and imaginations and the dreams dropping, the past
disappears. Then what remains in your hands? You cannot even call it present, because
present is possible only if there is something past and something future. In that context the
present is the middle, but if the future disappears and the past dies, the present cannot live.
The present is also part of your mind.
Your mind is time.

And when times ceases, your mind ceases.
Then you simply are.
You have to understand this background, then only will you be able to see Basho's
tremendous insight into things, transforming small experiences into great metaphysical truths.
As he saw the wild duck fly past Basho said, "WHAT IS IT?"
He is not asking about the wild duck, he is asking about it -- and the it contains the whole
existence. But obviously anybody who understands only language and knows nothing about
that which is beyond language, will agree with Hyakujo.
HYAKUJO SAID, "IT IS A WILD DUCK." But he has not understood that Basho would
not ask about the wild duck -- he can see it himself. He is asking about it, another name of
existence. "WHAT IS IT?" The wild duck is just an excuse to raise the question: What is
existence? Existence is not a wild duck, although a wild duck is part of existence -- but
existence is far bigger.
The it of Basho contains the totality; the poor wild duck is not even a dewdrop in the
ocean. But he gives another chance to Hyakujo to understand that his question is not directed
about the wild duck.
BASHO SAID, "WHERE IS IT?"

Hyakujo goes on committing the same mistake. That is the nature of mind; it goes on
committing the same mistake again and again.
HYAKUJO SAID, "IT HAS FLOWN AWAY."

The simple word `it' in the eyes of Basho contains the whole existence; hence it cannot
fly away. Where will it go? It contains all, but poor Hyakujo is still concerned with the wild
duck. He cannot understand that a great master like Basho cannot ask such a stupid question
and if he is asking, then there must be much more than language contains. He said, "It has
flown away" -- still he is concerned with the wild duck. Naturally Basho could see that
Hyakujo will not understand easily.
BASHO AT LAST GAVE HYAKUJO'S NOSE A SHARP PINCH. HYAKUJO CRIED OUT WITH PAIN.
BASHO SAID, "THERE, HOW CAN IT FLY AWAY?"
Existence cannot go anywhere.
It is always here.
How can it fly away and where?
It is everywhere.
That small it contains the whole.

And Basho is the past master because it began with him that he started hitting his
disciples, slapping his disciples, pinching their noses.
Words have failed... what to do? The disciple has to be brought to his senses! Basho gave
a sharp pinch to Hyakujo's nose. Hyakujo cried out with pain. Rather than sympathizing or
being compassionate Basho said, "THERE."
Pain brings you here. Pain has a certain quality, the same as pleasure; they bring you here.
And a sharp pinch on the nose and Basho asked, "There, when the nose is hurting how can it
fly away?"
Setcho comments -- his commentaries are becoming better every day....
"THE WILD DUCK! WHAT, HOW, AND WHERE?"

In existence everything is formal: today somebody is alive and tomorrow he is gone. Who
was he? Where was he and where has he gone? The flower that was dancing in the wind just
now is no longer there -- all the petals have withered away. From where did that flower
come? From where to where has it gone? What was it? Certainly it was not just the petals. It

was a certain expression of existence. It was real; it was not a dream.
It came out from nowhere.
It remained in nowhere.
It has gone into nowhere.
Nowhere....
I would suggest to you again to break that word in two: make it now-here -- just a small
hyphen. That is the meaning of nowhere. Now-here -- put together it becomes nowhere, but
looked at deeply, now and here are the realities. Perhaps you cannot see it now. It has
entered into its own essence.
Again will come the spring and again will come the flower.
It has been coming again and again and going again and again back into its invisible
house -- the essence.
THE WILD DUCK! WHAT, HOW, AND WHERE?
BASHO HAS SEEN, TALKED, TAUGHT AND EXHAUSTED THE MEANING OF THE MOUNTAIN
CLOUDS AND MOONLIT SEAS.
BUT JO DOES NOT UNDERSTAND -- "FLOWN AWAY?"

Setcho is using Hyakujo's everyday name, Jo. Jo does not understand. He sees but he sees
only the form. He does not see the formless; otherwise even in the wild duck you will find the
same essential soul as you will find within yourself.
The whole existence consists of one soul with millions of formulations -- but the content
of every form is the same.
"HAS FLOWN AWAY." FLOWN AWAY?
NO, HE IS BROUGHT BACK!

By pinching hard on the nose of Hyakujo the wild duck is brought back. Setcho means
that if even now he cannot understand that nothing goes anywhere, everything remains here -like the pain. Then the wild duck is brought back.
SAY! SAY! Setcho has the style of repeating his comments with "say." He is
commenting in front of disciples. He is asking them, "Say, have you understood it? Is the
wild duck back? Say!" In fact it has never gone anywhere, it has been in its essence since
eternity and to eternity. For the first time Setcho has made something beautiful, has added
something to Basho's statement.
And Maneesha is asking me:
"OSHO, BASHO IS SAID TO HAVE BEEN THE FIRST ZEN MASTER TO USE HITS,
PINCHES, SHOUTS AND PUSHES TO BRING A DISCIPLE TO THE PRESENT. BUT
SUCH METHODS LEAVE THEMSELVES OPEN TO ABUSE AND TO BECOMING
SIMPLY A TRADITION."
True! That fate has befallen the Zen tradition also; much of it has become dead. Still
masters ask, "What is it?" when a wild duck flies over -- knowing the whole story, still the
noses are pinched -- but now it is meaningless. You are right that such methods leave
themselves open to abuse and to becoming simply a tradition. Everything outward is going to
become a tradition and the moment anything becomes a tradition, it loses meaning.
Is it so easy to understand existence just by giving a pinch to somebody's nose, or
shouting, or hitting...? These kinds of strategies can work only once. Basho was very
inventive -- he never repeated the same strategy again. But even though you are inventive,

how many things can you do from the outside? There is a limit.
Maneesha, you are asking, "You seem to devise a different method every day to outsmart
us. You are always at least one step ahead of us. What do you say?"
No knowing!
I do not devise. I never know what is going to be my next word. I allow existence to take
me over completely. Hence I have been speaking for thirty-five years but I have never felt
that I have repeated anything. Every day everything is fresh; every time it has a new
dimension, a new meaning, a new significance; every time a new smell, a new fragrance.
I don't devise, I let the universe devise it. It is not a very great quality; it is sheer laziness.
I won't pinch anybody's nose -- not because there are noses which do not need to be pinched,
but just because I am too lazy. I am so lazy that my physiologist, my physician, Amrito
exercises for me. He takes my hand and he tells me, "Don't do anything" -- and he exercises
my hand.... I said, "Okay."
Now he has imported machines which will exercise for me. I will enjoy seeing my own
leg being exercised by a machine. For the first time a buddha is in such a situation!
... But as far as invisible hits and shouts are concerned, they happen on their own. I may
just look at you, or I may call Master Niskriya -- and he was so beautiful. He functioned
exactly the way... Even Basho would have felt ashamed! When I told him to hit Maneesha
hard he kissed her head. No hit can go deeper than a kiss. And when I said to hit anybody
with his staff he hit his own head.... Even Basho would have been surprised.
I have my own ways of working, but being lazy I cannot be too physical. I can love you, I
can make you laugh, I can make you cry, I can make you wait. That too is not devised, not
preconsidered; it just happens.
Just now a fly is moving under my robe -- and I am not going to do anything. She has got
into trouble by herself -- why should I do anything?
Maneesha, I am not even one step ahead of you, I am with you shoulder to shoulder. But I
have found more sophisticated, more conscious ways of working on people then Basho
himself. I love him; he is my predecessor -- but he has to learn much if he comes back.
There is no need to hit somebody's head, because my understanding is that an idiot's head
will become even harder. An idiot is not a donkey -- that you give a hit of the stick on the
donkey's head and you can get the donkey's attention. The ordinary human man lives in such
deep unconsciousness that your hit will be misunderstood.
Hyakujo may not understand, but at least he understands that he is missing something.
But today, you pinch somebody's nose and you will get a bigger hit on your nose -- and the
person will say, "I came here to know about God, not to be pinched on my nose... and what
have I to do with a wild duck? What kind of nonsense is this...?"
To the contemporary educated man, Zen will appear more mystical than anything.
Sometimes not even mystical but pure nonsense, absurd. It was a different climate, a different
kind of people -- a different air in which Zen was meaningful. Today Basho would be in the
Police Commissioner's office: "Why did you hit poor Hyakujo's nose? What kind of master
are you?"
But I hit you in my own way... very legal, constitutional, without moving -- I have refined
much on Basho.
I have told you a story.... An emperor of Japan was very much interested in
swordsmanship. Every year he used to give huge awards to the winners. One year it happened
that three swordsmen were chosen from different areas of the country. They were all masters
and they had no idea what test was ahead. Thousands of other swordsmen were present just to

watch, because this was a great occasion to see what a swordsman can do.
The king said, "Get ready," opened a small box -- and a fly ran out of the box. The first
swordsman cut the fly in the air into two parts. Everybody clapped... the fly was so small, and
it was flying!
The second fly was released and the second swordsman cut the fly into three pieces in the
air. There was really great clapping, and everybody was waiting for what happens with the
third. Now what more can he do? A fly, so small, flying... and he cut it into three pieces in
the air. There is not even enough space to make four cuts; just two was too much! The third
fly was opened and the third warrior flashed his sword, but the fly went away. So everybody
started laughing, that this is stupid, he could not even kill the fly. Even the emperor could not
believe why he had been chosen from a province as a great master.
The swordsman said, "Stop laughing! You don't understand. This fly will never
reproduce."
Such a fine cut. My flies don't reproduce.
Now a few laughters before we enter into two minutes of silence. These laughters are
simply preparations -- hence I call them prayers....
One morning at the breakfast table, little Ernie says to his mother, "Mummy, yesterday
when you were at work, Daddy took the maid upstairs to the bedroom and..." His mother
interrupts him and says, "Ernie, tonight at dinner time I want you to tell this whole story
when your father is here."
So that night at dinner his mother says, "Now, Ernie, dear, I want you to repeat what you
told me this morning."
"Well," says Ernie, "when you were at work, Daddy took the maid up to the bedroom and
did the same thing you and the milkman did last week."
Gloria is early for her appointment with the optician, so she goes into a shoe store to try
on some new shoes.
As the clerk bends over to measure her foot, Gloria, who is very shortsighted, sees his
bald head, and thinks it is her bare knee showing. Quickly, she pulls her skirt over it.
Immediately, there is a muffled cry. "Shit!" shouts the clerk, "There goes the electricity
again!"
Farmer Hayseed keeps the best bull in the neighborhood and makes money renting its
services.
One day, Farmer Hayseed and his son, Ned, leave the bull with young Sam, giving him
the instructions to charge ten dollars for every cow that comes to visit it. Sam is sitting in the
farmyard when an angry neighbor drives up and demands to see Farmer Hayseed. "He's out,
sir," says Sam, "and so is Ned, but I can help you."
"No, you can't," snaps the neighbor, "that Ned has gone and got my daughter pregnant!"
"You're right, sir, you'll have to see Farmer Hayseed," says Sam, "I don't know what he
charges for Ned."
Now two minutes of absolute silence.
Just melt into this silence.
Close your eyes... no movement.

Let your whole energy gather within yourself.
Now let go....
Okay, come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
OBAKU ADDRESSED THE ASSEMBLY AND SAID, "YOU ARE ALL PARTAKERS OF BREWER'S
GRAIN. IF YOU GO ON STUDYING ZEN LIKE THAT, YOU WILL NEVER FINISH IT. DO YOU
KNOW THAT IN ALL THE LAND OF T'ANG THERE IS NO ZEN TEACHER?"
THEN A MONK CAME FORWARD AND SAID, "BUT SURELY THERE ARE THOSE WHO TEACH
DISCIPLES AND PRESIDE OVER THE ASSEMBLIES. WHAT ABOUT THAT?"
OBAKU SAID, "I DO NOT SAY THAT THERE IS NO ZEN, BUT THAT THERE IS NO ZEN
TEACHER."
SETCHO SAYS:
COMMANDING HIS WAY OF TEACHING;
BUT HE MADE IT NO POINT OF MERIT.
SEATED MAJESTICALLY OVER THE WHOLE LAND,
HE DISTINGUISHED THE DRAGON FROM THE SNAKE.
EMPEROR TAICHU ONCE ENCOUNTERED HIM
AND THRICE FELL INTO HIS CLUTCHES.
OSHO,
OBAKU SAYS THERE IS NO ZEN TEACHER. IT SEEMS TO ME THEREFORE THAT THERE CAN
BE NO DISCIPLES. SO WHO ARE YOU AND WHO ARE WE?
AND THE SECOND QUESTION:
OBAKU SEEMS TO BE SAYING THAT ONE CANNOT KNOW ZEN BY EXPERIENCING ONE
PARTICLE OF BREWER'S GRAIN. BUT I HAVE HEARD YOU SAY, "TASTE ONE DROP OF THE
OCEAN, AND YOU KNOW THE WHOLE OCEAN."
CAN YOU PLEASE COMMENT?

Maneesha, Zen is the very principle of existence. Whether there is anyone who teaches it
or not, whether there is anyone who learns it or not, it is there. Zen is the very heartbeat of
existence. It is not dependent on any teaching, not dependent on any masters, not dependent
on disciples. Masters come and go, disciples come and disappear; Zen remains. Just as it is. It
is always just as it is.
I have made my comment.
Now I will take the anecdote:
OBAKU ADDRESSED THE ASSEMBLY AND SAID, "YOU ARE ALL PARTAKERS OF BREWER'S

GRAIN. IF YOU GO ON STUDYING ZEN LIKE THAT, YOU WILL NEVER FINISH IT. DO YOU
KNOW THAT IN ALL THE LAND OF T'ANG THERE IS NO ZEN TEACHER?"
THEN A MONK CAME FORWARD AND SAID, "BUT
SURELY THERE ARE THOSE WHO TEACH DISCIPLES AND PRESIDE OVER THE ASSEMBLIES.
WHAT ABOUT THAT?"
OBAKU SAID, "I DO NOT SAY THAT THERE IS NO ZEN, BUT THAT THERE IS NO ZEN
TEACHER."

I hope things are very simple....
If there is no Catholic church, no pope, there will be no Christianity, because Christianity has
nothing to do with existence's essence. If there is no shankaracharya and no Hindu monks,
existence will just remain the same as it is. Their being or not being does not affect existence.
Certainly their doctrines will disappear, their congregations will not be held anymore. Their
teachers and their masters and their disciples will not be there. And if these people think
Hinduism is dependent on these scriptures, shankaracharyas, then certainly there will be no
Hinduism either.
Except Zen, no religion has been so intensely clear about its own existential status. The
others are only aware about their theologies, their scriptures, their teachers, their masters,
their disciples. They are all very superficial -- just waves on the ocean. But Zen has never for
a single moment identified itself with the waves. It consistently emphasizes, "I am the ocean.
Waves come and go; the ocean remains. Many more waves will come and go; it does not
affect the ocean in any way."
Obaku was right when he said that there is no Zen. There were many teachers and many
followers, but they don't constitute the reality of Zen.
For example, one day I was not and one day I will be again not. The same is true about
each of you. But the essence of existence knows no change; it remains. And that essence of
existence is called Zen. It is not an ordinary religion like Hinduism, Christianity,
Mohammedanism, Buddhism, Jainism, Judaism -- I am including even Buddhism -- because
Zen is the essence; everything else is just commentary. Zen is the experience; everything else
is just decoration.
Obaku is right: even though there are Zen masters and there are Zen followers, yet there
is no Zen in the sense that these teachings are all superfluous and these teachers are only
knowledgeable. They know about Zen, but they have not lived it, they have only learned
about it. And when the teachers themselves don't have Zen as a quality of their innermost
being, how can they teach anyone? But that does not mean that there is no Zen.
Zen is another name of existence -- and then you will be able to understand Obaku very
easily.
SETCHO SAYS:
COMMANDING HIS WAY OF TEACHING;
BUT HE MADE IT NO POINT OF MERIT.
SEATED MAJESTICALLY OVER THE WHOLE LAND,
HE DISTINGUISHED THE DRAGON FROM THE SNAKE.
EMPEROR TAICHU ONCE ENCOUNTERED HIM
AND THRICE FELL INTO HIS CLUTCHES.

Setcho is appreciating the tremendous insight of Obaku, his clarity of vision in making a
distinction between the snake and the dragon, his great capacity to be a master:
COMMANDING HIS WAY OF TEACHING... But he is so humble that HE MADE IT
NO POINT OF MERIT.
SEATED MAJESTICALLY OVER THE WHOLE LAND... He is just a beggar as far as

the outside world is concerned, but because of his insight into the very center of existence he
is the real emperor. Even a great emperor -- TAICHU ONCE ENCOUNTERED HIM AND
THRICE FELL INTO HIS CLUTCHES.
We don't know what those clutches were. They are not recorded but they must have been
of the same quality. For example, when somebody says, "There is no Zen, although there are
Zen teachers and Zen disciples," at the same time he means that these disciples and these
teachers make no difference -- Zen is.
Zen is rather is-ness. It is in the flowers and it is in the mountains and it is in the clouds. It
is in the open sky and it is in the tremendous light of the sun and it is also in the darkness of
the night.
It is! Everything else is commentary.
A master is authentic when he knows it as his own being; a master is unauthentic when he
does not know it as his own being although he knows all the holy scriptures. He may be a
learned scholar and because of his learning he may find disciples, but all are sitting in a
wrong boat.
You are asking me,
"OBAKU SAYS THERE IS NO ZEN TEACHER. IT SEEMS TO ME THEREFORE THAT
THERE CAN BE NO DISCIPLES. SO WHO ARE WE AND WHO ARE YOU?"
Obaku's statement does not concern this assembly. At least it does not concern me. He
was talking only about his land, centuries before: the land of T'ang, a small province of
China. He is not talking about eternity -- he cannot talk about me or you!
I know Zen -- not from any scripture. I do not belong to the tradition of Zen; I belong to
these clouds. I belong to existence on my own accord. I have found Zen -- not through the
scriptures. That's why I can say, even in Japan there are only teachers and followers, no Zen.
I am almost a stranger to the tradition; but I have found Zen on my own accord. It is my
discovery, it is not an inheritance from the tradition, an inheritance from Mahakashyapa,
Bodhidharma, Obaku. I don't have anything from these people -- I don't owe anything to
anybody.
If Obaku were here, then Zen Master Niskriya would have pinched his nose. As his
representative, Master Niskriya, pinch Maneesha's nose.
(NISKRIYA TAKES A PEACOCK FEATHER WHICH HAS BEEN PERCHED ON HIS
CAMERA, AND TICKLES MANEESHA'S NOSE.)
Right... Good!
Maneesha, your second question is:
"OSHO, OBAKU SEEMS TO BE SAYING THAT ONE CANNOT KNOW ZEN BY
EXPERIENCING ONE PARTICLE OF BREWER'S GRAIN. BUT I HAVE HEARD YOU
SAY, `TASTE ONE DROP OF THE OCEAN, AND YOU KNOW THE WHOLE OCEAN.'
CAN YOU PLEASE COMMENT?"
As for my statement, I stand by it, Obaku or no Obaku. I repeat again: If you have tasted
a single drop you have tasted the whole ocean. Now you know its saltiness. If you have tasted
one moment of silence, you have tasted its blissfulness, its benediction. I don't care what
Obaku says. As far as this statement is concerned he is wrong.

I agree with his first statement unconditionally. In the same way I disagree with his
second statement, also unconditionally -- there is no possibility of compromise. And you can
see my point is so clear that Obaku unnecessarily becomes a laughingstock. He was doing
perfectly well, but he went a little too far. He forgot that there would be coming people of
greater insight and deeper clarity, who will condemn his second statement.
I am not a man who follows anybody; I am nobody's disciple. I have tasted existence and
I have declared that I have known it. Anything that goes against my experience is wrong.
BASHO'S "SUN-FACED BUDDHA, MOON-FACED BUDDHA"
BELOVED OSHO,
THE GREAT MASTER BASHO WAS SERIOUSLY ILL. THE CHIEF PRIEST OF THE TEMPLE
CAME TO PAY HIS RESPECTS.
HE ASKED, "HOW DO YOU FEEL THESE DAYS?"
THE MASTER SAID, "SUN-FACED BUDDHA, MOON-FACED BUDDHA."
SETCHO SAYS:
SUN-FACED BUDDHA! MOON-FACED BUDDHA!
COMPARED WITH THEM,
HOW PALE THE THREE SOVEREIGNS, THE FIVE ANCESTRAL EMPERORS!
FOR TWENTY YEARS I HAVE HAD FIERCE STRUGGLES,
DESCENDING INTO THE DRAGON'S CAVE FOR YOU.
THE HARDSHIP DEFIES DESCRIPTION.
YOU CLEAR-EYED MONKS, DON'T MAKE LIGHT OF IT.
OSHO,
YOU RARELY SPEAK ON ANY HARDSHIPS YOU MAY EXPERIENCE FOR US, AND I KNOW
THAT SOME OF US TEND TO THINK YOU ARE BEYOND PAIN OR DISCOMFORT BECAUSE
YOU HAVE THE CAPACITY TO WITNESS EVERYTHING. SOME HAVE EXPRESSED THE IDEA
THAT YOUR ILLNESSES ARE JUST DEVICES FOR US.
COULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT?
AND THE SECOND QUESTION:
I HAVE HEARD YOU SAY, "THIS VERY BODY, THE BUDDHA," AND I HAVE ALSO HEARD YOU
REMIND US THAT WE ARE NOT THE BODY.
WOULD YOU TALK ABOUT THESE SEEMINGLY OPPOSING STATEMENTS?

Maneesha, the clouds have come again....
Basho's statement, "SUN-FACED BUDDHA, MOON-FACED BUDDHA" looks like a
puzzle. It is not. It is simply saying that Buddha is Buddha whether he is sun-faced or
moon-faced; Buddha is Buddha whether he is sitting, standing, walking or lying down. In the
world of Zen buddha simply means your very nature. So whether or not it starts raining, you
will be the same, or clouds come thundering -- you will be the same. In sickness your
consciousness does not become sick; in old age your consciousness does not become old; in
death you are not dead. Your buddhahood, your nature, your essence is immortal. This is my
comment.
THE GREAT MASTER BASHO WAS SERIOUSLY ILL. THE CHIEF PRIEST OF THE TEMPLE
CAME TO PAY HIS RESPECTS.
HE ASKED, "HOW DO YOU FEEL THESE DAYS?"

Just a formal question. But you don't ask formal questions of a man like Basho, because a
man like Basho is going to reply something which you had never expected. The master said,
SUN-FACED BUDDHA, MOON-FACED BUDDHA, in response to the priest's question,
HOW DO YOU FEEL THESE DAYS? when he was sick.
Basho is saying, "Whether I am sick or healthy, alive or dead, it does not make any
difference to my essence. So don't ask such stupid questions." And Basho is certainly one of

the most precious men ever born on the earth.
SETCHO SAYS:
SUN-FACED BUDDHA! MOON-FACED BUDDHA!
COMPARED WITH THEM,
HOW PALE THE THREE SOVEREIGNS, THE FIVE ANCESTRAL EMPERORS!
FOR TWENTY YEARS I HAVE HAD FIERCE STRUGGLES,
DESCENDING INTO THE DRAGON'S CAVE FOR YOU.
THE HARDSHIP DEFIES DESCRIPTION.
YOU CLEAR-EYED MONKS, DON'T MAKE LIGHT OF IT.

Setcho has improved a little bit, but a schoolmaster is a schoolmaster. It is really very
unlikely for a schoolmaster to become enlightened -- at least I have never heard of any such
incident when a schoolmaster has become a buddha.
Setcho is trying and because he is just a schoolmaster, knowledgeable, he is going to have
a great struggle in finding the truth. The truth is already found, you are just not looking at it.
There is no pain, no struggle as far as knowing your being is concerned. But the pain and
struggle comes in when you know too much about your being, your truth, your
enlightenment. All that knowledge becomes mountainous, and then you have to struggle out
from your own knowledge.
It is the greatest difficulty to know and to become innocent. Your knowledge prevents
you from becoming innocent. There is struggle and there is pain and there is agony, but it has
nothing to do with truth; it has something to do with your knowledgeability.
First he is just like a parrot when he repeats:
SUN-FACED BUDDHA! MOON-FACED BUDDHA!

There was no need to repeat it, Basho has said it.
FOR TWENTY YEARS I HAVE HAD FIERCE STRUGGLES... I am absolutely certain that
he must have struggled hard. But that struggle is not in finding the truth, that struggle is to get
out of your knowledge. The struggle is with the mind, not with the being.
Once you have erased all your knowledge and you have become only no knowing, Zen is
in your empty hands. It has always been there, but because of knowledge your eyes were not
capable of seeing it. The struggle is with all those theories, theologies, philosophies which are
covering your eyes like dust; hence, I don't think that he is making a wrong statement, but he
is wrongly understanding the reason for his struggle. Struggle has been there -- it is almost as
if one is descending into the dragon's cave and then coming out is almost impossible.
Knowledge is a far bigger dragon.
Setcho is right that he has fought for twenty years, but he is not right that he has come
out. He still has to fight a little more. He is on the right track, but even the right track is not
the goal.
And you are asking, Maneesha:
"OSHO, YOU RARELY SPEAK ON ANY HARDSHIPS YOU MAY EXPERIENCE FOR
US, AND I KNOW THAT SOME OF US TEND TO THINK YOU ARE BEYOND PAIN
OR DISCOMFORT BECAUSE YOU HAVE THE CAPACITY TO WITNESS
EVERYTHING. SOME HAVE EXPRESSED THE IDEA THAT YOUR ILLNESSES ARE
JUST DEVICES FOR US. COULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT?"
Just bullshit, Maneesha, fresh bullshit...!
I have not struggled at all. I have not suffered in finding the truth. Yes, I have suffered much

in transferring it to you. I have taken every pain possible to make you aware of your reality.
In a way you are right that my illnesses or my hardships are for you, not for me.
Existence has been immensely compassionate, as far as I am concerned. I have not taken
even a single step to find it. The reason was that I never got in the clutches of
knowledgeability; I never became a learned scholar, although there is hardly a single man
who has read so much as I have read. But my readings could not pollute my consciousness,
they could not corrupt my consciousness; they were just like signatures on water.
I have read all the scriptures, but I have not allowed anything to be accumulated and fill
my inner emptiness. That emptiness is absolutely pure and when I speak, I speak from my
own emptiness, from my own purity, from my own innocence. Sometimes it coincides, that is
another matter, but it coincides only when something matches my experience. Then I can say
to Bodhidharma, "I agree -- emptiness, no holiness, no knowing."
But when I see a small difference, it does not matter with whom -- for example with
Joshu, who is considered one of the greatest masters in the Zen tradition, I could not agree,
although what he was saying was not absolutely wrong. He was saying, "The way is not
difficult." But even this much difference is enough and I can see that he has missed the point.
There is no way; hence the question of its being difficult or easy does not arise. You are
already there where you want to be.
Maneesha, I have suffered because I love you.
Truth has been very easy to me.
Love has been very difficult.
Truth has been without any struggle.
There was nothing to struggle with -- just pure emptiness.
But to transfer that emptiness to you has been a great struggle. For thirty-five years I have
been continuously struggling in this way and that way to approach you -- somehow to wake
you up.
Yes, in that I have suffered much, and I am going to suffer much unless you decide not to
hide but to expose yourself, not to remain a seed but start growing. I have suffered because I
had to say things which go against traditions, religions, nations. I have made so many
enemies in the world that you can call me a great success, a great success in making enemies
although I had wanted to be a friend. But this whole business of transferring truth creates
enemies easily and friends very rarely.
But I have enjoyed this struggle and will continue to enjoy, whatever pain, whatever
agony it brings -- perhaps a man like me is destined to be crucified. And that's what the
politicians of the whole world and the religious heads of the whole world are trying, but they
don't want my blood on their hands. They are trying in every possible way to silence me.
The Attorney General of America, after harassing and torturing and poisoning me said in
a press conference, "All that we want is that Osho should not be seen anywhere, not heard by
anyone; no news media should report him." That is equivalent to a modern and sophisticated
crucifixion. But they have not been able to be successful and they are not going to be
successful because nobody has ever loved you so much as I love you. Jesus loved his "father"
-- you were just sinners to him. Gautam Buddha was afraid even to use the word `love',
because it reminds him of imprisonments, of chains which are created in the name of love.
I am the first in many senses. I love you and I love you so much that I am certain no
government, no country, no army, even if they join together... Now twenty-four countries
have joined together in not allowing me to enter their lands -- but I have lovers in their lands.
Even my own country has created every kind of hindrance, that I should not be heard by

the masses. They don't allow me to move from my home, and they are trying to prevent
people from all over the world coming here. But truth is not weak and love is far stronger
than all the nuclear weapons.
It may create pain and physical trouble for me, but nobody can put locks on my mouth.
They can put chains on my hands -- they did; they can put chains on my feet -- they did. I am
living in a situation which can almost be called house arrest -- but I trust in love, that it is
going to be victorious.
Even if they kill me my voice will be heard around the earth for as long as there is a
single living human being.
Maneesha, your second question is:
"OSHO, I HAVE HEARD YOU SAY, `THIS VERY BODY, THE BUDDHA,' AND I
HAVE ALSO HEARD YOU REMIND US THAT WE ARE NOT THE BODY. WOULD
YOU TALK ABOUT THESE SEEMINGLY OPPOSING STATEMENTS?"
They are certainly only seemingly opposite. When I said, "This very body, the Buddha,"
and "This very earth, the paradise," my meaning was, "Don't look anywhere else! Don't look
there -- look here, look in."
And to make it possible to look in, sometimes I had to say that we are not the body. The
first thing is to bring you here. "This body the Buddha," is just to bring you here, and once
you are here the second thing is, "Look within; you are not the body but something that the
body contains -- the emptiness, the nothingness." There is no contradiction; they are two
steps of a single process.
Now a few moments to be devoted to laughter. This evening you have been too serious....
The woman was happily showing off her new mink coat to her friend. "It was nice of
your husband to buy you that beautiful coat," said the friend.
"He had to," replied the woman. "I caught him kissing the maid."
"How terrible!" exclaimed the friend. "Did you fire her?"
"Not yet," replied the woman, "I still need a new hat."
A young woman went into a bank and asked the clerk for change of a one hundred dollar
bill. She handed over the note but the clerk took one look at it and said, "I'm sorry, Miss, but
this one hundred dollar bill is a fake."
"Oh, my God!" cried the woman, "I have been raped."
Giles Winterbottom, the farmer, takes his small son, Jasper, to market one day.
Winterbottom goes to look at the cows and strokes them, pulls their skin and generally
fondles them. "Why do you do that?" asks Jasper.
"Well, you see, son," says Winterbottom, "if you want to buy a cow, that is the best way
to see if she is healthy."
A few days later, Winterbottom is out in the fields when Jasper comes running up and
says, "Dad, there is a traveling salesman in the kitchen, and I think he wants to buy Mom!"
Three old Jewish mothers meet at a party in New York.
"There is nobody like my son," says the first. "Every winter he buys me a new fur coat."

"That's nothing," gloats the second. "My son takes me to the best travel agent in the town
every year and arranges the summer vacation of my choice."
"That's all rubbish!" laughs the third. "My son goes to the most expensive psychiatrist in
the whole world and all he does is talk about me!"
Now two minutes of absolute silence.
Close your eyes, gather your energy in.
Now relax.
Now, come back.
Okay Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
CHINSO CAME TO SEE SHIFUKU. SHIFUKU DREW A CIRCLE IN THE AIR.
CHINSO SAID, "I HAVE NO OBJECT IN COMING HERE. WHY DO YOU BOTHER TO DRAW A
CIRCLE?"
SHIFUKU CLOSED THE DOOR OF HIS ROOM.
SETCHO SAYS:
PERFECT THE CIRCLE, PURE THE SOUND,
BRIGHT AND ABUNDANT THE ENCIRCLING JADE,
LOADED ON HORSES AND MULES,
LOADED ON BOARD THE IRON BOATS,
GIVEN TO THOSE WHO KNOW
THE PEACE AND FREEDOM OF LAND AND SEA.
HE PUT DOWN THE TACKLE TO FISH THE TURTLE.
SETCHO COMMENTS HERE:
"MONKS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD CAN'T JUMP OUT OF IT."
OSHO,
I KNOW YOU WILL HAVE ME HIT OR PINCHED IF I'VE GOT IT WRONG, BUT IT SEEMS TO ME
THAT IN THE SAME SITUATION AS SHIFUKU YOU MIGHT HAVE DRAWN A SPIRAL INSTEAD.
THE SECOND QUESTION:
I RECALL HEARING YOU SAY RECENTLY THAT DIALOGUE BETWEEN AN ENLIGHTENED AND
AN UNENLIGHTENED PERSON IS NOT POSSIBLE, AND BETWEEN TWO ENLIGHTENED
PEOPLE, NOT NECESSARY. ZEN SEEMS TO BE AN EXISTENTIAL DIALOGUE -- THE ULTIMATE
FORM OF COMMUNICATION, WHETHER THOSE ON EITHER END OF THE EXCHANGE ARE
ENLIGHTENED OR NOT.
WOULD YOU COMMENT?
THE THIRD QUESTION:
SOME ZEN ANECDOTES ARE ABOUT INTERCHANGES BETWEEN TWO MASTERS, TWO
ENLIGHTENED BEINGS. I HAVE HEARD THAT THIS WAS CALLED DOING DHARMA BATTLE.
WHAT WAS THE POINT OF THOSE EXCHANGES, OR WERE THEY JUST FOR THE JOY OF THE
GAME?
AND THE LAST QUESTION:
IT SEEMS THAT THE VERY SPIRIT OF ZEN IS PERVADING THESE EVENINGS WITH YOU -THROUGH YOUR WORDS, YOUR GESTURES, YOUR SILENCES, AND OUR RESPONSE OF

SILENCE OR LAUGHTER, LET-GO OR YAA-HOO!
WHEN COMMUNICATION IS TOTAL, IT FEELS AS IF THE COMMUNICATORS DISAPPEAR.
THUS WHEN COMMUNICATION REALLY HAPPENS THERE IS NO ONE LEFT TO
COMMUNICATE!
COULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT?

Maneesha, the dialogue between two enlightened persons is just playfulness. It does not
matter whether they sit silently together or speak. In that space, words or no words are
equivalent.
There is nothing to say and nothing to hide but only a sharing, a sharing of the joy, a
sharing of the awakening, a sharing of the blissfulness, a sharing of their ecstasy. The
awakened one becomes just a child collecting seashells on the sea beach, or running after
butterflies, or trying to catch the rainbows.
In fact, dialogue in words is not possible. They can play with words, but the real dialogue
happens in their silences. And particularly the Zen masters are immensely inventive of new
ways how to play, so that it does not disturb the silence but on the contrary, enhances it,
deepens it, makes it more sweet, more alive, more dancing.
The silence between two enlightened ones is the greatest poetry -- poetry without words,
the greatest music -- music without sounds.
But when there were encounters between Zen masters, they really enjoyed it, playing all
kinds of tricks on each other. They are rascal saints.
That is my comment.
CHINSO CAME TO SEE SHIFUKU. SHIFUKU DREW A CIRCLE IN THE AIR
signifying that here everything is as complete as a circle. The circle is the only thing that
cannot be incomplete. If it is incomplete, it is not a circle -- it may be anything. A circle by
intrinsic necessity has to be complete. SHIFUKU DREW A CIRCLE IN THE AIR to
indicate two things:
Here everything is complete. Why have you unnecessarily come here? -- because the
completion cannot speak. It has gone far beyond language. Completion means absolute
silence. Why have you come here? That is the question inherent in the circle drawn in the air.
And the second thing: a circle in the air signifies that everything in this world, in this
existence, is nothing but circles in the air; don't pay too much attention to it. It is all made of
the stuff dreams are made of. Even dreams have some stuff, but a circle in the air is just
emptiness. Shifuku has explained his situation so beautifully, so poetically and so truthfully
that he cannot be transcended.
CHINSO SAID, "I HAVE NO OBJECT IN COMING HERE. WHY DO YOU BOTHER TO DRAW A
CIRCLE?"

Both are enlightened persons, so naturally Chinso says, "WHY DO YOU BOTHER TO
DRAW A CIRCLE? Do you think I don't understand? Do you think I cannot draw these
circles in the air? And from where have you got the idea that I have come for any special
object to be with you?" He is saying, "Is it not possible just to be together out of love, out of
playfulness; has it always to be business? Can't it be simply meeting with no object, no
goal?"
Both are tremendously insightful, but Chinso is left behind by Shifuku.
SHIFUKU CLOSED THE DOOR OF HIS ROOM.

It is not unwelcoming. He is saying, "If there is no object in coming, if there is nothing to

say, nothing to listen to, I am not interested in playing. I have left those childhood toys far
behind."
His closing the door is simply mystifying. He is not a man without compassion and he is
not a man who has no respect for others -- but he has to close the door. In his clarity perhaps
Chinso has had some glimpses, but he is still not fully awakened. This closing of the door
may help.
SETCHO SAYS:
PERFECT THE CIRCLE, PURE THE SOUND,
BRIGHT AND ABUNDANT THE ENCIRCLING JADE,
LOADED ON HORSES AND MULES,
LOADED ON BOARD THE IRON BOATS,
GIVEN TO THOSE WHO KNOW
THE PEACE AND FREEDOM OF LAND AND SEA.

Setcho is Setcho. Where he has no business, there too he tries to make some
commentary....
Now his whole comment is absurd. Just a pure silence would have been enough, but he
has taken it upon himself -- being a schoolmaster -- that he has to explain everything. He
himself does not understand and he is trying to explain it to others. This is not only Setcho's
situation, this is the situation of millions of people who know nothing, but who go on giving
advice to everybody.
It is said that advice is the only thing that is given freely and nobody takes it. A man of
real wisdom does not open his mouth unless invited, but the ignorant enjoys advising very
much; his understanding is that the more he gives advice the more people will think he is a
man of wisdom. But you can fool only those who are already foolish....
Setcho goes on saying:
HE PUT DOWN THE TACKLE TO FISH THE TURTLE.
SETCHO COMMENTS HERE: "MONKS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD CAN'T JUMP OUT OF IT."

In his whole commentary only this statement is significant. How can you jump out of a
circle drawn in the air? But in fact, there is no need to jump out of it. The need is to jump in
-- that is my reply to Setcho.
Maneesha, you have asked a few questions....
First:
"OSHO, I KNOW YOU WILL HAVE ME HIT OR PINCHED IF I HAVE GOT IT
WRONG, BUT IT SEEMS TO ME THAT IN THE SAME SITUATION AS SHIFUKU
YOU MIGHT HAVE DRAWN A SPIRAL INSTEAD."
You are right, Maneesha: existence is not a circle but a spiral. A circle is static, dead; a
spiral goes on growing, goes on becoming bigger. Now the scientists can measure fourteen
billion light-years and they say that a tremendous thing is happening that far away. It must
affect us too. Galaxies upon galaxies are running in one direction. We cannot see towards
what goal they are running, or if there is any goal -- or if the running itself is the goal.... But
as far as we can see with our instruments, the whole of existence is running fast. Nothing is
static; everything is growing bigger and bigger and bigger.
So you are right, I would not have drawn a circle, because I believe in evolution. I believe
in no end to evolution, open-ended evolution -- evolution for always. I don't believe in any
full point, not even in a comma.

But on the other point you are wrong. You say, "I know you will have me hit or pinched
if I've got it wrong..." There you are wrong.
Wrong or right, Master Niskriya, hit! That's good.
(NISKRIYA TAKES HIS FEATHER AND TICKLES HER NOSE.)
That's very fine.
Your second question:
"I RECALL HEARING YOU SAY RECENTLY THAT DIALOGUE BETWEEN AN
ENLIGHTENED AND AN UNENLIGHTENED PERSON IS NOT POSSIBLE, AND
BETWEEN TWO ENLIGHTENED PEOPLE, NOT NECESSARY. ZEN SEEMS TO BE
AN EXISTENTIAL DIALOGUE -- THE ULTIMATE FORM OF COMMUNICATION,
WHETHER THOSE ON EITHER END OF THE EXCHANGE ARE ENLIGHTENED OR
NOT. WOULD YOU COMMENT?"
Your question is again mixed. Half of it is right: Zen is an existential dialogue, but not
between the enlightened and the unenlightened -- that is an impossibility. One who knows
and one who does not know cannot have any kind of communication. It is just like you are
fast asleep and somebody else is talking to you. Now, between the asleep and the awakened,
what kind of dialogue...?
But between two awakened, two enlightened persons, dialogue -- although unnecessary -is possible. Unnecessary, because they have nothing to convey to each other; they both know
it. But Zen is a very youthful, joyous approach to reality; they go on playing with each other.
Their play is a joy for those who can understand even the playfulness. They may not
understand the meaning of it....
Your idea that it happens whether those on either end of the exchange are enlightened or
not, is not right. The enlightened and the unenlightened cannot even play -- there is no
possibility of communication. When both are enlightened, all possibilities of communication
open, but there is nothing to communicate; hence the drama of dialogue.
Your third question is:
"OSHO, SOME ZEN ANECDOTES ARE ABOUT INTERCHANGES BETWEEN TWO
MASTERS, TWO ENLIGHTENED BEINGS. I HAVE HEARD THAT THIS WAS
CALLED DOING DHARMA BATTLE. WHAT WAS THE POINT OF THOSE
EXCHANGES, OR WERE THEY JUST FOR THE JOY OF THE GAME?"
Maneesha, Dharma Battle has a certain subtle purpose. If you see two enlightened
persons engaged in a playful dialogue one never knows: the seer within you may become
suddenly aware of something more that is not available to our ordinary eyes.
These Dharma Battles are for the growth of insight in disciples. There is nothing to say
and there is nothing to be heard, but those who cannot understand silence... something has to
be done for them. Something -- however farfetched -- but something has to be done. That
something is Dharma Battle.
Two enlightened masters meet, poke and pinch each other, raise questions which they
know are absurd, give answers which they know have no validity... But in their Dharma
Battle the disciples who are the watchers may become aware of something subtle that is not
clear in the words.

For example, one Zen master is making a circle in the air.... You cannot forget that
gesture; you will have to figure out what it means. Another enlightened man has come to see
him and he closes the door. The very situation is such that you are bound to be engaged, for
the first time thinking about something: What do these fellows mean? Drawing a circle in the
air, closing the door on the face of the guest...?
It can't just be what it appears to be; it must be something else. It can trigger off an
inquiry in the disciple. That is the purposeless purpose.
Your fourth question, Maneesha:
"OSHO, IT SEEMS THAT THE VERY SPIRIT OF ZEN IS PERVADING THESE
EVENINGS WITH YOU -- THROUGH YOUR WORDS, YOUR GESTURES, YOUR
SILENCES, AND OUR RESPONSE OF SILENCE OR LAUGHTER, LET-GO OR
YAA-HOO!
"WHEN COMMUNICATION IS TOTAL IT FEELS AS IF THE COMMUNICATORS
DISAPPEAR. THUS WHEN COMMUNICATION REALLY HAPPENS THERE IS NO
ONE LEFT TO COMMUNICATE! COULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT?"
Niskriya, could you please act again on my behalf?
(NISKRIYA TOUCHES MANEESHA'S HEAD WITH HIS FEATHER.)
It is true, Maneesha, these evenings have been very special and those who are present are
very fortunate. The silences, the laughter, my eyes and your eyes meeting, my hands being
understood... and we have created a golden age which has disappeared from the world. We
have brought back the times of Mahakashyapa, Bodhidharma.... This assembly would have
made any enlightened person rejoice.
It is true that when communication happens, the communicators disappear -- you can feel
it immediately. Here you are as if one consciousness, undivided. In your silence you are one,
in your laughter you are one. This oneness is the door to the ultimate awakening of your
consciousness.
We have been one in silence, let us also be one in our laughter. To me a silence that
cannot laugh is dead and a laughter that has no silence in it is superficial. When silence and
laughter meet they create a dance, and our effort here is to join in this cosmic dance.
Just relax into the whole...
Don't keep yourself as a spectator.
Don't remain separate....
Gloria and Barbara are chatting together. "What has become of that nice man you started
going out with?"
"Oh, I gave him the push!" replies Barbara. "He was no gentleman."
"Whatever happened?" asks Gloria.
"Well," replies Barbara, "no sooner were we alone on the sofa at my place, than he put his
hand on my thigh."
"Well," says Gloria, "at least that shows he is interested."
"It might do," replies Barbara, "but I was brought up properly, and I am not going to tolerate

that. Everybody knows that with a real gentleman, it is always tits first!"
Myrtle MacTavish is being treated by her doctor for sore knees. The treatment makes no
improvement and Doctor Dingle is puzzled.
"Something is rubbing the skin off your knees as fast as it heals," he says. "Is it praying?"
"No, Doctor," replies Myrtle, "it is my husband. He insists on having sex on the floor,
doggie style."
Doctor Dingle sends for her husband and tells him, "You know, there are plenty of other
positions for sex."
"No, Doc, there aren't," replies the man, "not if you both want to watch television."
A young man sitting at a bar sees an attractive girl and offers to buy her a drink.
"Did you say a motel?" asks the girl in a loud voice.
The man is extremely embarrassed and assures her that he only wants to buy her a drink.
"You want to take me to a motel?" she screams.
Everyone turns to look at the young man, and even the bartender tells him to behave
himself. He is so embarrassed that he goes and sits at a corner table.
A short while later the girl comes over to him.
"I must apologize," she says. "I am sorry to embarrass you so much, because you see, I
am a psychology student and I wanted to take note of your reactions for my psychology
thesis."
"What?" shouts the man. "You must be joking! Twenty dollars!"
Now let our laughter become silence.
For two minutes no movement, closed eyes, contain all your energy inwards....
Now relax.
Okay, come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
A MONK ASKED CHIMON, "WHAT WILL THE LOTUS FLOWER BE WHEN IT HAS NOT YET
COME OUT OF THE WATER?"
CHIMON SAID, "THE LOTUS FLOWER."
THE MONK ASKED CHIMON, "WHAT ABOUT WHEN IT IS OUT OF THE WATER?"
CHIMON SAID, "THE LOTUS LEAVES."
SETCHO SAYS:
THE LOTUS LEAVES! THE LOTUS FLOWER!
HE IS SO KIND TO TELL YOU OF THEM!
THE FLOWER COMING OUT OF THE WATER -WHAT DIFFERENCE, BEFORE OR AFTER?
IF YOU WANDER ABOUT, NOW NORTH OF
THE RIVER, NOW SOUTH OF THE LAKE,
QUESTIONING MASTER WANG AND THE LIKE,
AS ONE DOUBT IS SETTLED, OTHERS WILL ARISE,
AND YOU WILL PUZZLE OVER QUESTION AFTER QUESTION.
OSHO,
ISN'T THE LOTUS FLOWER A LOTUS FLOWER AT ITS CONCEPTION: WHEN IT IS FLOATING IN
THE POND AND WHEN IT IS PLUCKED FROM THE POND?
AND:
I HAVE HEARD YOU TELL US TIME AND AGAIN THAT THE REALIZATION OF OUR
ENLIGHTENMENT IS INEVITABLE -- WHETHER IT BE THIS MINUTE, TOMORROW, OR THE
NEXT LIFE AROUND.
WOULD YOU TALK ABOUT WHERE THE INDIVIDUAL'S RESPONSIBILITY LIES FOR WHAT IS
GOING TO HAPPEN ANYWAY?
AND THE THIRD QUESTION:
WHAT ARE THE PREREQUISITES FOR BEING A DISCIPLE?

Maneesha...
What is, is.
It is never different.
Its forms differ but its being remains the same.

To live in the forms is to live in illusions.
To see the being is to transcend the world.
Only seeing is needed.
What you are going to see is already there -- has been there since eternity... waiting and
waiting and waiting....
This is my comment.
Chimon is one of the greatest masters....
A MONK ASKED CHIMON, "WHAT WILL THE LOTUS FLOWER BE WHEN IT HAS NOT YET
COME OUT OF THE WATER?"
CHIMON SAID, "THE LOTUS FLOWER."
THE MONK ASKED, "WHAT ABOUT WHEN IT IS OUT OF THE WATER?"
CHIMON SAID, "THE LOTUS LEAVES."
There ends the dialogue -- it seems the monk has understood.

Chimon has made an existential statement. Even in the seed the lotus flower is a lotus
flower. You cannot see it but its being does not depend on your seeing. If it was dependent on
your seeing, then certainly the seed cannot be called the lotus flower, it will be a lotus flower
only when floating on the water with open leaves, dancing in the sun.
But that which floats on the water, if it is not hidden in the seed, from where can it come?
In the seed it was invisible to our eyes. Our eyes have their limitations; our eyes could see it
only when it started floating on the water. That is our limitation; it is not a change as far as
the lotus flower is concerned.
Just a few days ago, in France a woman gave birth to a child.... The doctors could not
believe it; they were expecting something strange, but not what actually happened. The
woman was a scientist working in an atomic plant... for nine months the child was exposed to
radiation. The doctors were aware that something strange was going to happen, and
something strange happened: the child was born with X-ray eyes; the child could see through
your skin into your skeleton. That makes an important discovery, that eyes can be changed
into X-ray mechanisms. Then you can see things which are hidden, then you can see things
which are not available to other people's eyes.
In the Soviet Union a certain photographer has developed a new kind of photography,
Kirlian -- that is his name -- using very sensitive films. He can see the lotus flower in the
seed. You give him the seed and his camera will give you the photograph of a lotus flower.
Wait for six months, and then, when the lotus flower comes within the limits of visibility, you
will be surprised. The photograph will be exactly the same as the actual lotus flower. The
sensitive film, the sensitive lenses, could see what we are not able to see.
It simply means that our senses have a limitation, but existence has no limitations. If we
could see the whole with all its implications, then the child will also show you the young man
he is going to be, the old man that he is going to be... the sicknesses, the health, the
intelligence, the death. In a single flash you will be able to see the whole biography of the
child.
But perhaps it is good that we cannot see that much. To see that much will be very
confusing. A man is passing and you see a child passing, a young man passing, an old man
passing -- and he is dead and on the funeral pyre. It will be so quick that you will not be able
to decide what is happening. In a single split moment everything has happened. Life will
become impossible.
But meditation gives a clarity and a different way of seeing. The lotus flower is a lotus

flower in all its forms: when it is a seed, when it is a bud, when it is a flower.
And again it will disappear from your vision....
The petals will go away.
There will be no lotus flower.
Again the pond is empty as it was before.
The lotus flower happened just like a small dream... a glimpse.
That's what Bodhidharma insisted: Emptiness.
Everything comes out of it and everything returns to it, and there is nothing holy because
there is nothing unholy. This is not knowledge, conceptual knowledge, this is existential
experience; hence, Bodhidharma could say, "No knowing." He is describing himself as no
knowing. He is saying, "I am just a mirror. Things come before me, reflect within me,
disappear. I remain as empty as ever" -- just like the mirror.
Have you ever thought that the mirror is empty, utterly empty? It is because of its
emptiness that it is possible for it to reflect anything that comes in front of it. The moment the
thing has gone out of the area of the mirror, the mirror is again empty; in fact, even when it
was reflecting there was no doing on its part. It is just the nature of the mirror to reflect. It
was simply functioning in its nature.
Chimon's statement is absolute, unconditional, categorical. It contains the whole
philosophy of existence: No beginning, no end, everything just is.
Just listen to the clouds.... A moment before they were not there and suddenly they are -and they are going. But existentially they are always: sometimes manifest, sometimes
unmanifest.
Chimon needs no commentary, but Setcho is bound to comment. He says:
THE LOTUS LEAVES! THE LOTUS FLOWER!
HE IS SO KIND TO TELL YOU OF THEM!

It is not a question of kindness. What else can he say? He is simply reflecting the truth.
Do you think when a mirror reflects your face it is kind, compassionate? It is simply its
nature, the nature of enlightenment that it becomes reflective of reality.
But Setcho -- as I have told you -- is a schoolmaster! Once in a while, perhaps
accidentally, he makes some good statement, but otherwise he is a knowledgeable, confused
man.
THE FLOWER COMING OUT OF THE WATER -WHAT DIFFERENCE, BEFORE OR AFTER?
IF YOU WANDER ABOUT, NOW NORTH OF
THE RIVER, NOW SOUTH OF THE LAKE,
QUESTIONING MASTER WANG AND THE LIKE.
AS ONE DOUBT IS SETTLED, OTHERS WILL ARISE,
AND YOU WILL PUZZLE OVER QUESTION AFTER QUESTION.

Without any reason or rhyme, he is bringing in Master Wang and criticizing him. Wang is
a different type of master, certainly, but he is not wrong, he is simply different. He has a
more philosophical approach to reality. His experience is that of a mystic, but his expression
is that of a philosopher.
But this is no time or place to bring his name. This shows that Setcho cannot see the
difference between the personalities of the masters. Chimon is a simple man; he simply says
what he sees. Wang is a different kind of master. He also says what he sees, but he is far
more sophisticated. He brings more conceptual knowledge to express his experience.
Setcho, although making the commentary, does not know what he is saying. Chimon and
Wang are two forms of the same lotus: one is a simple villager, the other is very cultured,

sophisticated, a philosopher.
If he cannot understand this, how can he understand:
THE LOTUS LEAVES! THE LOTUS FLOWER! THE FLOWER COMING OUT OF THE WATER -WHAT DIFFERENCE, BEFORE OR AFTER?

What he is saying is true, but he is saying it without knowing, without understanding its
implications. And he exposes himself immediately the moment he starts criticizing Master
Wang. What difference whether you say it directly or in a roundabout way? The lotus flower
is the lotus flower -- seen by a simple man or by a philosopher, seen by a simple villager or
by a great painter. Certainly their visions will be different, but what they are seeing is the
same lotus flower.
Maneesha, you are asking:
"OSHO, ISN'T THE LOTUS FLOWER A LOTUS FLOWER AT ITS CONCEPTION,
WHEN IT IS FLOATING IN THE POND AND WHEN IT IS PLUCKED FROM THE
POND?"
No, Maneesha, a lotus flower is a lotus flower. Whether you see it or not, whether it is in
the seed or floating in the water, it is simply the change of the form. But the essence -- and
we are calling the lotus flower the essence -- is not its particular expression.
You are asleep or you are awake.... Spiritually you are still asleep; perhaps one day you
will become spiritually awake too. But all the time it is you -- awake or asleep, enlightened or
unenlightened. The lotus flower is the lotus flower.
Your second question is:
"OSHO, I HAVE HEARD YOU TELL US TIME AND AGAIN THAT THE
REALIZATION OF OUR ENLIGHTENMENT IS INEVITABLE -- WHETHER IT BE
THIS MINUTE, TOMORROW, OR THE NEXT LIFE AROUND. WOULD YOU TALK
ABOUT WHERE THE INDIVIDUAL'S RESPONSIBILITY LIES FOR WHAT IS GOING
TO HAPPEN ANYWAY?"
There is no question of the individual's responsibility. The very idea of individual
responsibility will postpone what is going to happen anyway. Why has it not happened up to
now? Why is it not happening? If it is inevitable you don't have to do anything: it is going to
happen. All that you can think of doing is to wait with love, trust -- in silence -- and the guest
will come. You cannot manage the guest to come; you can only be just an available host: no
responsibility, just a pure awaiting....
That's why I have not given you any discipline, I have not asked you to do this or that. I
have only wanted you to understand the fact that enlightenment is your nature, so there is no
need to run here and there trying to find where enlightenment is.
Just relax in your silence, in your laughter.
Let your laughter and silence become one.
The moment laughter and silence become one, you create a great alchemical change
within you. A dance arises in every fiber of your being, a light, a bliss, a certainty that you
have come home.
The word `responsibility' is a little heavy. And whenever people tell you "this is your
responsibility" they make you feel guilty, they make you feel burdened. I cannot do that. I
want you to be absolutely unburdened, unloaded.

Just be.
Don't run after being, because you are already there, where any Buddha has reached. It
was his choice to go on a long route of six years and then to come home, tired. And because
he was tired he relaxed. He could have relaxed without doing all that he had been doing. The
day he relaxed, he became enlightened.
It is only a question of recognition, not responsibility. Even this moment there is no one
here who is not a buddha, no one here who is not a lotus flower. Yes, a few are asleep, a few
are in the seed, a few are floating in the water, but it does not make any difference. Don't
make it hardship; let it remain as light as possible.
My contribution to the religious growth of humanity is that you don't have to do anything,
you have just to be at your center -- utterly relaxed, no desire, no longing, nowhere to go. Just
being here -- and the explosion, and the lotus flower.
Your third question, Maneesha:
"OSHO, WHAT ARE THE PREREQUISITES FOR BEING A DISCIPLE?"
None at all.
An open heart, a loving heart, a deep trust in oneself and nothing else is needed. You don't
have to surrender to some master, you don't have to worship some God, you don't have to do
some prayer to some hypothetical deity. You don't have to go to man-made temples and
churches to find that which is hidden within you.
A disciple is the seed of a master. The disciple is also a lotus flower, it is just that you are
looking somewhere else and not within yourself.
Let us laugh a little.... The silence should not become heavy, it should not have weight.
Unless your silence learns to dance it becomes a heavy weight.
A flea rushes into the pub just before closing time, orders three large whiskeys, drinks
them straight down, rushes out into the street, leaps high into the air and falls flat on his face.
The flea picks himself up shakily and looks all around, "Damn it," he says, "someone has
moved my dog!"
Hannibal Hayne is in Doctor Feelgood's office for his annual checkup.
"You won't live out the week," says the doctor, "if you don't stop running around after
women."
"But Doc, there is nothing the matter with me," says Hannibal, pounding his chest with
his fist, "I am in great physical shape."
"Yes, I know," replies Doctor Feelgood, "but one of the women is my wife."
Fagin Finkelstein, the lawyer, is engaged to defend a man in court on a rape charge. A
huge black woman is testifying that she woke up one morning to discover that she had been
raped and that the accused was lying beside her.
"Now, madam, it is very hard to take your story seriously," sniggers Fagin. "Suppose, for
instance, you had woken in the morning and found me lying beside you. What would you
think?"
The woman looks Fagin up and down slowly and then remarks, "I would think I had a
miscarriage."

Pitkin, the absent-minded professor and his family are moving house. Mrs. Pitkin knows
how forgetful her husband can be and writes the new address on several pieces of paper,
putting one in each pocket of the professor's clothes.
Somehow during the day Professor Pitkin manages to write notes on each piece of paper
and then give them away to his students.
In the evening when he drives to the old house, he remembers that he has moved, but has
no idea where to. Then he sees some children playing in the street and walks over to them.
"Hey, little girl," he calls out, "Can you tell me where the Pitkins have moved to?"
"Sure," replies the girl. "It is just around the corner and three houses along -- Daddy!"
Now, two minutes for absolute silence.
Be still, no moving.
Gather your energy inside just as a lotus flower closes its petals....
Now, relax.
Okay, come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
KYOSEI ASKED A MONK, "WHAT IS THE NOISE OUTSIDE?"
THE MONK SAID, "THAT IS THE VOICE OF THE RAINDROPS."
KYOSEI SAID, "MEN'S THINKING IS TOPSY-TURVY. DELUDED BY THEIR OWN SELVES, THEY
PURSUE THINGS."
THE MONK ASKED, "WHAT ABOUT YOURSELF?"
KYOSEI SAID, "I WAS NEAR IT BUT AM NOT DELUDED."
THE MONK ASKED, "WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY `NEAR IT BUT NOT DELUDED'?"
KYOSEI SAID, "TO SAY IT IN THE SPHERE OF REALIZATION MAY BE EASY, BUT TO SAY IT IN
THE SPHERE OF TRANSCENDENCE IS DIFFICULT."
SETCHO PUT IT LIKE THIS:
THE EMPTY HALL RESOUNDS WITH THE VOICE OF THE RAINDROPS.
EVEN A MASTER FAILS TO ANSWER.
IF YOU SAY YOU HAVE TURNED THE CURRENT,
YOU HAVE NO TRUE UNDERSTANDING.
UNDERSTANDING? NO UNDERSTANDING?
MISTY WITH RAIN, THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS.
OSHO,
I WISH I COULD TELL SETCHO THAT IN OUR ASSEMBLY, "AN EMPTY HALL RESOUNDING
WITH THE VOICE OF RAINDROPS," IS OUR MASTER'S ANSWER.
AND QUESTION TWO:
YOU HAVE NEVER FAILED TO ANSWER -- OR AT LEAST WHENEVER I HAVE LISTENED FOR
IT, I HAVE ALWAYS HEARD A RESPONSE. WHAT IS YOUR COMMENT?
AND QUESTION THREE:
WHEN ONE'S OWN VOICE BECOMES THE VOICE OF THE RAINDROPS -- IS THAT YOUR
CONSTANT MILIEU?

Maneesha, the sound of raindrops is not there today but the sound of the bamboos is
filling the whole being of this assembly. It is the same.
It does not matter whether it is the sound of running water or the crackling of bamboos -if you are silent, you are not; only the sound of the bamboos fills the whole sphere.
What else remains? -- just a pure awareness.

You cannot identify this awareness with yourself. It is transcendental to you, it is higher
than you, it is bigger than you. It is your intrinsic treasure, but the lotus is still in the seed.
This anecdote very beautifully makes the point, never mentioning the word `awareness'.
There are reasons not to mention the word. Because of your old habit of the mind, you
immediately grab on to anything -- awareness, consciousness, witnessing -- and immediately
you think, "It is me."
KYOSEI ASKED A MONK, "WHAT IS THE NOISE OUTSIDE?"
THE MONK SAID, "THAT IS THE VOICE OF THE RAINDROPS."
KYOSEI SAID, "MEN'S THINKING IS TOPSY-TURVY. DELUDED BY THEIR OWN SELVES, THEY
PURSUE THINGS."
THE MONK ASKED, "WHAT ABOUT YOURSELF?"
KYOSEI SAID, "I WAS NEAR IT BUT AM NOT DELUDED."
THE MONK ASKED, "WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY `NEAR IT BUT NOT DELUDED'?"
KYOSEI SAID, "TO SAY IT IN THE SPHERE OF REALIZATION MAY BE EASY, BUT TO SAY IT IN
THE SPHERE OF TRANSCENDENCE IS DIFFICULT."

Ordinarily, if you had come across such an anecdote, you would have passed without
paying any attention to its meaning and significance. Who cares what is the noise outside? It
may be the raindrops, it may be birds singing, it may be bamboos dancing in the wind.
Kyosei is asking, WHAT IS THE NOISE OUTSIDE?
The question has a great implication. You can answer it if you are inside, otherwise who
will answer? "What is the noise outside?" can be answered only by a consciousness within. If
you are asleep you cannot answer, "What is the noise outside?" If you are unconscious you
cannot answer, "What is the noise outside?"
Kyosei is not really interested in the noise outside, he is interested in: "Are you in? Are
you aware?" But the monk missed, because he said, THAT IS THE VOICE OF THE
RAINDROPS.
Kyosei is not asking anything about the objective world, the outside world, although the
question appears to be so. If the monk had remained silent, allowing the raindrops to create
the sound, or the bamboos...
In this moment, except your silence there is no answer. Silence is the answer. The
moment you speak even a single word you have missed.
KYOSEI SAID, "MEN'S THINKING IS TOPSY-TURVY. DELUDED BY THEIR OWN SELVES, THEY
PURSUE THINGS."

Kyosei has not taken note, has not paid attention to the monk's answer that it is the voice
of the raindrops. Instead he says, MEN'S THINKING IS TOPSY-TURVY. In this small
sentence there is hidden a great secret. Perhaps you may not have ever thought about YOU....
If in this hall there were nobody, do you think the bamboos would still be making noise?
Without you, for whom will they make the noise? Noise needs somebody to hear it. If there is
nobody to hear it, there is no noise. When everybody has gone in the middle of the night, the
bamboos may try hard, but they cannot make the noise because there are no ears! But even if
there are ears and the mind is full of thoughts, the poor bamboos will not be heard.
You are needed and you are needed in such a way as if you are not. Your presence is
needed; your personality is not needed. You are needed -- your mind is not needed. Then
there is a simple awareness of the rain falling, or the water running, or the wind passing
through the pine trees, or the bamboos saying UPANISHADAS.
Do you see, in this silence the clouds fill you with immense gratitude; their joy becomes
contagious. The fresh breeze comes, touches you and gives a dance to every fiber of your

being.
... And the rain has come.
The bamboos crying for it has not been in vain.
Kyosei wanted you; his audience the monk was a poor fellow. He could not understand
that it is not the rain and its sound that is important; what is important is your awareness.
The monk must have been a little stupid. Instead of understanding what Kyosei has said, that
your mind is topsy-turvy, he asked, WHAT ABOUT YOURSELF?
Kyosei was certainly compassionate... otherwise it was time to get rid of the monk. He
said, I WAS NEAR IT BUT I AM NOT DELUDED.
This is a very subtle answer. He is not saying, "I am aware of it." He is saying, "I am very
close to awareness, but I am not deluded; I will not say that I am aware"... because the
moment you make static statements you start going wrong. Life is a continuous flow; so is
awareness, so is the whole existence. You cannot use the word, which makes it static -- and
language is very dead; it consists only of dead words.
Hence Kyosei said, "I WAS NEAR IT, I was just coming closer, but I was not identified
even with my awareness. I would not say that I was aware. I can only say, slowly I was
becoming aware of it."
It is a delicate point, because Gautam Buddha -- who is the source of Zen Buddhism -does not believe that even for a single moment anything is unchanging.
A man asked Gautam Buddha a question one day -- just in the morning -- and Buddha
answered. But the man could not understand the answer, so in the evening he asked again.
Buddha answered again. The man was amazed, because in the morning it had been something
else.
Buddha said, "Of course. It was morning and now it is evening, the sun is setting. I am
flowing with life and with my flowing my answers will be changing. I cannot give you a
static dogma."
Any authentic man of experience is never dogmatic. He cannot say that it is absolutely so
because even while you are saying it, it may have changed.
One day you will become old -- it is difficult to say which will be the day, but certainly it
must be one of the seven days. A few people become old on Monday, a few people choose
Sunday... but everybody at some point of time becomes old.
But remember, you cannot simply jump from youth to old age. It is not possible that on
Sunday you are young, and early in the morning on Monday you find you have become old.
You are becoming old every moment; every moment the flow of life is taking you towards
old age, towards death, and towards beyond-death.
How can we say what is the truth?
KYOSEI SAID, "I WAS NEAR IT." In fact one is always coming closer and closer and
closer. One never really comes, one goes on coming like waves of the ocean. One wave upon
another wave, they go on coming. And they have been coming for millions of years and they
have not reached anywhere; they still go on coming. Their life span is not very big, only a
few million years; your life span is infinite, from eternity to eternity you are coming, moment
to moment, closer and closer.
And this is the beauty of life, that you are always coming closer to it, but you never come
to a full stop; the full stop will really mean death. What will you do then?
Have you ever thought about it? If you become realized, enlightened, awakened, then...
back to the kitchen, looking into the refrigerator! What are you going to do after that?
Enlightenment cannot be the full point. Buddha had no possibility to open a refrigerator,

but in his own old-fashioned way, he immediately starts with his begging bowl -- that is not
different, just an old version. After enlightenment comes the begging bowl, and he is moving
on from house to house.
Today it will be different. You become enlightened. You wait a few minutes in Buddha
Hall, waiting and thinking, What to do now? And then you start moving towards the
restaurant -- in a queue... enlightened people!
It is so hilarious but so human. What else to do?
A few go a little earlier to be just in the front of the line; a few are more patient, a few
stay even for hours... but it does not matter, finally you have to go to the restaurant.
Life goes on whether you are enlightened or not.
Kyosei says, "I was near it, very near it. I had almost found it but I will not be deluded, I
will not be identified. I will not say, `I have found it.' I will only say, `Almost.'"
It was Gautam Buddha's common habit to start his sentences with "Perhaps." Certainty is
only for the idiots. For those who even come close to truth everything becomes flexible,
everything becomes "Perhaps..."
THE MONK ASKED, "WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY `NEAR IT BUT NOT DELUDED'?"
KYOSEI SAID, "TO SAY IT IN THE SPHERE OF REALIZATION MAY BE EASY, BUT TO SAY IT IN
THE SPHERE OF TRANSCENDENCE IS DIFFICULT."

He says, "It may be easy if you are ready to commit a small linguistic mistake. You can
say, `I have attained,' but in the true world of transformation it is difficult. You can only say,
`I have come very close, almost to the point of declaring,' but there one stops."
And it is better from there to go to the restaurant. Rather than first becoming enlightened
and then going to the restaurant... it doesn't look right...!
SETCHO PUT IT LIKE THIS:
THE EMPTY HALL RESOUNDS WITH THE VOICE OF THE RAINDROPS,
EVEN A MASTER FAILS TO ANSWER.
IF YOU SAY YOU HAVE TURNED THE CURRENT,
YOU HAVE NO TRUE UNDERSTANDING.
UNDERSTANDING? NO UNDERSTANDING?
MISTY WITH RAIN, THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS.

Once in a while this schoolmaster, Setcho, also manages to say some significant things.
THE EMPTY HALL... This hall can be said to be empty if you are silent. It is not your
being here that disturbs its emptiness, it is your chattering mind that disturbs its emptiness. If
the mind is at ease then it resounds only with the raindrops or the bamboos or the clouds, but
the hall is empty.
THE EMPTY HALL RESOUNDS WITH THE VOICE
OF THE RAINDROPS.
EVEN A MASTER FAILS TO ANSWER.

There are questions which can be answered only by not answering. If somebody asks you,
"Have you stopped beating your wife?" you will be shocked for a moment because whatever
you say will have some implications. If you say, "Yes, I have stopped," that means you have
been beating. If you say "No" that means you are still beating.
One very intelligent philosopher and logician, seeing such situations has developed a
word, `po'. When you cannot say yes and you cannot say no, say po. Po means nothing; po
means it is not answerable. Po is a new contribution to language. Perhaps rather than po you
would like -- because it reminds you about the pope and Poland... You can use Yaa-Hoo!
That is specially yours.

And there are idiots who have started writing articles against Yaa-Hoo -- quoting Sushrut,
an ancient man of medicine -- talking about ayurveda, just creating jargon, that this word,
`Yaa-Hoo' will destroy people's minds, will break down their nervous systems.
I have told my doctors -- we have many experts in everything -- to give good hits to these
two idiots. In the first place neither has Sushrut mentioned "Yaa-Hoo" anywhere nor is it
mentioned in any ayurvedic scripture. They are just throwing big names around.
The reality is that scientific research in the Soviet Union and in America both support that
laughing and crying are immensely healthy, healing and refreshing processes. On scientific
grounds from many experiments it has been found that if you start laughing, your whole
being vibrates with healing energy. It is still a mystery why it happens, but the same happens
with crying.
Everybody knows from his own experience that after laughter, good laughter, a belly
laugh, you almost feel that you have taken an ice-cold shower; a peace, a silence, a
freshness...
The same is true about crying, but very few people know the secret of crying because it is
more repressed than laughter.
Both these people who have written articles -- and just today I have seen them -- are
ayurvedic physicians. It is absolutely certain that they understand that if by laughter people
can heal themselves, if by crying people can heal themselves, it goes against their profession.
It is not a coincidence that only two vaidyas, ayurvedic physicians, should write the article -and without any experimentation. They should come here and participate in the groups.
They must have been afraid that this would be my response, so in their article they say,
"We would like to be observers, but not participants."
If you are just an observer and don't take the medicine yourself, how are you going to
know what the medicine does? If you yourself are not laughing, how are you going to know
what ripples of health, well-being are created by it? But they must be afraid: if you cooperate
and you feel good, you cry and you feel good, and after a whole group you come out more
radiant, it is going to destroy your profession. Then rather than giving medicines to people,
you can send them here to be healed without any medicines.
Medicines have after-effects: they may heal one thing and they may create another
process of sickness. Laughter cannot do that, and the only research done has not been done
by Sushrut, has not been done by ayurvedic physicians; it has been done in the Soviet Union
and in America and the experimenters agree that people should laugh more, should cry more.
This will keep them younger, this will give them longer life.
But these two physicians have not even been around here to see that just the sound of
Yaa-Hoo and a tremendous joyfulness, a silence spreads in the hearts of participants. Not of
observers -- observers are not welcome, observers will be a disturbance. When everybody
else is relaxed they will be sitting like a rock amongst the relaxed people. Their very presence
will be corruptive.
I will not allow anybody here to be only an observer. Real observation is within yourself:
what happens when you let go, when you relax, when you laugh for no reason at all, or you
cry and weep just out of a deep unburdening process -- which has been triggered by the word
`Yaa-Hoo'. And when I have used this word, I have not used this word without going through
it and all its implications.
So I won't allow any idiot to criticize it without experiment. He can do the experiment in
his own home. All the ayurvedic physicians can get together and cry if they cannot come here
-- that would be better -- and if it destroys the mind, so far so good.

Setcho says,
THE EMPTY HALL RESOUNDS WITH THE VOICE OF THE RAINDROPS.
EVEN A MASTER FAILS TO ANSWER.

Not that the master cannot answer, but because only silence is the answer.
Jesus is standing before the Roman governor of Judea, Pontius Pilate. Pontius Pilate feels
sorry for this young man. He is only thirty-three, has not seen much of life, has not
committed any crime. Crucifying him seems to be absolutely unjust, but the whole crowd, the
mass is asking that this young man should be crucified "because he is corrupting the minds of
our people."
This is an ancient blame, placed on anybody who brings any insight into life. Howsoever
small an insight -- to change, to bring the new in, to open new doors, new mysteries, and
immediately the guardians of the old are ready to destroy the person.
Pontius Pilate was a very cultured man, and being a Roman he was not part of the crowd
of the Jews; he was a foreigner, he had no interest in crucifying this young man. He came
close to Jesus and asked him, "I know you are innocent and I know the crowd is simply mad,
prejudiced; you have in some way offended these people. I have heard many times,
particularly my wife has heard you speaking here and there, and she has reported to me. I
always wanted to ask, what is this truth that you talk about? Just tell me, what is truth?"
And Jesus looked into the eyes of Pontius Pilate without answering.
You can say without answering, or you can say he was answering with his silent eyes.
Truth is a silent experience.
There is no way to bring it into language.
So when Setcho says, EVEN A MASTER FAILS TO ANSWER, it does not mean that
the master is ignorant, it simply means the master knows that any answer will destroy itself,
will itself commit suicide itself. There are questions which are fundamental; they can be
answered only by not answering them.
IF YOU SAY YOU HAVE TURNED THE CURRENT -- if you say you have gone against existence -YOU HAVE NO TRUE UNDERSTANDING.
UNDERSTANDING? NO UNDERSTANDING?
MISTY WITH RAIN, THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS.

A real master will simply sit silently, listening to the wind coming from the mountains,
listening to these bamboos chitchatting amongst themselves.
Setcho is right.
Maneesha has asked:
"OSHO, I WISH I COULD TELL SETCHO THAT IN OUR ASSEMBLY, `AN EMPTY
HALL RESOUNDING WITH THE VOICE OF RAINDROPS,' IS OUR MASTER'S
ANSWER."
Maneesha, if you meet Setcho somewhere, some day... and it is almost possible. In
eternity we come across the same people again and again; there are not many more people,
they just come with changed faces, sometimes growing a beard, sometimes shaved...
If you meet Setcho, certainly say what you are saying: "An empty hall resounding with
the voice of raindrops is our master's answer." It is not only your master's answer, it is the
answer.
Her second question is:

"OSHO, YOU HAVE NEVER FAILED TO ANSWER -- OR AT LEAST WHENEVER I
HAVE LISTENED FOR IT, I HAVE ALWAYS HEARD A RESPONSE. WHAT IS YOUR
COMMENT?"
Listen to the bamboos....
(OSHO WAITS FOR THE BAMBOOS, BUT AT THIS MOMENT THEY SING VERY
QUIETLY.)
These bamboos are mischievous fellows! When you are ready to listen to them, they
become silent. And when nobody is listening they are telling great truths.
(THE BAMBOOS ANSWER -- VERY LOUDLY!)
Perfectly good!
Her third question is:
"OSHO, WHEN ONE'S VOICE BECOMES THE VOICE OF THE RAINDROPS IS THAT
YOUR CONSTANT MILIEU?"
Maneesha, when one disappears, leaving behind only a pure consciousness, then
raindrops or no raindrops, then bamboos or no bamboos, just a pure awareness of whatever
goes on around is certainly my milieu -- and I want it to be your milieu too.
The very air, your very presence should be a constant silence, because only in this silence
blossom all kinds of roses.
Now something particularly for the bamboos; a few of them are bananas...
A man and his dog are watching a movie. The dog barks for the hero, growls at the
villain, and howls during the sad parts.
A man in the next seat leans over, "That's amazing!" he says to the dog's owner, "Your
dog really seems to be enjoying the movie!"
"It is amazing," says the owner, "he hated the book!"
Hymie and Becky are celebrating their twentieth wedding anniversary by going to see a
movie. It is a hot, steaming, passionate film, and it arouses the animal instincts in Becky.
When they get home that night, she snuggles up close to Hymie, but he ignores her.
"Why is it," cries Becky, "that you never make love to me like that hero in the movie?"
"Don't be stupid," snaps Hymie. "Do you know how much they pay those guys for doing
it?!"
Mother Superior is talking to three teenage girls who are about to leave her orphanage.
"You are going into a wicked world!" she says. "Men will try to take advantage of you.
They will buy you drinks, take you to their apartments, and do terrible things to you. Then
they will give you twenty dollars and kick you out!"
"Excuse me, Holy Mother," says one of the teenagers, "but do you mean these men will
take advantage of us and give us money?"
"Yes, my child," sighs the nun. "Why do you ask?"
"Well," replies the girl, "the priests only give us candy."

Kowalski wants to go moose hunting in the wilds of Canada. So he arrives at a small
trading post to buy some equipment.
The storekeeper advises Kowalski to hire Bruno, the greatest moose-caller in the country.
"It is true," says the storekeeper, "that Bruno is expensive, but he has a sexy quality in his
voice that a moose finds irresistible!"
"What does he do?" asks Kowalski.
"Well," explains the storekeeper, "Bruno will make his first call when the moose is five
hundred meters away. When the moose hears it, he will be filled with desire and approach to
two hundred meters.
"Then Bruno will call again, only this time, he will make it more suggestive. The moose
will rush closer, and then Bruno will make his sexiest call. The moose will become inflamed
with carnal desire and come to a point just a few meters away.
"And that is the time, my friend, when you shoot!"
"Suppose I miss?" says Kowalski.
"Ah," sighs the storekeeper, "that would be a catastrophe!"
"But why?" asks Kowalski.
"Well," replies the storekeeper, "then Bruno gets screwed!"
Now, two minutes of silence.
Close your eyes, be absolutely frozen, contain your energy within yourself....
Now relax.
Okay, come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
A MONK ASKED TOZAN, "WHAT IS BUDDHA?"
TOZAN SAID, "THREE POUNDS OF FLAX."
SETCHO SAYS:
THE GOLDEN CROW SWOOPS, THE SILVER HARE BOUNDS;
THE ECHO COMES BACK, DIRECT AND FREE.
WHO JUDGES TOZAN BY HIS WORD OR PHRASE
IS A BLIND TORTOISE, LOST IN A LONELY VALE.
THE ABUNDANT BLOSSOMS, THE LUXURIANT FLOWERS,
THE SOUTHERN BAMBOO, THE NORTHERN TREES.
ONE RECALLS RIKU TAIFU AND CHOKEI:
"YOU SHOULD NOT CRY, BUT LAUGH!" EH!
OSHO,
YAA-HOO!

Maneesha, not finding any expression for truth, Zen has developed a language of its own;
hence, to ordinary logic it looks absurd. But those who have experienced their own being,
their consciousness, will find that although the language is absurd it is absolutely relevant.
Zen's case is very special, for example TOZAN'S "THREE POUNDS OF FLAX."
It is impossible to say what the experience is of being a buddha, of being awakened. Even
in your common life you wake up every morning, you go to sleep every night; thousands of
nights you must have slept and thousands of mornings you must have awakened -- but can
you describe what sleep is? You cannot say, you don't know it. Can you give any explanation
to the experience of waking up in the morning? You have known it many times; it is not
something unknown to you. But still, when it comes to expressing it you come up against a
very adamant wall: the language that we use for communication simply fails. But something
has to be done. The question has been asked, an answer has to be given and the language
does not allow any answer.
In such a situation Zen developed its own language. It can be easily criticized,
condemned, described as absurd and irrational, but that is not very intelligent. Intelligence
needs to find a way to understand the irrational language of Zen.

A MONK ASKED TOZAN... Tozan is one of the most significant masters who lived
fourteen hundred years ago. He is being asked, "WHAT IS BUDDHA?"
The word `buddha' is from Sanskrit, but now it has been taken over by the Chinese, by
the Japanese, for the simple reason that they could not find anything equivalent. The word
`buddha' means a consciousness at its peak. What does it mean -- a consciousness at its peak?
TOZAN SAID... You must be expecting some philosophical answer, some theological
answer, some rational explanation, but what Tozan said is, "THREE POUNDS OF FLAX."
At that moment he was carrying three pounds of flax. In that moment he could not
indicate anything else; there was nothing else available other than three pounds of flax. In
fact he is saying that the question is wrong and if you ask a wrong question you will get a
wrong answer. But he is compassionate and polite. Rather than saying, "You idiot! A
question about buddha is not to be asked -- it is an experience without any explanation, an
experience beyond mind." Being of a very kind nature, rather than saying that you are asking
a wrong question, he simply gives an absolutely absurd answer:
"THREE POUNDS OF FLAX."

In that moment it must have come to the inquirer as a shock and also as an insult -- not
only to himself but to Gautam Buddha -- but he knows that Tozan cannot be insulting or
derogatory in any sense towards Gautam Buddha, because for Tozan to insult Gautam
Buddha will be to insult himself.
His answer is indicative that it is not possible for language to contain the experience. It is
almost like, "Whatever I say will not be much more valuable than three pounds of flax."
Try to see the point.
I will give you an example, perhaps that may help you....
Adolf Hitler convinced one of the most civilized, cultured, courageous nations that the
defeat of Germany in the first world war and all the problems of Germany were because of
the Jews. At first people laughed: "This is absurd! Jews have nothing to do with it; on the
contrary, they had given more money to the fight than anybody else, and to make them
responsible..." But when somebody continuously repeats a thing it becomes a truth. Every lie
can become almost true; it just needs to be repeated with dogmatic, authoritative force.
That was the whole strategy of Adolf Hitler. He was not a man of great intelligence, but
he made the whole nation convinced that he was right: "If Jews are removed all problems will
be solved."
One day as he was coming from his morning walk he met the chief rabbi of Berlin -- a
strange coincidence. Adolf Hitler asked the rabbi, "What do you think... what is the cause of
Germany's failure, all its problems?"
The chief rabbi said: "It is very simple: the bicycles. Unless you destroy all the bicycles
there is no chance for Germany to attain to its glory."
Adolf Hitler said, "Are you joking? What kind of nonsense are you talking? How can
bicycles be responsible for Germany's failure?"
The chief rabbi said, "I was just saying that -- how can Jews be responsible? And if Jews
can be responsible then what is wrong in bicycles...?"
This answer of Tozan's is absurd, but any answer will be absurd. So you have to
understand the milieu of Zen. In fact Tozan has not answered, he has simply said to the man,
"Don't ask such stupid questions! But because of my kindness, I cannot call you stupid. And
all answers possible will be of the same quality as three pounds of flax, which is at least right
now available in my hands. I can show it to you."

By his answer he is making all answers useless.
Commenting, SETCHO SAYS:
THE GOLDEN CROW SWOOPS, THE SILVER HARE BOUNDS;
THE ECHO COMES BACK, DIRECT AND FREE.
WHO JUDGES TOZAN BY HIS WORD OR PHRASE
IS A BLIND TORTOISE, LOST IN A LONELY VALE.
THE ABUNDANT BLOSSOMS, THE LUXURIANT FLOWERS,
THE SOUTHERN BAMBOO, THE NORTHERN TREES.
ONE RECALLS RIKU TAIFU AND CHOKEI:
"YOU SHOULD NOT CRY, BUT LAUGH!" EH!

Setcho is saying that when THE GOLDEN CROW SWOOPS, or THE SILVER HARE
BOUNDS; THE ECHO COMES BACK, DIRECT AND FREE. That is the buddha: the echo.
WHO JUDGES TOZAN BY HIS WORD OR PHRASE IS A BLIND TORTOISE, LOST IN
A LONELY VALE.
Don't judge Tozan by his word; look into his eyes, feel the dance of his heart. Look at the
grace and the compassion and the love of the man.
In his comment he reminds me of an incident with Riku Taifu, one of the disciples of
great master Nansen.
Nansen died.... Riku Taifu stood in front of his master's coffin and gave a loud laugh. A
priest reproached him, saying, "Wasn't he your teacher? Why do you laugh when you should
lament for him?"
Riku Taifu said, "Say a word, and if it fulfills the Buddha's teaching I will lament."
I will repeat: He is saying, "I am ready to lament. Say a single word that fulfills Buddha's
teaching and I am ready to lament."
But the priest could not utter a word. Deploring this, Riku Taifu said, "Alas, our teacher
has long gone! Nansen would not have remained silent; he would have said something -perhaps absolutely absurd, but still indicating like an arrow towards a faraway star."
And saying this, Riku Taifu wept aloud. Later, Chokei hearing of this, said, "You should
not cry, you should laugh!"
Another Zen master, when he heard this said, "There is no reason to cry: Nansen has
fulfilled his destiny. It is a time to celebrate. He has not gone anywhere, he has simply
become free from the form of body and mind; he has become just pure consciousness like the
air surrounding you. He was confined into the body, now he is unconfined. This is not the
time for crying. You should not cry; you should laugh."
That's why poor Maneesha has to shout, "Yaa-Hoo!" That is perfectly good: three pounds
of flax or Yaa-Hoo -- both weigh three pounds.
There is a strange story that developed in the name of Zen.... A small group of people,
beginning with Mahakashyapa, at the time of Gautam Buddha... Although it is called Zen
Buddhism, Zen should not be attached with Buddhism -- it has nothing to do with any -ism. It
is a pure experience without any theology. Its purity is such that no word can catch it, every
word is going to pollute it. Mahakashyapa is the founder, not in the sense that Mohammed is
the founder of Mohammedanism, or Mahavira is the founder of Jainism, or Karl Marx is the
founder of communism....
From the very beginning it takes a strange turn that has never happened anywhere else. It
is simply unique; there is nothing else with which it can be compared.
One morning discourse Gautam Buddha came with a flower, a rose, in his hand. It was
very strange. Even people who had been with him for twenty years had never seen him
bringing anything in his hand. What happened... why had he brought this roseflower? But

things became more mysterious as time passed.
Buddha sat in his place, and rather than speaking started looking at the roseflower... and
continued....
People's waiting became deeper and deeper -- and he went on continuously looking at the
flower. There was immense silence.... It must have been similar to the silence that is here, but
it became heavy. A moment comes -- you can only have a certain amount of silence;
otherwise it will crush you. It has a weight.
It became too much of a burden. Nobody was saying anything, Buddha was looking at the
flower and nobody had the courage or the guts to ask him, "What is the matter? What has
happened? Where is the morning discourse?"
Only one man, Mahakashyapa understood. This was the morning discourse: watching
silently, saying nothing, just being aware. It may be a roseflower or it may be anything.
Watching without being attached -- that was the discourse. But seeing that nobody was
understanding, Mahakashyapa laughed loudly.
That was even more mysterious because Mahakashyapa was an absolutely silent man. He
was never mentioned before in Buddhist scriptures. He has never said a single word to
anybody. He was not a talkative person. He used to sit under a certain tree when Buddha was
speaking; for so many years he had been sitting under that tree, that the tree had almost
become monopolized. Without anybody saying anything, nobody sat there; everybody knew
that Mahakashyapa would be coming and that place was reserved.
This was the first time that this silent man laughed -- so loudly that he would have
defeated Sardar Gurudayal Singh!
(FROM THE BACK OF THE HALL, A TREMENDOUS BELLY LAUGH FROM
SARDAR.)
Only here we have Sardar Gurudayal Singh. Perhaps Gurudayal Singh may have defeated
Mahakashyapa, because being a sardar, he cannot accept any defeat -- Mahakashyapa or no
Mahakashyapa -- but unfortunately he was not present in that assembly. He is our joy.
But this laughter of Mahakashyapa is the beginning of Zen -- because nobody else
understood. Buddha said nothing and simply gestured towards Mahakashyapa to come close
for the first time in twenty years! -- and gave the roseflower to him. This giving of the
roseflower to Mahakashyapa is the beginning of Zen.
Now, language is no longer relevant; now, communication has to find some other way.
Buddha's giving the rose to Mahakashyapa is called the Seal of Zen. Buddha confirmed
Mahakashyapa's understanding that in that vast assembly of monks only Mahakashyapa had
understood the silent watchfulness of Gautam Buddha, that only he could hear the unsaid,
that only he could feel when others had simply wondered what was the matter.
And even now it is being asked in Zen monasteries, "Why did Gautam Buddha give the
roseflower to Mahakashyapa?"
It is just an indication, that "you have understood."
Here begins a new language -- mysterious, irrational, absurd, but tremendously
meaningful.
There is a great need to see Zen not as a religion, but as a language, a method of
communion which is totally different from any other communication method.
Zen began in laughter. It will be good to have a few laughters...

Paddy and Sean are sitting in the pub having a discussion about their wives.
"What do you mean," asks Sean, "when you say you have to think twice before you leave
your wife alone at night?"
"First," replies Paddy, "I have to think up a reason for going out. And second, I have to
think up a reason why she can't go with me!"
Mrs. Zambini goes to visit a medium. "Can you talk with the dead?" she asks.
"I can do everything!" replies the medium, "card reading, fortune telling, astrology,
crystal ball, seances, pendulum... What do you want?"
"I want to speak with my grandmother who died in Budapest," explains Mrs. Zambini.
The medium sits her down and turns out the lights. There is silence and then the sound of
the wind and the medium goes into a trance. Suddenly there is a voice: "This is your
grandmother, darling!"
"Oh, Granny," cries Mrs. Zambini, "How is everything with you?"
"It is beautiful here," replies Granny.
"How is Grandad?" asks Mrs. Zambini.
"He is very happy," replies Granny.
There is the noise of wind and then Granny speaks again, "I must go now, darling."
"Oh, Granny," cries Mrs. Zambini, "I just have one more question."
"Yes, darling, ask it," replies Granny.
"Tell me," asks Mrs. Zambini, "where the hell did you learn English?"
Father Murphy, Reverend Philpot and Rabbi Nussbaum are playing cards together and
gambling in the back room of the pub. All of a sudden a policeman comes in and they are
arrested.
In court the magistrate asks Father Murphy, "You are accused of gambling. What do you
have to say?"
The old priest looks up to heaven, winks and prays silently, "Oh, God! Just one little
white lie! I'll never do it again. Okay?"
He then announces to the magistrate, "Not guilty."
"Okay," says the magistrate, "you can go. And what about you, Reverend? What do you
have to say?"
The clergyman looks piously to heaven and then bows his head in prayer, "Oh, God! Just
one little white lie! I will never do it again," and then says out loud, "Not guilty."
"Very well," says the magistrate, "you can go. Rabbi Nussbaum is next. You are accused
of gambling," says the magistrate. "What do you have to say?"
"Gambling?" asks the rabbi. "With whom?"
Newly-wed Barbara wants to make sure that she is doing everything properly. She goes to
church and into the confession box, where Father Sullivan is sitting.
"Father," asks Barbara, "is it alright to have intercourse just before communion?"
"Of course, my child," replies the priest, "as long as we don't make too much noise."
Now, two minutes of silence... no movement. Let the body be absolutely still, like a
statue, frozen...

Now, relax.
Now, come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
UMMON SPOKE TO HIS ASSEMBLY AND SAID, "EVERYBODY HAS HIS OWN LIGHT. IF HE
TRIES TO SEE IT, EVERYTHING IS DARKNESS. WHAT IS EVERYBODY'S LIGHT?"
LATER, IN PLACE OF THE DISCIPLES, HE SAID, "THE HALL AND THE GATE."
AND AGAIN HE SAID, "BLESSING THINGS CANNOT BE BETTER THAN NOTHING."
SETCHO SAYS:
IT ILLUMINATES ITSELF, ABSOLUTELY BRIGHT.
HE GIVES A CLUE TO THE SECRET.
FLOWERS HAVE FALLEN, TREES GIVE NO SHADE;
WHO DOES NOT SEE, IF HE LOOKS?
SEEING IS NON-SEEING,
NON-SEEING IS SEEING.
FACING BACKWARD ON THE OX,
HE RIDES INTO THE BUDDHA HALL.
OSHO,
DOES EVERYONE HAVE THEIR OWN SEPARATE LIGHT?
I CAN SEE THAT IN THE PHYSICAL WORLD IT IS LIGHT THAT SHOWS US THE DISTINCTION
BETWEEN TWO PEOPLE, AND THAT IN DARKNESS, DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS ARE
SEEMINGLY OBLITERATED.
BUT IT SEEMS TO ME IT MUST BE JUST THE OPPOSITE IN THE METAPHYSICAL WORLD -THAT IN DARKNESS OR IGNORANCE WE HAVE THE ILLUSION OF SEPARATENESS, WHILE
ENLIGHTENMENT BRINGS THE AWARENESS THAT ONE IS NOT SEPARATE FROM
EVERYONE AND EVERYTHING AROUND ONE.
WHAT IS YOUR COMMENT?
THE SECOND QUESTION:
FEELING MYSELF FULL OF LIGHT SOMETIMES, TREMBLING WITH ENERGY AT OTHER
TIMES, THE MIND IS HAPPY TO GRASP HOLD OF THESE EXPERIENCES AS "SOMETHING" -AFTER ALL, IT IS SAID, "SOMETHING IS BETTER THAN NOTHING."
YET WHEN THOSE MOMENTS OF NOTHING ARE THERE -- WHEN THERE IS NO COGNITION
OF WHO I AM OR WHO YOU ARE, WHEN THERE ARE NO EXOTIC HAPPENINGS -- THAT IS
WHAT THE MIND CAN MAKE NO SENSE OF: I ONLY KNOW THAT THAT SPACE IS, AND THAT
NOTHING IS BETTER THAN SOMETHING.
AND THE THIRD QUESTION:
I SEEM TO IMAGINE THAT IF I AM NOT THINKING SOMETHING, DOING SOMETHING,

INVOLVED IN SOME PROJECT OR OTHER, I AM AS GOOD AS DEAD; TO PARTICIPATE IN LIFE
SEEMS TO ME TO BE LIFE ITSELF.
BUT AS LONG AS I AM DOING, I RECREATE MYSELF CONTINUOUSLY, DON'T I? -- WHEN THE
WHOLE POINT IS TO DIE TO ONESELF.
WHAT IS YOUR COMMENT?

Ummon's comment about everybody's inner light is absolutely true. Everybody has his
own light. But it is true only as far as we are talking about it, as far as it is only a concept.
Once it becomes your experience, everything dissolves, including you. Then there is light,
oceanic light, in which everyone has dissolved like dewdrops.
Ummon's statement, EVERYBODY HAS HIS OWN LIGHT, can be misunderstood. It is
very easy to misunderstand such words as "his own light." I would not have used that; I
would say, everybody is part of one light. And the part is not separate nor is it separable, and
the part is not smaller than the whole.
The part is equal to the whole.
The dewdrop itself is the ocean.
UMMON SPOKE TO HIS ASSEMBLY AND SAID, "EVERYBODY HAS HIS OWN LIGHT. IF HE
TRIES TO SEE IT, EVERYTHING IS DARKNESS. WHAT IS EVERYBODY'S LIGHT?"

Here he is making a significant point: one has to relax to such totality that one is not.
Even to be is a tension. When you simply disappear, there is light -- your disappearance is the
appearance of light. But if you try to see where the light is, in your very effort you miss it.
The very effort to try brings your ego, individuality, you -- and you are darkness. As an ego
you will not find any light.
That's what he is saying: "Everybody has his own light, but if he TRIES..." The whole
question is whether you relax or you make effort, whether you are spontaneously losing
yourself in the ocean or trying, because the very trying keeps you separate. IF HE TRIES TO
SEE IT, EVERYTHING IS DARKNESS. WHAT IS EVERYBODY'S LIGHT?
Ummon is talking to his disciples. Apparently, what he says seems to be very
contradictory. On the one hand he says, "You are the light" -- by making the statement that
EVERYONE HAS HIS OWN LIGHT... his own. And then he says, "If you try to see it all is
darkness."
Have you understood what everybody's light is?
Everybody's light is when everybody becomes nobody.
When you simply disappear and nothing prevails all is light.
Of course it is your own, but you are not there.
Of course it is your own, because you consist, you are made of light and nothing else.
And it is not only true about human beings, it is true about material things too.
The mystics were the first.... For almost three thousand years before science recognized
that matter is not matter but light, energy, electricity -- different names of light -- mystics
have been saying that "when we go in there is tremendous light." Kabir says, "When I go in I
am surrounded by one thousand suns. The light is so much, unbearable. But it is not hot, it is
cool; it is not burning, but giving you more nourishment and more life."
Perhaps nobody in the assembly of Ummon was able to answer him, was able to make
some sense out of his contradictory statement. I hope it is not contradictory to you.
You are light when you are not.
You are darkness when you are.
The whole question is of the ego.

But Ummon's disciples perhaps miss the point; hence: LATER, IN PLACE OF THE
DISCIPLES, HE SAID -- because nobody stood and said anything, the master himself had to
reply -- "THE HALL AND THE GATE."
These are ways only Zen has used to express things which are intrinsically inexpressible.
When he says, THE HALL AND THE GATE, he is saying, the coming and the going. If you
go all is light, if you come all is darkness. But Zen has its own way of saying things.
AND AGAIN HE SAID, "BLESSING THINGS CANNOT BE BETTER THAN
NOTHING." He is saying, "There is nothing better than nothing -- even blessings,
blissfulness, ecstasies, cannot be better than nothing." Again he is saying, "If you are nothing,
you are light, infinite light. But even a small idea of `I' is enough to destroy the whole thing."
Setcho comments:
IT ILLUMINATES ITSELF, ABSOLUTELY BRIGHT.
HE GIVES A CLUE TO THE SECRET.
FLOWERS HAVE FALLEN, TREES GIVE NO SHADE;
WHO DOES NOT SEE, IF HE LOOKS?
SEEING IS NON-SEEING,
AND NON-SEEING IS SEEING.

Here Setcho comes a little closer to Zen. SEEING IS NON-SEEING because when you
see something, your seeing is filled, just as a mirror is filled by the thing it reflects. Then
there is no mirror, but only the reflections. But when there are no reflections, the mirror is.
Empty it is -- full it is not.
SEEING IS NON-SEEING. What are your eyes, except small mirrors? When you are
filled with objects you are blinded by those objects. When you attain to a state when you can
see through, when your eyes are not only reflective mirrors, when they are transparent,
reflections don't deceive; reflections don't become identifications. The eyes -- even seeing -remain non-seeing.
Shunyo was asking me one day, "When you speak do you see the people to whom you are
speaking?" I don't want to offend you but the truth is, when I am speaking who is there to
see? And if I start seeing someone, my speaking becomes polluted. You are here, I feel your
presence, I feel your silence, I feel your heartbeat -- but my eyes remain absolutely vacant.
Many sannyasins have told me that I look as if I am not looking. It is not "as if," it is
exactly so. I am not looking. I am not blind either.
FACING BACKWARD ON THE OX,
HE RIDES INTO THE BUDDHA HALL.

That reference concerns the Ten Bulls of Zen. That is one of the most beautiful stories
man has ever created. It is a collection of ten paintings....
In the first painting, the bull is lost, the owner is looking here and there, and there are
trees all around, but there is no sign of the bull.
In the second picture, he recognizes deep in the forest just the tail of the bull. It indicates
that perhaps the bull is hiding there behind the trees.
In the third picture he sees the footprints of the bull, going towards the same direction
where he can see the tail of the bull.
In the fourth he has seen the whole bull.
In the fifth he has caught hold of the bull.
In the sixth he has managed to ride on it.
In the seventh he is coming back towards home, sitting on the bull. In the eighth he has
put the bull in the stall from where he has escaped.
In the ninth he is sitting by the side of the bull, playing on the flute. These nine paintings

are existent in Zen as it exists in Japan, but the original collection was Chinese....
The last painting is missing in these paintings, and the last painting is the most important.
It is not just by accident that this painting is missing. It has been dropped deliberately,
considering the implications of it. It is a dangerous painting because in the tenth the man is
going towards the marketplace with a bottle of alcohol.
What are you going to do after you become enlightened? That's what I was saying to
you... after a few minutes one starts feeling thirsty, it is time....
The tenth was of immense importance; it says that even when you have found the bull -which is symbolic of finding yourself -- it does not mean that you become superior to other
human beings. When you have found yourself, rather than becoming superior to others, for
the first time you understand humbleness and you start moving towards the marketplace: to
the lowliest, humblest, towards the pub where people are drunk. Your buddhahood does not
make the drunkards condemned, but you yourself start moving towards the pub to make
friends with the condemned, to help them come out of their drunkenness. And that is the only
way to help them, to be with them.
One Zen master in Japan was continuously being sent to jail for small things... stealing.
And a great master -- even the magistrates respected him. They asked him, "Why do you do
this? You have thousands of disciples; even the emperor comes to touch your feet -- and you
have stolen somebody's shoes...!"
He simply smiled. And his whole life it continued -- three months in jail, then two or
three months outside. Then again he would find a way... and finally everybody became
accustomed to the fact that he is incurable.
But there must be some secret....
The day he was dying, one disciple asked, "Don't leave us before telling the secret. Why
did you continue your whole life stealing absolutely unnecessary things? We were ready to
offer you anything you wanted; you never asked for anything."
The man, before dying opened his eyes and he said, "The reason was that in the prison are
the most drunk, asleep people -- murderers, rapists, thieves, all kinds of criminals. I had to be
with them to awaken them; there was no other way."
This man must have been of immense compassion.
But, afraid it would be misunderstood, when this series of paintings moved from China to
Japan the tenth picture was dropped. You will also agree that it does not look good that
Gautam Buddha is going towards the pub....
A professor used to come to me -- he was a professor in the same university as I was, and
he said, "I would like to be a sannyasin" -- he was immensely impressed -- "but the only fear
is that after becoming a sannyasin I cannot go to the pub, and you know that I am addicted to
alcohol. Wearing the robe of the sannyasin it will look very weird and other drunks will start
laughing."
I said, "There is no harm. Drink anyway. Become a sannyasin and give it a try."
He became a sannyasin and the second day he came -- "You have put me in trouble. I was
thinking there is only one trouble, the pub; there are many. My wife now touches my feet!
She says, `You are so spiritual!' Now I cannot relate with her in any other way, except by
giving her a blessing."
He was very angry, he said, "You! You must have known and still you did it to me -- and
I have been your friend for so long. Last night in the dark I sneaked towards the pub, hoping
that everybody must have left by this time, but the bartender was there. He immediately fell

on the ground, touched my feet and he said, `What a great transformation!' Now I feel like
killing you!"
I said, "It is strange... You asked for sannyas. It certainly brings troubles, but if you can
be a little patient it will also bring blessings, ecstasies, which are far more important than the
wife or the pub or your friends."
He said, "I have to be patient because I cannot go backward; that would be very
humiliating."
Afraid of this situation, the Japanese masters who had brought the paintings from China
dropped the tenth painting. But because it is still called the "ten" paintings of Zen, the "Ten
Bulls of Zen," I became curious because when I counted there were only nine. I had to work
for years to find out that they are not Japanese, they are Chinese. They still carry the old title
but the tenth painting has been dropped.
Just the consideration that if people become enlightened and still go to the pub to drink
alcohol, or go to the gambling places... it will be very difficult to protect their respectability.
Just to protect their respectability they thought it was better to drop the tenth painting
completely: Don't take it to Japan; only nine are perfectly good. You have found yourself -now play on the flute, enjoy....
But just the flute will not do. To enjoy, many more things are needed -- and that tenth
painting contains many more things.
Now, sitting here is Zareen with little Farrokh. She became a sannyasin.... She knew and I
knew that even though she has a beautiful husband, a very understanding man, but still the
relationship has changed. She has moved to the ashram -- now, between the husband and
herself the old bridge is broken. Because he is a nice and understanding man, they will
remain friends -- but husband and wife they cannot be. And the little Farrokh is sitting by her
side -- Neelam was not allowing him to come to the discourse for so long, and he is sitting so
buddha-like....
(OSHO TURNS TO HIS VERY LEFT WHERE ZAREEN AND FARROKH ARE SITTING
AND SMILES AT FARROKH WHO RESPONDS BY PLACING HIS FOREFINGER ON
HIS LIPS.)
He has been told not to speak, so he is telling me: Don't disturb.
Okay, Farrokh?
The first question:
"DOES EVERYONE HAVE THEIR OWN SEPARATE LIGHT?"
No, Maneesha.
Everyone has light but it is not separate.
We are all one continent.
Nobody is an island.
We are all together in our innermost being.
Maneesha is asking, "I can see that in the physical world it is light that shows us the
distinctions between two people, and that in darkness, definitions and distinctions are
seemingly obliterated. But it seems to me it must be just the opposite in the metaphysical
world -- that in the darkness or ignorance we have the illusion of separateness, while

enlightenment brings the awareness that one is not separate from everyone and everything
around one. What is your comment?"
My comment, Maneesha, is that what you are saying is intellectually right -"theoretically speaking" that nobody is separate. Enlightenment brings one and everything
into oneness -- but this is all intellectual. Even the idea of inseparability is intellectual. So is
the idea of oneness.
Enlightenment simply means you disappear, you become the whole. There is no question
of separation or no separation. There is no question of oneness, because even the word
`oneness' hides behind it twoness.
What do you mean when you say oneness? -- you mean twoness. The mystics have
avoided using the word `oneness', but you cannot. In the very nature of intellectual
understanding you can go a little roundabout -- and that's what people like Shankara have
done. They talk about non-duality, no-twoness; they don't talk about oneness. They want to
indicate oneness, but they don't want to use the word `oneness' because oneness points
towards twoness.
One has no meaning if there is not two, three, four... If all other digits have disappeared,
what is the meaning of one? One has a meaning only in the context of ten digits; otherwise, if
there is no nine, no eight... there cannot be one. What will it mean? What can you conceive by
oneness, if there are no other numbers left?
It is better to agree with Ummon: nothing is better than all the blessings. Rather than
saying oneness, it is better to say nothingness, filled with light.
Your second question is:
"FEELING MYSELF FULL OF LIGHT SOMETIMES, TREMBLING WITH ENERGY AT
OTHER TIMES, THE MIND IS HAPPY TO GRASP HOLD OF THESE EXPERIENCES
AS `SOMETHING' -- AFTER ALL IT IS SAID, `SOMETHING IS BETTER THAN
NOTHING.'"
THAT IS SAID BY IDIOTS! THOSE WHO KNOW, WILL SAY: "NOTHING IS BETTER
THAN ANYTHING."
It reminds me....
As I was a growing child, everybody told me -- all my well-wishers, my parents, my
uncles, my aunts, my teachers, my professors -- "Listen, the way you are behaving, you will
end into nothing."
I used to say to them, "That is my very goal."
One of my professors was so much concerned that he would beat his head; he would say,
"You don't understand what... What do you mean by nothing? -- one has to be something."
I said, "I don't see any possibility of myself being something. Something is very small
and limited; nothing is vast and unlimited. Something is born and dies -- is there today and is
not tomorrow. Nothing is always, nothing is eternal."
Except nothing, nothing else is eternal.
Maneesha, you must have heard a saying thousands of years old: Something is better than
nothing. But I say to you:
Nothing is better than anything. Not to be is the greatest experience.
You are asking, "Yet when those moments of nothing are there -- when there is no
cognition of who I am or who you are, when there are no exotic happenings -- that is what the

mind can make no sense of: I only know that that space is, and that nothing is better than
something."
Make it a point of remembrance that when the mind can make no sense of anything, you
are very close to truth. When mind can make sense of something, you are very far from truth.
The mind can make sense only of things which come within its boundary -- and it has a very
limited boundary. Truth is not within its boundary, it is beyond it. It is transcendental, it
cannot make any sense of it. So rejoice! When your mind cannot make any sense of
something, just rejoice; you are coming closer to home.
And your last statement is absolutely true: "I only know that that space is, and that
nothing is better than something."
Now you have come to your senses. Nothing is not only better, it is also greater; it is not
only greater, it is the only thing that is existential.
Pure isness
not limited by any word -and the mystic rose opens.
The third question:
"I SEEM TO IMAGINE THAT IF I AM NOT THINKING SOMETHING, DOING
SOMETHING, INVOLVED IN SOME PROJECT OR OTHER, I AM AS GOOD AS
DEAD."
That's perfectly right.
Every day I send Shunyo to find out whether Anando is still alive or dead. Fortunately, up to
now she has never been dead. One day she will be.
When you are not doing something, you don't feel yourself. Your feeling is a reflective
feeling; it is as if when you don't look in the mirror, you start thinking, "Whatever happened
to my face?" That's why women carry small mirrors in their bags. In the buses and the trains,
once in a while they will take the mirror out and look at the face, to see whether it is there or
not -- because what other proof have you got?
And besides a mirror, all our actions, all our doings make us feel that we are. And the
more we do, the more we are.
You are asking, "But as long as I am doing, I recreate myself continuously, don't I? -when the whole point is to die to oneself. What is your comment?"
Maneesha, to recreate oneself every moment is not contradictory to what I say to you: Die
every moment. Unless you die every moment, you cannot recreate yourself. There is no other
way. The old dies and the new arises. The old leaves fall and the new leaves come. To remain
a living, dancing flow of energy, there is only one way, and that is to die every moment, to be
reborn again and again, fresh, new, innocent.
What is happening to you is perfectly right, you have just missed the existential situation
of re-creation. The very word `recreate' means first you have to uncreate. In order to wake up
the very first thing is to be asleep.
In a small school -- just a small school like Farrokh is going to tomorrow, for small boys
-- the teacher is trying to tell them, "Never commit sin, otherwise you will never reach the
kingdom of God without his forgiveness."
After one hour's harassment of those small children, she finally asked one boy, "Tell me,
what has to be done to reach heaven?"
He said, "To commit sin!"

The teacher could not understand, nor at the first sight will you understand that the boy is
right. Unless you sin you cannot be forgiven -- and only those who are forgiven enter into the
kingdom of God. The boy's innocent answer is absolutely true. If you are good you are
worthless as far as God is concerned. What will he do with you? He cannot even forgive you,
you have not committed anything. Just go back home, do something stupid and then come
back.
So remember it. If you are going to God, make every arrangement so that he can forgive
you. Do some stupid things. That is the absolute requirement to be forgiven. God loves to
forgive people. The implication is clear: God loves people to commit sin. Unless they commit
sin, they cannot becomes saints. First commit sin, go to the church, pray; slowly, slowly you
will become a saint and then torture yourself. Then God, out of compassion that the poor boy
is doing too much, will allow you into heaven.
Such a roundabout way. And in heaven what are you going to do? You will repeat the
same thing. That is all that you know. Hence, every religion has made arrangements. In the
Mohammedan conception of heaven, there are rivers of alcohol. Water is impossible to find
-- just like Poona, pure water is impossible. Pure alcohol is available in Poona too...! In
heaven there are pure alcohol rivers; bottles won't do! They won't justify the greatness of
heaven.
And beautiful girls who never grow in age... Mohammedanism is fourteen hundred years
old. Those girls are still sixteen. They were sixteen years old at the time of Mohammed -now they have got stuck, they cannot become seventeen or eighteen. They must feel very
weird -- fourteen centuries and they have not passed even one year.
Here too, on the earth women pass time in a different way from men. It is said that one
should never ask a woman her age; that is the most irritating thing -- and a woman never tells
the truth, particularly between the ages of thirty-four and thirty-eight. In those four years, no
woman speaks the truth. After thirty-four, suddenly one day they become thirty-eight. This is
what in physics is called the quantum leap, or in a more non-scientific way, kangaroo leap!
They jump from one station to another station. They have never been in the passage between.
In heaven -- whether the heaven is Christian or Hindu or Mohammedan or Jaina, it does
not matter -- they all disagree on everything but about the age of their girls in heaven they all
agree. It seems the same girls have been serving old, dead, dirty saints for thousands of years.
I simply feel in so much sympathy that I want to dissolve this heaven completely, because it
is doing absolute injustice to womankind.
Are those girls made of plastic? I think they are, because in ancient scriptures it is said
they don't perspire. Here also women take much care not to perspire, and all kinds of
deodorants... but still you perspire. Those deodorants won't do.
Perhaps in the whole world, if there is somebody who never perspires, that person is
sitting here! I live in air-conditioning continuously, I move in an air-conditioned car. Here,
now, on both my sides there are air conditioners. I can claim to be the only man in history
who has not perspired. And I don't use any deodorant.
It is possible that heaven is air-conditioned, but it is not very likely, because
air-conditioning is a very new phenomenon and heaven is so old, millions of years old. I don't
think that you can even rent a bicycle there.
Maneesha, it is perfectly good. Die each moment to the past and be born again. Each
breath that goes out should be your death, and each breath that comes in should be your life.
If you can live with so much change, like a river flowing, you are always fresh, you are
always original; your clarity is absolute, you are transparent.

You have recognized the first part by saying, "I recreate myself continuously." Now you
have to understand the second part, that "I die every moment, with every breath exhaled."
One thing is certain, that no dead person can inhale. Have you seen any dead person
inhaling? Only a living person can inhale. But if you only inhale and remain there you won't
be alive long, maybe a few seconds. Life wants to change continuously; that's why you
cannot stop breathing. You cannot take a holiday saying, "I am getting tired. Thirty years of
breathing, just one day, one Sunday, let me rest." But with this breathing you cannot take a
holiday. If you take a holiday it is finished, your holiday will become eternity, you won't
come back.
Learn to die every moment. Accept that this is what is happening, you just don't
understand it. That is what is happening in your body. If you can understand it and live it
lovingly, it becomes a dance.
In-breathing, out-breathing, your heart dances. It goes on throwing out all that is dead and
goes on taking in all that is fresh and new.
Maneesha has asked serious questions, and now I have to think of little Farrokh and tell
something so that he can laugh....
At a rape trial the young victim is asked by her attorney, what her attacker had said before
he assaulted her.
The girl is too embarrassed to answer out loud, and so she is allowed to write it down.
After reading the note the judge passes it along to the jury. Mendel Kravitz, who is last in
the line, has dozed off, so the woman next to him nudges him and passes the note.
Mendel takes the note and reads, "I am going to screw you like you have never been
screwed before." Mendel smiles at the woman and puts the note in his pocket.
"Juror number twelve," orders the judge, "please pass the note to me!"
"I can't, your honor," says Mendel, "it is too personal!"
The bank robbers rush into the bank and order all the customers and clerks to get behind
the corner. Then they tell everyone to take off all their clothes and lie face down on the floor.
One nervous female clerk pulls off her dress and lies down, face up.
"Turn over, Gloria," whispers her friend, "this is a robbery not the office party!"
Police Constable Perkins is pounding the beat one night along a dimly-lit street.
He sees three parked cars, and goes over to the first car which is bouncing up and down,
and shines his flashlight inside.
"Hello, hello!" he says, rapping on the window with his stick, "What do you think you are
doing?"
"Oh!" comes a startled voice. "We are doing the waltz!"
P.C. Perkins goes over to the second car, which is rocking from side to side. He shines his
light and taps on the window.
"Hello, hello!" he says, "and what are you doing?"
"Ah, we are doing the samba," comes the reply.
Perkins stop at the third car whose springs are squeaking and windows are all steamed up. He
raps on the window and says, "I suppose you are doing the `bossa nova'?"
"No, officer," comes a girl's voice, "I am doing the boss a favor!"

Dennis Dork goes to Doctor Dingle with a painful case of tennis elbow.
"Okay," says Dingle. "Take this bottle home, fill it with a urine sample and return it to me
immediately."
"A urine sample?" cries Dork. "How is that going to help my bad elbow?" "Don't argue," says
Dingle, "I am the doctor. Just do it!"
So Dork goes home, determined to make a fool of the doctor.
First, he gets his wife to piss in the bottle, then his daughter. Then he goes to his car and puts
a bit of engine oil in the bottle. And finally, he goes into the bathroom and jerks off into it.
He returns the sample to Doctor Dingle and goes back the next morning for the results.
"Well, Mr. Dork," says Dingle. "Four things to tell you: first, your wife is pregnant; second,
your daughter has V.D.; third, your car is about to blow a piston. And last, your elbow will
never get better if you don't stop jerking off!"
Now two minutes of silence.
Close your eyes... no movement, as if you have become a statue.
Gather the whole energy inside....
Now relax.
Now come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
KYOZAN ASKED SANSHO, "WHAT IS YOUR NAME?"
SANSHO SAID, "EJAKU."
KYOZAN SAID, "EJAKU IS MY NAME!"
SANSHO SAID, "MY NAME IS ENEN!"
KYOZAN LAUGHED HEARTILY.
SETCHO PUT IT LIKE THIS:
BOTH GRASPING, BOTH RELEASING -- WHAT FELLOWS!
RIDING THE TIGER -- MARVELOUS SKILL!
THE LAUGHTER ENDS, TRACELESS THEY GO.
INFINITE PATHOS, TO THINK OF THEM!
OSHO,
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
AND THE SECOND QUESTION:
IT WAS SUCH A RELIEF WHEN YOU HAD NISKRIYA HIT ME THE OTHER NIGHT BOTH FOR
BEING "RIGHT" AS WELL AS BEING "WRONG."
THE RELIEF AT FINDING THAT RIGHT AND WRONG HAVE NO PLACE HERE LASTED UNTIL
LAST NIGHT WHEN I MANAGED TO LABEL MY BEING INTELLECTUAL "WRONG," AND THE
WHOLE SILLY GAME STARTED UP AGAIN.
HOW EXQUISITE IT MUST BE TO LIVE IN A WORLD WHERE THERE IS NO RIGHT AND NO
WRONG.

Maneesha, name and form are the two most important things to be understood, because
we live in the world of name and form. Both are illusory, both are invented. Both are
mind-made, man-manufactured. Reality has no name and no form. If this is understood, then
this small Zen dialogue will not be difficult to understand.
It is very extraordinary of Kyozan to ask Sansho's name. Both are enlightened, awakened
people. It is extraordinary, because to ask the name is to ask about the illusory and the
non-essential.
To ask about the name is to ask about the invented, not the existent.
You were born without a name.
Do you have a name?

The name is just given to you -- you never had any name. It is just a label, you can
change it any moment you want. It has no substantiality in it; hence a great master like
Kyozan, asking another master of the same category, Sansho, his name, is a very
extraordinary dialogue.
KYOZAN ASKS SANSHO, "WHAT IS YOUR NAME?"

Apparently in this dialogue you will not be able to find any great philosophy. Because our
whole education is intellectual, is based on name and form, we take it for granted that
everybody has a name.
Kyozan's asking the name signifies in the first place, "Are you awakened yet or still
asleep in the world of name and form? Have you realized yet that you are nameless,
anonymous? Have you found it, that you are no one in particular?" A very simple question,
yet it contains immense significance -- but only for those who can understand the language of
Zen. For others it is very ordinary. Every day you ask people, "What is your name?"
Sansho could have said, "My name is Sansho"; then it would not have been a great
dialogue. But Sansho said, "My name? -- my name is Ejaku!"
Rather than denying, saying that "I have no name"... because even to say that "I have no
name" is to accept the reality of I, the namelessness of I. But he could not be caught in the net
Kyozan has thrown.
This is Zen play. When two masters meet, they ask questions, they answer questions, they
provoke each other's lion's roar.
Sansho said, "My name is Ejaku."
Ejaku is not his name; Ejaku is Kyozan's name. Before he became enlightened, before he
was initiated, his name used to be Ejaku. His master after initiation gave him the name
Kyozan.
Sansho did a good play; he said, "My name is Ejaku."
A Zen dialogue has to be spontaneous, outrageous, sudden, unexpected. Sansho was
saying something which Kyozan would not have expected at all. He must have forgotten his
own name long ago. Many years before when he was initiated, that was his name given by his
parents. Hearing Sansho say, "My name is Ejaku," Kyozan said, "Ejaku? Ejaku is my name!"
SANSHO SAID, "MY NAME IS ENEN!"

KYOZAN LAUGHED HEARTILY, because Enen was also Kyozan's name. That was
his name in his childhood, a nickname. Ejaku was his official name, Enen was the nickname
everybody used in the family, with the friends.
Kyozan laughed heartily because he could see the great perception and insight of Sansho.
Sansho has not answered the question about himself at all. Rather than being straight and
saying, "My name is Sansho"... It would have been wrong.
No name is true. All names are fictitious.
It happened that during a certain year a few years ago, America celebrated Lincoln's
birthday on a vast scale. Perhaps a certain time had passed, a hundred years or two hundred
years. In this celebration one man was chosen to play the part of Abraham Lincoln. From all
over America many people applied who looked a little bit like Lincoln, but one man was
simply amazing. Even Lincoln would have been in a difficulty if he had met this fellow. He
was more Lincoln than Lincoln himself. He was chosen.
It was a one-year-long celebration and the man had to go with this drama party around the
country, in all the great cities, to play the part of Abraham Lincoln. He learned the part so

well... he looked absolutely like Lincoln, but that was not enough. Lincoln had a little stutter,
once in a while he stuttered. The man learned how to stutter. It is very difficult to learn. It is
difficult if you stutter to learn not to stutter, but to learn to stutter when you don't stutter is
even more difficult! But he did well.
One of Lincoln's legs was a little longer than the other, so he limped. And this fellow
managed through massage and bodywork and traction to lengthen one leg. He finally
managed, and he started limping like Lenin...
(LAUGHTER AT THE SUDDEN CHANGE OF NAME PROVOKES A TWINKLE OF AN
EXPLANATION.)
I forgot, because Lenin also had one leg long and one leg short. That was the only
similarity between these two great...
For one year the man played the part every day and when the year ended, the celebration
came to a finish, he went home limping, stuttering -- everybody thought that he was joking -in the dress which Abraham Lincoln used to wear a hundred years before. One hour passed,
two hours passed; then the family said, "Now it is enough, get out of this dress and be
yourself!"
He said, "I am myself, I am Abraham Lincoln."
They said, "Don't carry the joke too far."
He said, "I am not joking. Who told you I am joking?"
The family was at a loss. They tried to convince him.
He said, "You can see my leg, you can see my language, you can see my dress; it is
self-evident that I am Abraham Lincoln. Why are you bothering me? You are not losing
anything!"
They said, "We are not losing anything, but it looks crazy -- you were just an actor, have
you forgotten?"
He said, "What? Who told you I was an actor? I have been president of America!"
Then they thought that he had gone cuckoo. They took him to the psychoanalyst. When
the psychoanalyst saw Abraham Lincoln entering into his office, he stood up. He was so
much Abraham Lincoln that even the psychoanalyst forgot that Lincoln has been shot dead a
hundred years before! Then he realized...
The man's family came and said, "He has been acting; now it has got into his mind that he
IS Abraham Lincoln, and we have been trying in every possible way but he budges not a
single inch. So we have brought him to you."
The psychoanalyst tried, but it was very difficult. What can you do? The man says, "This
is strange. I am Abraham Lincoln; why are you all after me? Everybody has a name, I have a
name, my name is Abraham Lincoln. What is wrong in it? I limp, I stutter, I use the language
that was used a hundred years ago... you can measure my height. For one year continuously I
have been moving around the country. Nobody has objected."
Just a few years before, scientists had come up with a lie-detector mechanism, to be used
in the courts. It is a small mechanism; it is hidden under the chair. The criminal sits on the
chair, the magistrate asks him questions and the lie detector which is hidden in the chair goes
on making a graph, just like a cardiogram. As long as the person is speaking truthfully, the
cardiogram makes a very simple, even and harmonious graph. The moment he lies, the graph
goes off the track.
The psychoanalyst thought that it would be good to try that graph on this fellow; he had

the machine in his office. First, things are asked about which you cannot lie, so that the graph
can become adjusted. For example, "What time is it on the clock on the wall?" Naturally,
how can you lie? -- everybody can see what time it is.
The psychoanalyst asked, "How many fingers do you see on my hand?" Naturally you
cannot lie. Simple questions in which it is impossible to lie, so the graph can become
harmonious, and then suddenly he asked, "What do you think, is it true that you are Abraham
Lincoln?"
And he said, "Of course." And the graph went on without any change. Even the
psychoanalyst could not believe his eyes that this man has not only become mentally
identified with Abraham Lincoln, it has even reached to his heartbeats. He was dragged from
this analyst to that analyst. Finally he became tired. He said, "This is stupid, why should I be
unnecessarily harassed?"
But the whole village became interested. Everybody was saying to him, "You are not
Abraham Lincoln. Forget all about it. That was just acting."
Somebody reported to the court that this man was deceiving. He was brought into the
court. Seeing the situation... he was getting tired. He was put on that lie-detector mechanism
again, and when it was asked, "Who are you?" he said, "I am not Abraham Lincoln, I am
tired of it." But the graph said, "No, he IS." The graph did not accept his denial of being
Abraham Lincoln because he was only denying intellectually. Deep down he knew who he
was. The graph picks up the very heartbeat, your innermost feeling, not what you say but
what you feel.
We have all become names, but we were born nameless and we will die nameless. But
such is the deceptive way of the world that you will live with a name and even when you die,
people will put the name on your grave. There was no such name ever as a reality; it was a
fiction. A nameless reality existed, a nameless reality changed its form, but the grave will
carry for years, as long as it remains, a name which represents nobody.
Kyozan asking Sansho, "WHAT IS YOUR NAME?" is provoking him. If he says,
"Sansho," then he has not realized the nameless reality. If he says, "I am not Sansho," then
the question arises, "Who are you? -- You must be somebody."
Even in denying he is accepting somebodiness; there must be some other name: "Just tell
it exactly -- what is your name?"
But Sansho was not to be caught by Kyozan's game. He was of the same perceptivity and
clarity; he reversed the whole process. He said, "My name? My name is Ejaku."
He diverted the whole thing, he got out of the net completely. Kyozan said, "Ejaku?
Ejaku is my name!"
Sansho said, "Perhaps, then my name is Enen!"
Seeing the situation, that it is difficult to get hold of this man in a wrong statement...
Both the statements were wrong; according to anybody both the statements are wrong. If
he had said "Sansho," in your eyes that statement would have been right. But in Zen things
are different; it is a totally different atmosphere of seeing things.
Kyozan, feeling that he cannot be caught -- he is throwing the net back on him -- laughed
heartily. This laughter accepted that Sansho is as enlightened as Kyozan. Nothing was said,
but that laughter is the seal of recognition.
Setcho remarks:

BOTH GRASPING, BOTH RELEASING -- WHAT FELLOWS!
RIDING THE TIGER -- MARVELOUS SKILL!
THE LAUGHTER ENDS, TRACELESS THEY GO.
INFINITE PATHOS, TO THINK OF THEM!

Setcho is making a beautiful statement about the dialogue: What great fellows, provoking
each other to fall into a state of ignorance or to make a statement that is not right. And when
it could not happen, then there was just laughter. And laughter leaves no trace behind.
THE LAUGHTER ENDS, TRACELESS THEY GO.

Just like laughter we come and just like laughter we go.
Maneesha is asking,
"WHAT IS IN A NAME?"
The whole world, the whole world that you know. But it is all dream stuff. If you remain
confined to names, you will never know the reality. Existence is nameless. All names are
given by us.
There was one man in India...
There were only two persons who were called Mahatma: one was Mahatma Gandhi,
another was Mahatma Bhagwandin. I never agreed with Mahatma Gandhi, but with Mahatma
Bhagwandin I had a great friendship. He was very old and I was so young, but we both felt
some synchronicity. So whenever Mahatma Bhagwandin used to come to my city, he used to
stay in our house. He was a great scholar and immensely informed. I have never come across
anybody who is so informed about so much rubbish. You ask him anything and he will
function almost like the ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.
I used to go for a morning walk with him, and he would tell me about every tree: its
name, its Greek name, its Latin name, its ayurvedic qualities, its medicinal purposes, its age...
The first time I tolerated it; the next day when he started again I said, "Please! Because of
your knowledge you cannot enjoy the walk. These beautiful trees become covered with Latin
words, Greek words, Sanskrit roots, and I am not interested to know. It is enough for me that
the tree is dancing in the wind, and I can hear the song and the joy. And I certainly can say
that you cannot hear, you are deaf. You are a great encyclopedia, but you are not a conscious
human being."
He was surprised, shocked. For half an hour he remained silent; and then he started again.
As he came across a tree he said, "Look, this is the only tree that exhales oxygen in the night
and inhales oxygen in the day."
I said, "My God, I have told you that I am not interested. It is enough for me that the tree
is green, full of flowers and looking so beautiful in the morning sun... the dewdrops are still
on the leaves. You destroy the whole beauty, you don't have any aesthetic sense! And you are
an old man -- you are my grandfather's friend, you are not my friend; the distance of age
between me and you is half a century as far as years are concerned. But if you think of
consciousness, the difference between me and you is many, many centuries!"
He said, "You are strange; I wanted to make you more informed. In life one needs
knowledge, information about everything."
I said, "Who is going into that life where knowledge is a commodity, where knowledge is
sold, purchased? Who is going? My interest is not in the world of names. My interest is in the
hidden splendor which you are completely forgetting because of your knowledge. You are

covered with your knowledge -- so thick that you cannot see the light, the joy of anything.
Your knowledge becomes a China Wall."
I thought he must be angry, but on the contrary -- he was a very sincere man -- he
reported to my grandfather, "Although he has insulted me again and again on my morning
walk I am not angry. I am simply happy that his interest is not in the names but in the
nameless. In seventy years nobody has told me" -- and he was respected all over India as a
great saint -- "nobody has told me, `You are wasting your life in accumulating knowledge.'
This child has made me aware that I have wasted seventy years. If I live a little longer I will
start learning again so that I can have some acquaintance with the nameless, with the
formless, with that which is."
It happened by chance, that the day he died I was present. He died in Nagpur; I was
passing from Chanda to Jabalpur. Nagpur was just in the middle, so I asked the driver to take
me to Mahatma Bhagwandin, "just for half an hour and you can take a rest."
I could not believe it when I saw him. He had become an absolute skeleton. I had not seen
him for almost five years.
He was dying but his eyes were showing a tremendous light. He had become only eyes;
everything else had become dead, just a skeleton.
Looking at me he said, "It cannot be coincidence that you have come at the right time. I
was waiting, because I wanted to thank you before I leave the body. These years have been
difficult in dropping knowledge, information, and finding that which is hidden behind names.
But you have put me on the right track, and now I can say all names are false, and all
knowledge may be useful but is not existential, is not true. I am dying with absolute peace,
the silence which you have been talking about again and again."
I had to delay because it seemed that he was going to die within a few minutes, or maybe
a few hours at the most. Within five or six hours he died, but he died with such peace, with
such joy. His face was so blissful, although his whole body was suffering from many
diseases. But he had already got disentangled from the body; he had found himself.
You are asking me, Maneesha, "What is in a name?"
Nothing, it is just a utilitarian labeling; otherwise, it would be difficult to find where
Maneesha is. If I ask somebody, "Where is..., that isness, that reality?" It will be difficult. It is
absolutely useful to have a name. The problem arises when you become the name and forget
yourself. If you remember that you are not the name, if you remember that you are not the
form, the body, if you remember only that you are a pure consciousness, then there is no
harm. Use the body, it is a beautiful mechanism; use the name, it has its own purpose;
otherwise the post offices will be in difficulty, all the letters are coming to nameless persons.
You will be in difficulty finding your own home, finding your own wife in a crowd, where
everybody is, but nobody has any name. You may shout, "Hey!" but that is applicable to
everybody.
Remember: what is utilitarian is not necessarily existential and what is existential is not
necessarily utilitarian.
One of my professors used to tell me again and again, "What will you do by finding the
truth? Find something else -- money, power, prestige, respectability. Find something else.
What will you do with truth?"
I said, "You are right; truth has no utility. It will not make you more respectable; on the
contrary, your truth may take you to the cross. It may make you more condemned. Wherever

you are, people will avoid you: `This man has truth, avoid!'"
Truth is a very contagious disease. People have their lies, comfortable lies, and when they
come to encounter a man of truth all their lies start falling down. And those lies are their
whole life, their earning, their success, their money, their power.
The man of truth is avoided, and if he is stubborn then he has to suffer the fate of
Socrates: the society poisoned him -- or he has to suffer the fate of Jesus: the society crucified
him. In India we have not crucified Gautam Buddha because we know better. It is an ancient
land, the most ancient land in the world. It has learned that crucifying does not help; on the
contrary, it is creating a trouble. By crucifying Jesus, Christianity was created. If they had
contained themselves and tolerated -- he was not doing anything -- if they had allowed him to
talk, there would have been no Christianity. But the crucifixion created Christianity; the
crucifixion became the sanctification of the truth of Jesus.
India knows better. It crucifies in a very sophisticated way: it starts worshipping. It says
to Gautam Buddha, "You are God, we will worship you. We will not follow you because we
are ordinary human beings. You come as an incarnation of God. We are not of the same
category so it is good for you to say great things. We will hear and we will bring coconuts to
offer you. We will make your statue, we will raise temples for you."
Nobody thinks that this is another kind of crucifixion. A very sophisticated crucifixion,
far more successful... because Hindus accepted Gautam Buddha as a reincarnation of God,
but Buddhism disappeared from India. The same brahmins, the same Hindus against whom
Gautam Buddha was fighting ... fighting against their VEDAS, their UPANISHADS, fighting
against their whole ritual... rather than becoming enemies of Buddha, the same brahmins -their sophistication is worth understanding -- declared: "He is an incarnation of God. What he
is saying, don't contradict. Worship him, but don't follow him because whoever is going to
follow him will fall into hell."
Hindu scriptures say that Gautam Buddha is an incarnation of God. He is here just to test
your trust in Hinduism. Such cunningness, such sophisticated...
In SHIVPURAN, one of the Hindu scriptures, the story is that God created the world,
created heaven, created hell, made the Devil to take care of hell. But millions of years passed
and nobody came to hell. Because people were virtuous, they were all going to heaven. The
trains going towards hell were all going empty. Finally, the Devil became very irritated and
he went to God and said, "You can appoint anybody else as governor-general, I am perfectly
disappointed in you. For what have you made me take care of hell? Nobody comes there. I
am sitting alone, not even a single soul to chitchat with!"
God said, "Don't be worried. You go back and I am coming into the world as Gautam
Buddha to corrupt people's minds, so that they can start falling into hell."
As Buddha died Buddhism disappeared, because who is going to fall into hell? They will
worship Gautam Buddha but they will not follow him. They will make his temples and his
statues -- and there are more statues of him than of any other man in the whole world.
In Arabic even the name of Buddha has become synonymous with statue, buth. `Buth' is a
deformation of `Buddha'; `buth' means statue. There are so many statues of Gautam Buddha
all over the world... In China there are temples with thousands of statues of Buddha. One
temple has ten thousand statues -- the whole mountain has been cut into statues.
Hindus proved really cunning. The Jews were simple in the sense that they crucified Jesus
and unnecessarily created a calamity for the whole of humanity. Now half of the world is
Christian and the Jews are responsible for it because they crucified an innocent young man,
just out of his mind, talking great things, knowing nothing. Nobody in the world has said... in

all these four million years humanity has been in existence, nobody has dared to declare, "I
am a son of God," or even a faraway cousin. Nobody has even seen God himself. People are
searching for God, and Jesus is declaring, "I am the only begotten son. Forget about God, I
will take you into the kingdom of God, my father's kingdom."
Even though these were stupid and nonsense statements, they don't deserve crucifixion.
You could have laughed, you could have enjoyed, you could have entertained yourself:
"Look at this fellow, he is the only begotten son of God. Sitting on his donkey, followed by a
few fools..." But there was no need to crucify. I cannot conceive that to crucify this fellow
can be justified in any way. He may be wrong, but that does not mean that if somebody is
wrong it makes two plus two equal to five. It does not mean that you have to crucify him.
You have to correct him. If somebody says, "I am the only begotten son of God," you
have to take care of him, take him to a psychiatrist, to a hospital, bring him to his senses.
Crucifixion is not the right thing to do with such a fellow, because that crucifixion will create
ripples which you will not be able to control.
India has seen many, many people of far greater and stranger philosophies, declaring
themselves as incarnations of God. But India has said, "Perhaps -- no harm, enjoy the idea!"
But nobody has been crucified.
Just those who believe only in language and don't see the reality behind it, they make the
name too important; otherwise a name has no importance.
Second question:
Maneesha says,
"OSHO, IT WAS SUCH A RELIEF WHEN YOU HAD NISKRIYA HIT ME THE OTHER
NIGHT BOTH FOR BEING `RIGHT' AS WELL AS BEING `WRONG'."
First I have to correct you. I had told you -- but I am a man who forgets things, my
memory is not good -- so I had told you that Niskriya will hit you. Whether you are right or
wrong does not matter because in the world of pure existence nothing is right and nothing is
wrong, everything simply is. So I had said it, but I forgot actually to order Master Niskriya to
hit you. So what has not happened yesterday, will happen today. What does it matter?
Master Niskriya!
(NISKRIYA WANTS TO TAKE HIS FEATHER, BUT...)
No! Not your peacock feather, Maneesha needs a real hit. Stand up! And where is your
staff?
(NISKRIYA, EMBARRASSED, SHOWS HIS EMPTY HANDS.)
Now find out some way to hit her.
(HE TAKES MANEESHA'S MICROPHONE AND TAPS HER HEAD WITH IT.)
Right.
It is true, Maneesha, right and wrong are our ways of religion, morality, they are our own
inventions; otherwise, existence knows no distinction between right and wrong. Right and
wrong are our mind distinctions. And because of these distinctions humanity cannot become

one and has to suffer wars, has to suffer unnecessary misery.
For example, someone who has been born into the religion of Jainas cannot accept
Ramakrishna as a right man, because he goes on eating fish. In Bengal, the only food people
use is rice and fish. But to the morality of Jainism to eat fish, a living being, is immoral and
wrong. Jainism cannot accept Mohammed or Jesus or Moses or Krishna for the simple reason
that they are all non-vegetarians.
The whole world is non-vegetarian and in fact, even Jainas thinking that they are
vegetarians is wrong. They are also non-vegetarians, because trees have life. When you cut a
tree you kill a living being. Whatever you eat has come from something living, growing. It
may be wheat... There is no distinction in existence between wheat and fish; both are living
beings of different forms. In the whole world there is nobody who is really vegetarian. You
cannot be, because the vegetable itself has life of its own.
Either you have to be hungry... but then too you are not vegetarian. Jainas are very angry
with me, because I said in their conferences, "Even you are not vegetarian because
everything is living. It may be cauliflower or cabbage, it may be fish... everything has life."
And they said, "If we don't eat and go on a fast...?"
When I said, "On a fast you are eating your own flesh. Where does your weight disappear
to every day? On a fast you lose at least two pounds per day in the first seven days, then one
pound per day. Where is this flesh disappearing? You are eating it. Your body needs it,
otherwise you cannot live. It is your energy. The body needs a certain energy to move, to
breathe, to walk, to talk. From where is that energy going to come?"
If you are a car then you can go to a gas station, but you are a man. We have not yet been
able to find some petrol-type thing which is lifeless, so that you have a gas station and you
just order how much gas, and a hole in your head... Even if I move my hand, I am using
energy. That energy is coming from where? -- from your food, from air, your breathing.
If a man goes on fasting, the healthiest man will die in ninety days -- that is the healthiest
man, which is very rare to find. You won't last that long. The healthiest man simply means
one who has so much flesh accumulated that in an emergency he can go on using it without
eating. That's why women become more fat than men. But not before marriage, after
marriage. They have to become a little fatter -- they don't have muscles, just pure flesh, very
edible -- because they are going to be mothers. To be a mother means to feed a child. For
nine months in your womb the child is supplied by the mother's flesh. So the mother is
supporting herself and the child, and she needs some emergency reservoir. And even when a
woman is not becoming a mother, the tendency of her body is to collect more flesh.
Man is more of a skeleton. The woman has less bones and more flesh; the man has more
bones, less flesh. That's why women can fast very easily. For man it is more difficult. The
woman has enough of a reservoir. She can feed a child for nine months, she can fast without
difficulty, but she is also eating her own flesh. There is no way of being non-vegetarian.
But these concepts create difficulty. Jainas think they are the purest people in the world,
because they are vegetarians. Brahmins think that the purest food is cow's milk. And milk is a
formation of blood... That's why when you drink milk you immediately start gaining weight.
It is really blood, but according to Hindus it is the purest food, and those who kill cows to eat
are wrong. But what are you doing? You are keeping the cows alive to eat. The difference is
not much. Somebody is killing the cow to eat; somebody is keeping the cow alive to eat.
And in fact, except man no animal in the world drinks milk after a certain age. Milk is for
very small children of any species, because the small child cannot chew anything hard. You
will not find a bull drinking milk from his mother, but you will find a great saint, seventy

years or eighty years old, drinking milk. This is violence, because that milk was for the cow's
own calves, not for Hindu saints.
And more difficulty arises if you understand the chemistry. That cow's milk has a
different chemistry from the woman's milk. Cow's milk has a different chemistry. Because it
is going to be in the body of a bull it is more sexual. And to drink cow's milk and then try to
be celibate...
You can see Hindu mahatmas, they look like bulls and pretend to be celibate. None of
them is celibate, because celibacy by itself is impossible. It is as impossible as somebody
saying, "I never urinate." He may not be urinating in public urinals, in public places; he may
have his private ways, but in some way... if he is drinking water, then it has to come out of
the body -- unless he is Morarji Desai, who recycles it. Morarji Desai has the oldest urine in
the world! And just as old wine is precious, he goes on drinking his own urine, the same
urine again and again. It becomes more and more intoxicating. It would be better to drink
somebody else's urine; at least it will be fresh! Drinking one's own, continuously... it is so
dirty. But you cannot do anything. In this country such people are thought to be great
moralists. They need brain operations; something has gone cuckoo. And Morarjibhai is angry
with me, because I told him face-to-face, "You are the dirtiest person in the world.
Everybody has fresh urine and you have eighty-year-old urine. Recycling... What kind of
nonsense is this?"
But Hindus drink cow urine and it is thought to be very religious. Strange! They will not
drink the bull's urine. And I have asked them, "When you call the cow your mother, then why
don't you call the bull your father?" They were angry with me, and I was simply saying a
simple thing, that if you make such a relationship that the cow is your mother, then the bull is
certainly your father whether you accept it or not. It is true that the bull is not a very moral
father, a very immoral fellow, but whatever is the case, once you accept the cow as your
mother, you have accepted the bull as your father. And do you think this makes you religious,
spiritual, or animal? All these distinctions in every country, in every religion, in every race
are just man's projections, his own mind.
Just as your mind becomes silent, there is nothing right, nothing wrong. Everything
simply is. Those distinctions of morality simply disappear.
Maneesha, as you say, "The relief at finding that right and wrong have no place here
lasted until last night when I managed to label my being intellectual `wrong', and the whole
silly game started up again. How exquisite it must be to live in a world where there is no right
and no wrong."
Don't think that there is some other world.
You can live in this world.
I have lived in this world and I don't have any idea of right and wrong. Yes, I have my
likings and my dislikings, but that does not have any moral connotations to it. If I don't eat
meat that is my question of liking. If I don't drink wine that is a question of my liking. Those
who drink, that is their liking. My liking does not make me superior to them. I am following
my liking; they are following their liking. We are both on the same ground.
There is no world somewhere else, where right and wrong does not exist.
It is your mind, here!
If you can drop your mind right and wrong disappear.
Then you simply live according to your natural likings, and you don't impose your likings
on other people. That is a crime against humanity.
Just as you are free to enjoy your liking, everybody else is free to enjoy his liking, and to

live his life in his own style.
Maneesha, there is no other world, but there is a possibility of having a different mind,
the mind of a meditator. Then this very world is the lotus paradise.
Now a few very serious things...
Randy Musthaver picks up Polly, the prostitute, on the street and asks her, "How much?"
"Ten dollars," she replies, "unless you want it Spanish style, but then it is ten dollars
extra."
Randy goes for the Spanish style, so they go up to Polly's room and have a great time.
When they are finished, Randy gets dressed and is heading for the door, when he stops
and says, "Well, I really enjoyed that, but tell me, what was Spanish about it?"
"My God," says Polly, "I nearly forgot!"
She then stands up on the bed, raises one arm, snaps her fingers and shouts, "Ole!"
On a fullmoon evening, Count Dracula walks into a men's store and asks to see some ties.
When the salesgirl looks into his eyes, she becomes hypnotized. Dracula sinks his sharp
teeth into her throat and takes a deep drink.
As she wakes up, the girl remembers nothing, and Count Dracula buys a silk tie and
leaves the store.
The next night he is back.
"Would you like to try something different tonight?" asks the girl, innocently.
"No," chuckles the vampire, "I want something in exactly the same vein!"
Hymie Goldberg is on a business trip and finds himself having to use a paytoilet in a
public building.
He is making himself comfortable, when he notices that the toilet paper has run out.
Seeing a pair of shoes in the next booth, he calls out, "Excuse me, friend, but do you have
any toilet paper in there?"
"No," comes the reply, "I am afraid there is not any here either."
Hymie pauses for a moment. "Listen," he says, "do you happen to have a newspaper or a
magazine with you?"
"Sorry," comes the reply, "I don't."
Hymie pauses again.
"Well," he says, "how about Ronald Reagan's postal stamp?"
Becky Goldberg comes home from shopping and is horrified to find Hymie in bed with a
beautiful young girl. She is about to storm out of the house, when Hymie stops her.
"Before you leave," he says, "I want you to hear how all this came about. I saw this young
girl, looking tired and worn out, so I brought her home and made her a sandwich.
"She was wearing worn-out sandals, so I gave her a pair of your shoes that you never
wear, because they went out of fashion.
"She was cold, so I gave her the sweater I gave you for your birthday, that you never wear
because the color does not suit you.
"Her jeans were also worn out, so I gave her a pair of yours, that were perfectly good
until you gained a few pounds.
"Then as she was about to leave, she stopped and asked, `Is there anything else your wife

does not use any more?'"
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
Now two minutes of silence.
Close your eyes.
Be absolutely still, frozen....
Now, relax.
Now, come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
SEPPO ADDRESSED THE ASSEMBLY AND SAID, "ALL THE GREAT WORLD, IF I PICK IT UP
WITH MY FINGERTIPS, IS FOUND TO BE LIKE A GRAIN OF RICE. I THROW IT IN FRONT OF
YOUR FACE, BUT YOU DO NOT SEE IT. BEAT THE DRUM, TELLING THE MONKS TO COME
OUT TO WORK AND SEARCH FOR IT."
SETCHO SAYS:
THE OX-HEAD DISAPPEARING, THE HORSE-HEAD APPEARS;
NO DUST ON THE MIRROR OF THE PATRIARCH SOKEI.
YOU BEAT THE DRUM AND SEARCH FOR IT IN VAIN.
FOR WHOM DO THE SPRING FLOWERS BLOOM?
OSHO,
WHY IS THE NATURE OF THE MIND SUCH THAT IT DOESN'T KNOW ITS OWN LIMITATIONS,
THAT IT THINKS IT IS INDISPENSABLE?
AND THE SECOND QUESTION:
THE WORDS `WITNESSING' AND `AWARENESS' DO NOT SEEM TO APPEAR IN ZEN VERY
MUCH. IS IT THAT WITNESSING IS THE ABILITY TO WATCH THE MIND RUNNING ALONG ITS
TRACK WITHOUT BEING IDENTIFIED WITH IT, WHILE ZEN JOLTS THE MIND OFF ITS TRACK
INTO THE GAP OF NO-THOUGHT?
AND THE THIRD QUESTION:
I OFTEN HAVE HAD THE FEELING THAT IF I COULD REALLY HEAR JUST ONE WORD OF
YOURS, REALLY SEE JUST ONE GESTURE OF YOURS, REALLY FALL INTO ONE SMALL GAP
OF YOUR SILENCE, I WOULD HAVE UNDERSTOOD YOU AT LAST.
IS THAT SO?

Maneesha, it is questioned by many, why the word `awareness', or `watchfulness', or
`witnessing' does not appear in the Zen anecdotes. The question is relevant... it does not
appear in the words and the anecdotes are written in words. You will have to find it between
the words, in the silences that happen between masters and disciples, or one master and
another master.
Awareness is not something Zen talks about because Zen is awareness.
Zen has nothing to do with any "about."
Philosophy can talk about awareness, thinkers can talk about watchfulness, teachers can

teach what is witnessing, but Zen is awareness.
You have to get hold of it; it is always there in every anecdote -- but not so visible, not so
tangible, not available to language. If you are trying to find it you will not find it, because
every finding is by the mind.
If you forget all about finding awareness and just be silent, you have found it.
Zen is pure awareness.
But certainly it is not mentioned, because it cannot be mentioned. Zen wants not to talk
about it, but to transpire your heart, to aflame you; to bring you to the tune, the harmony, the
music... where awareness will not be something of an object -- where you will be awareness.
In your absolute silence, when the mind is not there, what remains?
The mind is only ripples of the ocean.
When the ripples are gone the ocean which was not visible because of the ripples...
suddenly you realize you are it.
Where are you going to find it?
SEPPO ADDRESSED THE ASSEMBLY AND SAID, "ALL THE GREAT WORLD, IF I PICK IT UP
WITH MY FINGERTIPS, IS FOUND TO BE LIKE A GRAIN OF RICE. I THROW IT IN FRONT OF
YOUR FACE, BUT YOU DO NOT SEE IT. BEAT THE DRUM, TELLING THE MONKS TO COME
OUT TO WORK AND SEARCH FOR IT."

We live in such a limited way, our eyes don't see much and our ears don't hear much and
our hearts don't feel much. We live at the minimum, just a small candle flame. The universe
is vast -- in fact its vastness is almost inconceivable by the mind, because the mind cannot
conceive anything limitless. There is no beginning and there is no end; there is no boundary
anywhere where the universe ends, where you come to a board which says, "Here ends the
world." It does not end anywhere.
Hence all our words -- even words like vastness, infinity, eternity -- are very small
efforts. In the words of Seppo, the whole world that our mind can conceive, compared to the
whole real universe, is just like a grain of rice. So small that he says, "If I throw it in front of
your face, you will not see it. Beat the drum, telling the monks to come out to work, and
search for it."
So small... he is saying, "Our conception compared to the reality is so small that because
of its smallness we cannot even get hold of it."
I have told you one story of Bertrand Russell, the only story he has ever written. He was
not a story writer. My own understanding is that this story has come out of one of his dreams.
He was a great philosopher.
The story is that the archbishop of England dies and finds himself at the pearly gates of
heaven. Naturally he is expecting a great welcome, angels with harps singing Hallelujiah.
What he finds is just the opposite: a big gate, so big that he cannot find how high it is; he
cannot find its height nor can he find its boundaries. He himself looks at himself and a great
trembling arises in him -- he looks like a small ant standing in front of a vast door which is
closed. He knocks on the door and he knows that his knocks will not be heard. For the first
time he recognizes that even though he is the archbishop of England, that does not matter.
Before the gate of God he is just a small ant.
But he tries hard, he goes on beating on the door. Finally, a window opens and St. Peter
looks at him with one thousand eyes. He shrinks. Just the glare of one thousand eyes is
enough to make anybody shrink in deep fear. He wants to say something but he cannot find
the words. St. Peter says, "Don't be afraid, whoever you are, wherever you are, because I

cannot see you. I have been hearing a small knock continuously for many days, so I thought it
was better to look. You just stand up, wherever you are hiding."
Even the archbishop of England thinks, "This is God... one thousand eyes!"
He says, "Father..." and St. Peter laughs. He says, "I am not God, I am just St. Peter! I am
a doorkeeper, but who are you?"
He answers as loudly as possible, but it appears as a whisper in that vast space, "I am the
archbishop of England."
"England?" St. Peter says. "Never heard of it. Talk sensibly. To what solar system do you
belong?"
"Solar system?"
We know that we belong to this sun. This is our solar system, all the planets, the moon.
So he said, "I belong to the only solar system there is!"
St. Peter laughed. He said, "He does not understand! There are millions and millions of
solar systems and trillions of planets. You will have to give me the index number of your
solar system."
The archbishop was a very learned man, but he had never heard that there is an index
number!
St. Peter said, "I cannot help. Without recognizing you, from where you have come, who
you are, and what is your purpose... The index number is needed because then I can run to the
library of God and ask the librarian whether this index number shows there is some planet in
this solar system where some kind of life exists."
The words "index number" were enough...! The archbishop woke up. He was perspiring.
He realized how small we are and how small is our conception.
By the way, before he woke up he had asked St. Peter, "Perhaps Jesus Christ may be of
help. You ask Jesus; he knows us, I represent him in England."
St. Peter said, "Jesus? What are you talking about, who is this fellow?"
The archbishop said, "My God! He is the only begotten son of God!"
St. Peter said, "I don't know anything about... The fact is, I have not seen God up to now.
It is so vast here inside the door... outside is nothing; inside the door it is so vast that you
cannot find anybody. I don't know who this Jesus is, I don't know who this God is. All that I
know is that I am St. Peter the doorkeeper."
Seppo is saying, if you are searching for truth, please stop. Truth is so vast you will be
lost. Rather than searching for any truth, just be yourself.
In your very being you will find the seed of the whole universe.
In your own heartbeat you will find the universal heartbeat.
Setcho's commentary:
THE OX-HEAD DISAPPEARING,
THE HORSE-HEAD APPEARS;
NO DUST ON THE MIRROR OF THE PATRIARCH SOKEI.
YOU BEAT THE DRUM AND SEARCH FOR IT IN VAIN.
FOR WHOM DO THE SPRING FLOWERS BLOOM?

Setcho is saying, THE OX-HEAD DISAPPEARING, THE HORSE-HEAD APPEARS...
rather than simply saying that you are a mirror: one thing appears; one thing disappears.
NO DUST ON THE MIRROR OF THE PATRIARCH -- one who knows himself, no
dust gathers on him.
YOU BEAT THE DRUM AND SEARCH FOR IT IN VAIN -- you will not find it.

FOR WHOM DO THE SPRING FLOWERS BLOOM?

Once in a while, Setcho's commentaries come very close to truth. He is saying that you
are just a mirror: things appear and disappear; you keep your mirror dustless, clean. For those
who are mirrorlike clean, the spring flowers bloom.
I have told you the incident of one of Gautam Buddha's disciples becoming enlightened.
Everybody else became aware that something had happened because on the disciple flowers
went on showering like rain.
These flowers are not the flowers that you see with your eyes, these are the flowers that
you feel with your heart. And the more the silence grew, the more the flowers showered.
Setcho is right:
FOR WHOM DO THE SPRING FLOWERS BLOOM?

They bloom for you, but you are asleep. They bloom for you, but your mirror is so full of
dust you cannot reflect them, you cannot appreciate them -- you cannot sing a song in their
praise.
Setcho has referred to Patriarch Sokei as a mirror. Patriarch Sokei is also known as Eno
and Hui-Neng. Hui-Neng is his more well-known and famous name.
WHEN SOKEI'S MASTER, THE FIFTH PATRIARCH OBAI GUNIN WAS GROWING OLD, HE
WISHED TO NOMINATE HIS SUCCESSOR. OBAI'S HEAD MONK, SHINSHU PRESENTED A
POEM DEMONSTRATING HIS DEGREE OF ATTAINMENT. IT RAN:
THE BODY IS THE BODHI TREE,
THE MIND IS LIKE A MIRROR,
EVERY NOW AND THEN DUST AND POLISH IT,
AND LET NO DUST SETTLE ON IT.

In Zen, whenever a master chooses his disciple, this is the way: anybody who can present
a small poetry which contains the truth, will be accepted.
This poetry -- THE BODY IS THE BODHI TREE... because the flower of awakening
blossoms in the body, it has its roots in the body; THE MIND IS LIKE A MIRROR. EVERY
NOW AND THEN DUST AND POLISH IT AND LET NO DUST SETTLE ON IT -apparently seems to be very great and philosophical. It seems to be that Shinshu should be
accepted as the successor. But he was not accepted. This will show you the depth of Zen and
its approach towards life and existence:
SOKEI SAID:
BODHI BY NATURE IS NO TREE.
THE MIRROR IS INHERENTLY FORMLESS.
THERE IS ORIGINALLY NOTHING.
ON WHAT THEN CAN THE DUST SETTLE?

Shinshu's poem was beautiful, but has not the depth of Sokei's poem: BODHI BY
NATURE IS NO TREE... A tree grows. Bodhi is your nature -- it is already there, fully
grown. Each one of you is a totally fulfilled buddha. Whether you know it or not, that does
not make any difference.
And talking about the mirror is not right, because your consciousness is formless; it
cannot be a mirror. And because there is originally nothing, on what then can the dust settle?
With this poem Sokei became the sixth patriarch, the sixth great master after
Bodhidharma.
Your first question, Maneesha:
"WHY IS THE NATURE OF THE MIND SUCH THAT IT DOES NOT KNOW ITS OWN

LIMITATIONS, THAT IT THINKS IT IS INDISPENSABLE?"
It is natural to the mind, just as it is natural to everything. You have never thought why
you don't have four hands. You have never thought why God forgot to put two eyes behind,
back lights so there is no need of turning, you simply walk backwards, forwards....
It is said... When Henry Ford died and encountered God, he was very angry with God...
the story is very beautiful.
God said, "I understand you are a great inventor. I would like to ask you one thing: What
do you think about my creation?"
Henry Ford said, "Your creation? It is so full of faults. Just look: you have put only two
eyes and forgotten about the back lights! You have not given man a reverse gear so he can go
backwards in time. If you had given him a gear, young men could go into their childhood or
into their mother's womb -- or a child could go forward. You have not given man freedom to
move in time backwards or forwards. You seem to be against freedom of movement!"
God was shocked and when Henry Ford said this it is rumored that God had tears in his
eyes. Ford said, "You have put the pleasure point in man's body between two exhaust pipes!
Is it in any way sensible? The pleasure point should have been put anywhere else, but not
where you have put it -- it is so stupid!"
I don't know whether the story is true or not, but it seems to be true.
It is just the nature of the mind, just as it is the nature of everything. The roseflower never
thinks about becoming a lotus; he does not bother that he is so small. The limitation is
indispensable, intrinsically. You never ask for a few spare parts so that if one head gets lost,
you can put on another head. You never question. Even the question of spare parts does not
arise, that this is not a right system; every car comes with spare parts, every small child
should come with a bag carrying for himself small spare parts: spare eyes, spare legs...
Fractures happen, eyes lose their eyesight... if you had spare things with you, you could
immediately change. We simply accept the situation as it is. This acceptance is natural.
That's why, Maneesha, the mind never thinks that it has any limitations. It thinks it is
infinite -- what limitations? It can think of as faraway things as possible. And naturally it
thinks it is indispensable. Everybody thinks, "Without me, what will happen to the world?"
You may not say it to anybody, but deep down you think that without you, the world cannot
run. There will be chaos, everything will be topsy-turvy. It is because of your presence that
the sun rises every day; otherwise at least on Sunday it would be on holiday.
The poor fellow, when the whole world is on holiday -- and it is his day, Sunday -- still he
has to do his daily job: rise again, move the whole circle, set down again.... For four billion
years, since the earth has existed -- we don't count the time before it... There was time before
it, but for at least four billion years the sun has never been late, never been sick, never been
on holiday, never gone on a honeymoon. The poor fellow simply goes on doing the routine
work.
But at the deepest core of everybody, the feeling is that "Without me, there will be a
vacancy which cannot be fulfilled. I am indispensable; nobody can take my place" -- and we
know already, we have taken somebody's place!
Before you, so many millions of people have come and gone, sometimes the horse and
sometimes the ox. Nothing is indispensable, but it is very fulfilling to the ego to feel
indispensable.
We make ourselves indispensable in small ways. We get married... now you can say to
the world, "Without me, what will happen to my wife?" And everybody knows nothing will

happen, she will be simply happy, but you are carrying a great burden. Without you, what
will happen to the children? Nothing. They will become orphans and Mother Teresa will get
them a good home. You are unnecessarily hindering Mother Teresa.
Because we cannot prove that we are indispensable to the stars and to the moon and to the
sun, we create small relationships: father, mother, wife, and husband, and friends. And we
make clubs: Lions Club -- what will happen to the Lions Club without you? It will be simply
a donkey club; you are the only lion! We create the illusion around ourselves that we are
indispensable.
One of my professors never in his whole life went on a holiday. I became his student just
three months before he was going to retire. He was known all over the university as a man
who had a great love for students -- he would not go on leave. Even if he was sick, he would
come to teach.
I asked him, "What is the matter? Why have you never gone on any holiday?" I did not
expect the answer that he gave to me -- he was a very sincere man, Dr. Das -- he said to me,
"Nobody has ever asked this; everybody just appreciated. You are not appreciating; on the
contrary, you are asking, questioning. I have to tell you the truth. The truth is that if I had
gone on any holiday, nothing would change, everything would run smoothly and my feeling
of being indispensable would be destroyed. I wanted to be indispensable: without me the
university will be a chaos. And I knew, it would not be a chaos."
I can understand the poor professor's problem, because he was a bachelor -- old, no wife,
no children, nothing else on which he can proclaim his indispensability.
He managed it by not going on holiday. The whole university, all the professors felt it,
that certainly he was a superior man. Even on Sundays his office would be open. Any scholar
who wanted to come on Sunday too, Dr. Das was available. The whole university was closed,
just his office was not closed; it was never closed.
When he retired I went to see him off at the railway station and I said, "You are going?
Are you not worried what will happen to the university?"
He looked at me. He said, "Don't harass me -- at least while I am going away. Nothing
will happen, everything will be alright. It hurts me so much that I am going and nothing will
happen, and you are making me aware of it. Talk about something else."
I could see that this man, who was a very learned man and very simple, sincere would
shrink in Calcutta, somewhere alone. And I don't think he lived more than four or five
months. After retirement he became so useless. I know perfectly well that if he had still been
in the university he would have lived. There was no sign of death; he was perfectly healthy.
But I could just imagine him in Calcutta somewhere in a small room -- because a retired
professor cannot manage a palace in Calcutta -- in some bachelor's hostel: an old man, utterly
useless, nobody even comes to say to him, "Good morning, Sir."
The very day he left, I told him, "Be careful not to die too quickly."
He said, "What do you mean?"
I said, "I am simply saying a psychological truth, which psychology now accepts, that
retired people reduce their life span at least five to ten years. When they are not retired they
have some utility, some meaning, they are needed by someone."
It is one of man's greatest needs to be needed. If nobody needs you immediately the
question arises: Why go on living? What is the point? There is nobody who will cry
tomorrow, there is nobody who will come to your grave to put a few roses there. You will be
forgotten as if you have never been. How many people have been in the world? Who

remembers them? The same is going to be the situation with you, with everybody.
We are just signatures on water. Even before we are complete, we start disappearing.
Nobody is indispensable, Maneesha, but the ego will not accept it; it is indigestible. Once
you accept it, that you are not indispensable, you will feel a tremendous lightness coming on
you, all burden....
I have been in offices where on every table of the clerks, head clerks, superintendents,
there are piles of files -- and I know why those files go on growing into mountains. The
reason is whoever has more files on his table is more indispensable; without him nothing can
happen. Files move so slowly that I have to make a maxim. Just as Albert Einstein has
discovered that light moves with the greatest speed, I have to make a maxim that files,
particularly in India, move with the slowest speed. Dust goes on gathering on them, nobody
does anything, nobody wants to do, because if there is no file on your table, what are you
doing here? Who are you? -- you lose your definition.
It is good to understand that we are not indispensable, and that our minds are very
limited. It will bring you closer to truth.
Your second question, Maneesha, I have already answered. You have asked:
"OSHO, THE WORDS `WITNESSING' AND `AWARENESS' DO NOT SEEM TO
APPEAR IN ZEN VERY MUCH. IS IT THAT WITNESSING IS THE ABILITY TO
WATCH THE MIND RUNNING ALONG ITS TRACK WITHOUT BEING IDENTIFIED
WITH IT, WHILE ZEN JOLTS THE MIND OFF ITS TRACK INTO THE GAP OF
NO-THOUGHT?"
Maneesha, Zen simply does not give any substantial support to mind.
For Zen, mind is not.
It is not that the mind has to be dropped.
It is not that the mind has to be stopped from functioning. Yes, these things have to be
said because you don't know anything about no-mind. Once you have a glimpse of no-mind
you will start smiling..."I was fighting with a shadow -- the mind was not there."
Your third question:
"OSHO, I OFTEN HAVE HAD THE FEELING THAT IF I COULD REALLY HEAR JUST
ONE WORD OF YOURS, REALLY SEE JUST ONE GESTURE OF YOURS, REALLY
FALL INTO ONE SMALL GAP OF YOUR SILENCE, I WOULD HAVE UNDERSTOOD
YOU AT LAST. IS THAT SO?"
Zen Master Niskriya...
(THIS TIME NISKRIYA HAS HIS STAFF WITH HIM!)
Yes, a good hit on Maneesha.
(NISKRIYA TAPS HER ON THE HEAD.)
Right! This is the seal of being right.
Now we can have a few really good things. This Maneesha goes on asking serious
questions!

Barbara Beanbag has been to market and is walking home carrying a duck.
A drunk comes staggering along in the other direction, stops and says, "Hey! What are you
doing with that pig?"
Barbara looks at him coldly and replies, "This is not a pig, it's a duck!"
"I know," says the drunk, "I was talking to the duck!"
Abraham Grossman, the rich young bachelor, is entertaining a gorgeous woman, Gloria,
with dinner in his penthouse.
As his Chinese servant pours the coffee, Gloria asks, "Wu, how do you make such
delicious coffee?"
"Me take plenty boiled water," explains Wu, "and stir in coffee, velly, velly slow."
"Yes," says Gloria, "but it is so clear. How do you strain it so cleverly?"
"Me take master's silk socks..." begins Wu.
"What!" shouts Grossman. "You take my best silk socks to strain the coffee?"
"Oh, no, master," replies Wu. "Me never take master's clean socks."
Kowalski hears a noise in the garden and goes out to find his dog playing with the
neighbor's pet rabbit.
Kowalski manages to get the rabbit out of the dog's mouth, but finds that it is already
dead.
He does not want to upset his neighbor, so he sneaks over the garden fence and puts the
rabbit back in its pen, so that the neighbor will think it died peacefully at home.
That evening, Kowalski hears his neighbor freaking out in the garden.
"What is the matter?" asks Kowalski, innocently.
"I have just found my rabbit, dead, in its pen," replies the neighbor.
"Oh dear!" sighs Kowalski, sympathetically.
"That's okay," says the neighbor, "it's just that I had already buried it yesterday!"
Moishe Finkelstein has bags under his eyes and looks very tired, as he goes into the
doctor's office.
"Doctor," says Moishe, "I dream every single night. Last night it was terrible! I was in an
airplane, I had my parachute on and we were five miles above the earth, to make a new
parachuting altitude record.
"I opened the door, took one step forward, pulled the ripcord -- what do you think
happened?"
"I have no idea," says the doctor.
Moishe gazes into the distance and says, "My pajamas fell down."
Now two minutes for silence.
Be still. Close your eyes.
Collect yourself inwards, just as if you are a stone statue.
Okay, relax....
Now, come back.
Okay Maneesha?

Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
JOSHU ASKED TOSU, "WHAT IF A MAN OF THE GREAT DEATH COMES BACK TO LIFE
AGAIN?"
TOSU SAID, "YOU SHOULD NOT GO BY NIGHT; WAIT FOR THE LIGHT OF DAY AND COME."
SETCHO COMMENTS:
OPEN-EYED, HE WAS ALL THE MORE AS IF DEAD;
WHAT USE TO TEST THE MASTER WITH SOMETHING TABOO?
EVEN THE BUDDHA SAID HE HAD NOT REACHED THERE;
WHO KNOWS WHEN TO THROW ASHES IN ANOTHER'S EYES?
OSHO,
YOU ARE ONE WHO HAS COME BACK TO LIFE FROM THE GREAT DEATH. YET WE WHO
HAVE NOT DIED ARE NOT NEARLY SO ABUNDANTLY ALIVE AS YOU.
WOULD YOU PLEASE TALK ABOUT THIS?
AND QUESTION TWO:
YOU ARE LIKE AN EXOTIC FLOWER OR RARE SPECIES OF CREATURE WHOM I HAVE
WATCHED AND LISTENED TO AND TRIED TO FIND WORDS TO DESCRIBE FOR THE PAST
FOURTEEN YEARS.
TO HEAR YOU TALK OF THE STATE YOU ARE IN IS TO FEEL ENDLESSLY IN AWE. ONE OF
THE MOST INTRIGUING THINGS ABOUT YOU IS THAT YOU ARE ALWAYS SO ABSOLUTELY
PRESENT AND AT THE SAME TIME SO TOTALLY ABSENT.
WOULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT?
AND THE THIRD:
OSHO, OKAY... I'M GOING TO LIGHTEN UP....
FOR A MASTER OF YAA-HOO AND YAA-BOO
WHAT COULD POSSIBLY BE TABOO?

The death we know is always somebody else. Once we know our own death, pass through
it, a tremendous realization arises that death is the greatest fiction.
This realization is called "the great death." Everybody dies, but the small death; only very
blessed ones have died the great death. It simply means they die with total awareness, seeing
body and mind separating from their consciousness. But the consciousness, the flame of their
being is eternal. It goes on moving into new forms and ultimately it moves into the formless.

This small anecdote is about the great death. Zen is always special in its expression. Joshu
calls it the great death because it is not death. The great death in reality is the great life.
Only the small death is death.
The difference is of consciousness and unconsciousness. You die unconsciously -- this is
the small death; you will have a small rebirth. Neither will you know your death nor will you
know your birth. If you die meditatively, alert, aware, it is the great death -- and great death is
followed by great birth.
Knowingly you die, and because knowingly you die... how can you die? Your knowing,
your consciousness continues -- knowingly you are born. There is no discontinuity between
your death and your birth.
Your realization of this ordinarily would be called "the great life," but there is some
reason why Zen has chosen to call it the great death. The reason is that the great death comes
first; behind it is revealed the great life. Unless you open the door of the great death, you
won't enter into the space of great life.
JOSHU ASKED TOSU, "WHAT IF A MAN OF THE GREAT DEATH COMES BACK TO LIFE
AGAIN?"

Now another distinction has to be made which is not clear in the anecdote and is not
commented upon by Setcho either. But without bringing in another distinction the experience
remains incomplete; it is not entire.
There is death
there is the great death
and there is the greatest death.
In death you die unconsciously. In the great death you die consciously, but you are born
again. In the greatest death you only die; you are not reborn, you simply disappear into the
immensity of existence -- you disperse yourself in the wholeness of the cosmos.
It is because of this fact Mahavira cannot be born again. There is no way for him to get
back into any form; he has become formless. But there are meditators who have not reached
the ultimate peak but who have some light, some consciousness, that remains while they are
dying. They will be born again; they are not yet ripe enough to disappear into the cosmos.
They have not learned the whole secret and mystery of life; they have to go on the pilgrimage
a little more.
Joshu's question is, "WHAT IF A MAN OF THE GREAT DEATH COMES BACK TO
LIFE AGAIN?"
His question seems to be relevant, because there is no precedence in which a third kind of
death is recognized. He is asking: "I can understand the great death, that you die consciously,
but what about a man dying consciously and coming back to life again?"
He is asking about the third distinction, because we have known of many people simply
disappearing into air and they never come back again -- and there are millions who go on
coming back. They never learn their homework; their lives remain mundane and
unconscious. But even if sometimes a few people become a little bit conscious, it is better
than not being conscious at all. These people will be born -- and from their very birth they
will show distinctions, uniquenesses, which ordinary children are not supposed to show.
But this is not the ultimate death which everybody is seeking. Only in ultimate death do
you relax totally into existence, not to come back. This coming back is not something great; it
is coming back to the prison.
TOSU SAID, "YOU SHOULD NOT GO BY NIGHT; WAIT FOR THE LIGHT OF DAY AND COME."

Slowly, slowly you will be getting the taste of the language of Zen. Rather than saying,

"You should not die unconsciously," he says, YOU SHOULD NOT GO BY NIGHT -- don't
go in darkness, don't go blind -- WAIT FOR THE LIGHT OF DAY... Wait for
consciousness, wait for witnessing. Wait for meditation to grow in you and then you can
come.
SETCHO COMMENTS:
OPEN-EYED, HE WAS ALL THE MORE AS IF DEAD.

That's how a great master is. In his being, death and life have become one. There is no
separation between death and life.
OPEN-EYED, HE WAS ALL THE MORE AS IF DEAD;
WHAT USE TO TEST THE MASTER WITH SOMETHING TABOO?

Such questions should not be asked -- that's what Setcho is commenting. Such questions
are of such a great depth that there is no way to answer them. Why put somebody in an
embarrassing situation? Hence such questions are taboo.
EVEN THE BUDDHA SAID HE HAD NOT REACHED THERE -- just to avoid the
answer. He must have been asked many times in his forty-two-years-long life of teaching.
Rather than putting a lock on their mouths, he said to his questioners, "I have not reached
there yet, so I cannot answer it." But it is not true, because he has not returned and he cannot
return. That does not mean that others cannot become as awakened, as enlightened as Gautam
Buddha. It simply means that the unique personality of Gautam Buddha will never be seen
again in the world of time and space.
WHO KNOWS WHEN TO THROW ASHES IN ANOTHER'S EYES?

Setcho is saying, "Buddha is simply throwing ashes into the eyes of the questioner." You
cannot deceive an authentic questioner, because the authentic questioner himself knows it a
little bit -- that death is a fiction, that life is eternal.
But even Buddha is trying to throw ashes into the eyes of the questioner. It must be out of
compassion. He does not want you to think much about death; he wants you to think much
about life. He wants you to go deeper into life, and death will disappear on its own accord.
The more alive you are, the farther away death is. When you are totally alive, there is no
death for you. Of course you will not be in a form, you will be a pure isness spread all over
the existence. Not confined in a body of any species, just a white cloud floating in the open
sky, unconfined to any form.
Have you ever watched a cloud moving in the sky? It has no form, because its form goes
on changing. It is free of any bondage to remain in the same form. It is free as far as form is
concerned.
It is freedom.
Maneesha's first question is:
"OSHO, YOU ARE ONE WHO HAS COME BACK TO LIFE FROM THE GREAT
DEATH. YET WE WHO HAVE NOT DIED ARE NOT NEARLY SO ABUNDANTLY
ALIVE AS YOU. WOULD YOU PLEASE TALK ABOUT THIS?"
I have been teaching you nothing else except to be more alive, more loving, more singing,
more dancing...
My approach is not the approach of Gautam Buddha. His approach is negative. On his
path there are no dances, no songs. On his path you will not find any oasis. His path is
perfectly right; it reaches, although it is hard.

But when there is a choice, why choose the hard? Why not choose the way of dancing
and singing and being aware -- and move through gardens where flowers blossom. There is
no need to move through deserts where nothing grows.
It was a historical necessity for Gautam Buddha to move through the desert, but it is not
for you. What was the historical necessity for him to move through the desert? For
twenty-nine years he lived in beautiful gardens, in palaces, surrounded by beautiful women,
song, dance... He was tired of it. It all created a kind of negativity because he knew that this
is not life. I was not there to teach him that this in itself is not life, but if you just add a little
awareness to it, it is life -- more life. There is no need to go on a desert path.
I am teaching you to reach to the same goal of ultimate death, but I would rather call it
ultimate life. That's where my expression and Gautam Buddha's expression differs.
I don't think that his path of negativity has helped humanity very much; in fact, who
wants to die? Have you ever asked yourself -- do you want to die? An ultimate death, with no
possibility of turning back? And for this ultimate death making all kinds of disciplines,
rituals, following a thousand and one rules -- you will certainly think that this is mad. If in the
end you are only going to gain the ultimate death... It doesn't seem right. And that's why
Buddhism has not been of as much help as it could have been.
But it was Buddha's individual necessity. He had lived the life of immense luxury -- he
was tired of it. If this is life then he does not want to live. He moved in the opposite direction
to find the truth. But you have not lived the life of Buddha, the luxury that was available to
him. You need not be, and you cannot be negative in your approach. Your approach can only
be positive.
And if dancing you can reach to the ultimate, laughing, if you can reach to the ultimate,
then why unnecessarily go with a British face? There are other faces also! Don't be serious.
But death... the very word makes people serious.
I want you even to dance in your death, to dance and celebrate even in the death of your
loved ones. Life and death both should be part of a single festival without any discontinuity.
Your second question is:
"OSHO, YOU ARE LIKE AN EXOTIC FLOWER OR RARE SPECIES OF CREATURE
WHOM I HAVE WATCHED AND LISTENED TO AND TRIED TO FIND WORDS TO
DESCRIBE FOR THE PAST FOURTEEN YEARS. TO HEAR YOU TALK OF THE
STATE YOU ARE IN IS TO FEEL ENDLESSLY IN AWE. ONE OF THE MOST
INTRIGUING THINGS ABOUT YOU IS THAT YOU ARE ALWAYS SO ABSOLUTELY
PRESENT AND AT THE SAME TIME SO TOTALLY ABSENT. WOULD YOU PLEASE
COMMENT?"
Maneesha, totality has two sides: the presence and the absence.
You cannot be totally present if you cannot be totally absent at the same time,
simultaneously -- you cannot choose one.
Just the very word `total' includes presence and absence both. Your understanding is
accurate. You have felt rightly that I am present -- at the same time I am not present. This has
to be your state also. Only then -- the meeting, the communion.
Once in a while you have, for a moment, come to the place where you meet me -- but
soon your mind takes you away. You come very close to the waters and yet you remain
thirsty. Your mind takes another route which goes away from the waters.
In this silence you are both: totally present and totally absent.
This presence, this absence, this totality has to become your whole life.

Just because you could get the feel of an ultimate fact, Zen master Niskriya will have to
reward you. Such an understanding should not go without reward.
Master Niskriya!
Bring your staff....
(MASTER NISKRIYA GENTLY TAPS MANEESHA'S HEAD.)
Right!
One hit to yourself also....
Good!

Your third question, Maneesha, is very simple. I wonder how you missed the simplicity
of it. You say:
"OSHO, OKAY, I'M GOING TO LIGHTEN UP....
FOR A MASTER OF YAA-HOO AND YAA-BOO
WHAT COULD POSSIBLY BE TABOO?"
Taboo is the Only Begotten Son of Yaa-Hoo and Yaa-Boo! In this small statement is
implied the whole Christian trinity, and in a far better way because the Christian trinity has
no woman in it. And without a woman, what have these three guys been doing?
The father is there -- but where is the mother? The holy ghost... This holy ghost is a
strange fellow! If he can make Virgin Mary pregnant, certainly he is not a woman. So he
cannot be the mother; in fact, he is Jesus' father. And who Jesus thinks is his father, is his
uncle. "Father, uncle and son" -- that seems to be more comprehensible, logical.
The trinity that you have made is perfect....
Yaa-Hoo is the father, Yaa-Boo is the mother, Taa-Boo is the son, the only begotten son.
Here is a whole religion!
Now some irreligious things....
It is a few nights after Christmas. The door of the stable creaks open and three wise men
enter.
They are tiptoeing quietly across to the manger when one of them steps into a huge pile of
donkey shit.
Looking down at his ruined golden slipper, the wise man clenches his teeth and mutters,
"Jesus Christ!"
Mary looks from her baby to her husband, "Hey! Joe!" she says, "that's a much better
name than Albert!"
Solomon Liebowitz owns a little pharmacy in New York.
One day his assistant, Danny, comes running into the back and cries, "Mister Liebowitz,
there is a man in the shop who wants to buy some arsenic to kill himself. What shall I do?"
"Is he a good Jew, like ourselves?" asks Sollie.
"He certainly is," replies Danny.
"Okay," says Solomon "tell him that to kill himself he will need twenty dollars worth...
He will soon change his mind!"

One day Lupo is walking home when he notices a huge gorilla standing on the roof of his
house.
Not knowing what to do about it he looks in the phone book under GORILLA
REMOVALS. Then he calls up Kowalski's Get Lost Gorilla Service and explains the
situation.
Ten minutes later Kowalski arrives with a banana, a bulldog, a butterfly net, a ladder and
a loaded gun.
"Okay," says Kowalski, "it is quite a simple thing. I am gonna throw the banana at the
gorilla, and while he is busy eating it, I am gonna climb up the ladder and push him off the
roof.
"Then the bulldog is trained to grab him by the nuts, and when the gorilla holds himself in
pain, you throw this butterfly net over him."
"Great!" shouts Lupo, with enthusiasm.
"But what about the gun?"
"Well," explains Kowalski, "if I miss the gorilla and fall off the roof myself, you shoot
the dog!"
The Western Australia Old Ladies' Discussion Group meets each week, but all they ever
talk about is cocks and pricks. After a while the ladies get worried because they use the
words so much -- and they might let them slip out in public. So they decide to substitute the
words `prick' and `cock' with other words which won't sound bad if they say them by mistake
outside the club.
They write to Old Ladies' Clubs all over the world to ask for advice.
The British Old Ladies' Club writes back and says they use the word `gentleman' because
he always stands up when a lady comes in.
The Italians use the word `curtain' because it goes up when the show begins and comes
down when the show is over.
The Americans use `chewing gum' because it goes in hard and comes out soft.
And finally, the French say that they use the word `anecdote' -- but with no explanation.
So one of the Australian ladies finds a dictionary and looks up the word.
"Here we are," she says to the others: "`Anecdote: A little story that goes around from
mouth to mouth.'"
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
Now, two minutes of silence....
Relax.
Now come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
KASAN SAID, "LEARNING BY STUDY IS CALLED HEARING; LEARNING NO MORE IS CALLED
NEARNESS; TRANSCENDING THESE TWO IS TRUE PASSING."
A MONK ASKED, "WHAT IS TRUE PASSING?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."
THE MONK ASKED AGAIN, "WHAT IS THE TRUE TEACHING OF THE BUDDHA?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."
THE MONK ASKED ONCE MORE, "I WOULD NOT ASK YOU ABOUT THIS VERY MIND IS THE
BUDDHA, BUT WHAT IS NO MIND, NO BUDDHA?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."
THE MONK STILL CONTINUED TO ASK: "WHEN AN ENLIGHTENED ONE COMES, HOW DO YOU
TREAT HIM?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."
SETCHO PUT IT LIKE THIS:
DRAGGING A STONE, CARRYING EARTH,
USE THE SPIRITUAL POWER OF A THOUSAND-TON BOW.
ZOKOTSU ROSHI ROLLED OUT THREE WOODEN BALLS;
HOW COULD THEY SURPASS KASAN'S BEATING THE DRUM?
I WILL TELL YOU, WHAT IS SWEET IS SWEET,
WHAT IS BITTER, BITTER.
OSHO,
WOULD YOU AGREE WITH KASAN THAT THERE IS A STATE BEYOND LEARNING?
THE SECOND QUESTION:
IS IT POSSIBLE TO HEAR THROUGH THE EYES AND SEE WITH THE EARS? THAT'S WHAT
FEELS TO BE HAPPENING DURING THESE DISCOURSES.
WOULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT?
AND THE THIRD QUESTION:
WHAT DID THE MONK MEAN BY HIS LAST QUESTION? TO SPEAK OF HOW TO TREAT A
BUDDHA SOUNDS AS IF ONE HAS SOME CONTROL OVER HOW ONE WILL BE IN HIS
PRESENCE, AS IF THERE MIGHT BE A CERTAIN PROTOCOL TO BE OBSERVED.
WOULD YOU PLEASE EXPLAIN?

Maneesha, before I talk about the anecdote, I would like... Who is at the drum? Nivedano,

beat the drum first.
(Drumbeat)
(NIVEDANO HITS THE DRUM HARD.)
You will have to do it again and again whenever I say....
This anecdote about Kasan's beating the drum looks so simple from the outside, but from
the inside it has tremendous meaning and is multidimensional.
The first....
You have to understand what a drum is.
A drum is emptiness enclosed.
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)
There is nothing inside the drum. That is our actual state. We are just an outside cover,
inside is emptiness. And just as the drum can speak out of emptiness, you are doing
everything out of emptiness. This is one dimension of the meaning of Kasan's beating the
drum.
The other dimension is that whatever question is asked to him, he goes on saying in
answer, "Beating the drum." It does not matter what question you are asking -- there may be
millions of questions but there is only one answer:
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)
... and the answer cannot be verbalized. That's why Kasan used to keep a drum by his
side. You ask him anything -- it does not matter what you are asking, he will simply beat the
drum. That was his answer.
Reduced to your understanding it means, "Be nothing just like the drum and you will find
the answer. I cannot give it to you, it is your own emptiness. At the most I can hit you from
the outside, but the sound comes from within you."
KASAN SAID, "LEARNING BY STUDY IS CALLED HEARING; LEARNING NO MORE IS CALLED
NEARNESS;
TRANSCENDING THESE TWO IS TRUE PASSING."

Kasan is certainly a master as far as finding exact analogies from the experience of
no-mind to the world of mind. Nobody surpasses him. You have to understand him slowly:
LEARNING BY STUDY IS CALLED HEARING.

Somebody else has written, you have studied it; somebody else is teaching, you have
studied him -- but it is all only hearing, it is not experience. Knowledge cannot be converted
into experience. On the contrary, it is the greatest barrier to experience.
LEARNING BY STUDY IS CALLED HEARING.

He says that at the most the studious, the learned can be said to be people who have heard
it. Not that they have known it.
Every Buddhist scripture starts with the words, "I have heard..." There are thousands of
Buddhist scriptures, but without any exception, every scripture begins with the words, "I have

heard" -- a deep sincerity, a truthfulness. "Buddha may have known, but as far as I am
concerned, I have only heard."
LEARNING NO MORE IS CALLED NEARNESS;

If you stop this kind of knowledge, if you drop this kind of knowledge, learning no more,
Kasan calls it nearness. You have come very close; still, it is not experience. Learning was
very far away; not learning is nearness, but even nearness is too far away.
TRANSCENDING THESE TWO IS TRUE PASSING.

If you can transcend knowledge and you can also transcend no knowledge... in other
words, if you can transcend ignorance and wisdom both, you have really passed to the
beyond. This is called true passing.
A MONK ASKED, "WHAT IS TRUE PASSING?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."

Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
THE MONK ASKED AGAIN, "WHAT IS THE TRUE TEACHING OF THE BUDDHA?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)
THE MONK ASKED ONCE MORE, "I WOULD NOT ASK YOU ABOUT THIS VERY MIND IS THE
BUDDHA, BUT WHAT IS NO MIND, NO BUDDHA?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)
THE MONK STILL CONTINUED TO ASK: "WHEN AN ENLIGHTENED ONE COMES, HOW DO YOU
TREAT HIM?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)

This "beating the drum" of Kasan is a tremendous device. He says, "All your questions,
howsoever great they look, howsoever profound and philosophical, they are all coming out of
an emptiness within you." He is saying, "Just for a moment think of yourself as a drum."
That was his meditation to his disciples. If you can conceive of yourself as emptiness
enclosed by the body, you will have understood the absurd action of Kasan. It is not logical;
in fact, a logical person will think this man is mad. And by the way, Nivedano is -- otherwise,
why are you beating the drum?
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)
Good!

Setcho's commentary is not great, but still good.
DRAGGING A STONE, CARRYING EARTH,
USE THE SPIRITUAL POWER OF A THOUSAND-TON BOW.
ZOKOTSU ROSHI ROLLED OUT THREE WOODEN BALLS;
HOW COULD THEY SURPASS KASAN'S "BEATING THE DRUM"?

Different masters in different ages have used different devices just to take you out of your
mind process, just to silence you, just to make you aware of your inner emptiness. Setcho
said, "No other master has been able to surpass Kasan's beating the drum."
I WILL TELL YOU, WHAT IS SWEET IS SWEET,
WHAT IS BITTER IS BITTER.

He is saying, "Kasan is simply concerned with the ultimate truth of your emptiness. Out
of your emptiness all kinds of sounds, thoughts, imagination, dreams... but a good hit on your
coconut..."
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)
Yeah, it hits well -- many people seem to realize the emptiness!
Even if nobody else becomes enlightened, Nivedano's drum is going to become
enlightened. That is not a small matter.
A few other Zen masters' statements before I come to Maneesha's questions:
KYUHO SAID, "OUR LATE TEACHER SAID, `YOU SHOULD BE COMPLETELY FINISHED UP,
EMPTIED AWAY; ONE NEN, ONE EON; YOU SHOULD BE LIKE COLD ASHES AND THE DEAD
TREE, LIKE THE INCENSE BURNER ON THE DESERTED SHRINE, LIKE THE FROZEN LAKE,
LIKE A PIECE OF GLAZED SILK.' TELL ME, WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?"
THE HEAD MONK SAID, "IT MEANS THE REALM OF ONE COLOR." (THAT IS, GREAT
ENLIGHTENMENT.)
KYUHO SAID, "YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND OUR TEACHER'S MEANING."
THE HEAD MONK ORDERED SOMEONE TO FETCH A PACKET OF INCENSE AND SAID, "IF I
CANNOT PASS AWAY WHILE THIS INCENSE IS BURNING, YOUR WORDS WILL BE PROVED
TRUE." HE THREW THE INCENSE INTO THE BURNER. A CLOUD OF WHITE SMOKE ROSE,
AND WHILE IT STILL HUNG IN THE AIR, THE MONK PASSED AWAY SITTING UP STRAIGHT.
KYUHO, STROKING THE DEAD MONK'S BACK, SAID, "YOU COULD PASS AWAY SITTING UP
STRAIGHT, BUT YOU COULD NEVER DREAM OF OUR LATE TEACHER'S MEANING."

This passing away seems to be so miraculous. "As the incense will be burned away," the
monk is saying, "I will be gone with the smoke." That is the meaning of inner emptiness: "I
can empty out myself any moment" -- and he did manage it, sitting straight; as the incense
stopped burning he was gone.
But Zen is a very strange way of approaching the truth.
KYUHO, STROKING THE DEAD MONK'S BACK, SAID, "YOU COULD PASS AWAY SITTING UP
STRAIGHT, BUT YOU COULD NEVER DREAM OF OUR LATE TEACHER'S MEANING."

This is going to be very hard. He has proved that he can empty himself -- so much so that
he can die out of his own will. As the incense burns and the smoke cloud moves away, he
will be gone. Still Kyuho said, "You have not understood the meaning of beating the drum."
Why is he so hard about the poor fellow who has even died, emptied himself completely?
He is hard because he is saying, "You have tried self-will by moving away your
consciousness from the body like the smoke of the incense; you have made a great effort of
the will, and in fact your will is your ego. You can do this, but you have not understood the
meaning of beating the drum. You have emptied yourself, but you are there; you have proved

yourself, but you are there.
"In your very proving you have proved only your ego, your power of will. You cannot
understand the great meaning of beating the drum. It has to be relaxed. It has not to be done
by you because it is there. You have not to do anything, you have simply to relax into it. You
don't have to die, you have simply to be aware that emptiness is your innermost reality."
That's why although Kyuho seems to be hard on the poor fellow who has died, he is right:
the man who has died must have had a great willpower.
I have told you about Nansen....
Before he was going to die, he informed all his disciples to come to partake in the
ceremony of his death. He had thousands of disciples and he asked them, "Now please,
anybody -- suggest to me some original way of dying. I don't want to be in any way orthodox
-- I have never been in my life. Why should I be orthodox in dying if I have not been in
living?"
The disciples looked at each other. Nobody had heard about an original death; death is
death. Still, one suggested, "I have heard about a monk dying sitting, crosslegged, in a lotus
posture."
Nansen said, "Stupid! So many have done that; it is nothing new. Just try to find
something new. You are my disciples and you cannot do even this much for me? -- to find an
original way of dying? Do you want me to die like everybody else, lying on the bed?"
The bed certainly is a very dangerous place. Ninety-nine point nine percent of people die
there... so beware! When the light is put off, simply get out of the bed -- it is the most
dangerous place. Be somewhere else: in the bathroom, on the floor, on the roof... anywhere,
but avoid the bed.
Nansen said, "I am not going to die in the ordinary way." Somebody suggested, "Then
you can die standing up."
Nansen said, "That seems to be a little better, but still it is not unique, because I have
heard about one Zen master dying standing."
That gave a clue to a disciple; he said, "That gives me an idea. Why don't you try it? Die
standing on your head!"
He said, "This is great!" -- And he stood on his head and died.
Now the disciples were at a loss what to do, because there exists no ritual for a man who
has died standing on his head....
Somebody suggested, "His sister... she is his elder, she is a nun in the nearby monastery;
it is better to call her. It is a dangerous case. We should not take any responsibility for it!"
The sister was called. She was older than Nansen; Nansen was ninety and the sister was
ninety-five, but the sister was in no way inferior to Nansen in her understanding. She gave a
hit to Nansen and told him, "Your whole life you have been mischievous; at least in your
death behave!"
So Nansen jumped up, lay down on the bed, smiled -- and died.
The disciples could not believe it, whether he is still dead... because first he had deceived
them by standing on his head. "We would have burned him alive. Now it is better to wait for
two or three days and see if he is really dead."
Nansen opened his eye and said, "I am really dead! There is no need to wait. When I am
saying it who are you to dispute it. Is it my death or yours?"
They said, "Certainly it is your death."
So he said, "Can I close my eyes?"
They said, "It is up to you."

He closed his eyes and the disciples had to burn him, feeling very much worried -perhaps they are burning him alive or... who knows? He looks absolutely dead, but he looked
dead when he was standing on the head, he looked dead when he was lying on the bed...!
Zen is certainly a very original way of living, of loving, of dying, of expressing its
experiences.
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)
Have you got the feel of beating the drum?
There is nothing inside, still... it makes so much noise. Just look within yourself. What is
there? A heartbeat, breathing coming in and going out... and what else? When you are utterly
silent you are pure emptiness. Emptiness breathing... emptiness full of the dance of the
heartbeat.
This is what is called going beyond, passing beyond -- beyond knowledge, beyond
ignorance -- into the world of no knowing.
Maneesha has asked,
"WOULD YOU AGREE WITH KASAN -- THAT THERE IS A STATE BEYOND
LEARNING?"
Kasan is not saying that there is a state beyond learning. Kasan is saying there is a space
beyond learning, not a state but a space -- infinite, empty.
Just watch this silence
feel it, be drowned in it
and you will have tasted something of Zen.
These anecdotes are not ordinary stories. Each anecdote carries a whole scripture.
Her second question is:
"OSHO, IS IT POSSIBLE TO HEAR THROUGH THE EYES AND SEE WITH THE
EARS? THAT'S WHAT FEELS TO BE HAPPENING DURING THESE DISCOURSES.
WOULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT?"
Nivedano....
(Drumbeat)
When one is absolutely silent, yes, one can see through the ears and one can hear from the
eyes. Then there is no distinction between the senses, one simply becomes one sensitivity.
Eyes and ears and nose, they all dissolve into one sensitivity. You see it, you feel through it,
you hear through it -- and still you remain silent. All this knowing from the ears and all this
hearing from the eyes does not disturb your silence.
Yes, Maneesha, that's what I have been trying for years: to create the situation for you -and I feel immensely happy that you have responded with great rejoicing.
You have become part of this cosmic silence.
This is your true reality.
In this reality you are not.

And her third question:
"OSHO, WHAT DID THE MONK MEAN BY HIS LAST QUESTION? TO SPEAK OF
HOW TO `TREAT' A BUDDHA SOUNDS AS IF ONE HAS SOME CONTROL OVER
HOW ONE WILL BE IN HIS PRESENCE, AS IF THERE MIGHT BE A CERTAIN
PROTOCOL TO BE OBSERVED. WOULD YOU PLEASE EXPLAIN?"
You have completely misunderstood Kasan's answer. When asked, "WHEN AN
ENLIGHTENED ONE COMES, HOW DO YOU TREAT HIM?"
KASAN SAID, "BEATING THE DRUM."

It is not a question of any protocol; it is not a question of any control on your part.
Kasan's approach has to be understood. Whatever your question is -- this time it is meeting
the Buddha -- you may have asked, "If a buffalo comes by, how has it to be treated?" His
answer would have been the same: "Beating the drum."
By this "beating the drum," he is saying, "All is empty, even the Buddha -- he is far more
empty than you. The only difference between him and you is that you think you are not
empty, and he knows that he is empty and you are empty."
Try to understand Kasan more existentially than intellectually. He is not a man of
intellect. He moved around with his drum, but he is certainly a great master. Language does
not work. There is no other way to convey, but Kasan has invented, found a way -- in an
empty drum. You ask him or you do not ask him, he is going to beat the empty drum.
Kasan had thousands of disciples. Very few people can be said to have made more beings
enlightened than Kasan, and he never spoke. His only speech was beating the drum.
Beautiful were these people and great must have been the people who followed and
understood.
Golden were the days when even a Kasan could be understood.
He was as awakened as any Gautam Buddha.
Now, Nivedano, the last beat on the drum....
(Drumbeat)
Now the drum should be allowed to rest. And specially for the drum, I am going to tell a
few stories:
Teddy Bearson gets the feeling that his wife is cheating on him, so he hires Mr. E.T.
Pickle, the private detective, to follow her. Pickle has instructions to make a video film of all
his wife's suspicious activities.
A week later Pickle reports: "Here it is!" He says, "All the evidence in living color -- and
with your best friend, too!"
Teddy and Pickle watch the movie together. Teddy's wife and his best friend are having
lunch, swimming, dancing, walking and laughing in the countryside, making love under the
pine trees....
"I can't believe it! I just can't believe it!" says Teddy.
"You better believe it!" says E.T. "The evidence is all here."
"That is not it," sighs Teddy. "I just can't believe my wife can be so much fun!"
Mabel Mince goes into the police station and tells the police officer that her boyfriend is
missing.

The cop starts to fill out a report and asks Mabel if she can give a description of the
missing man.
"Sure," says Mabel. "He is thirty-five, six foot tall, blond hair, blue eyes, very handsome
and well mannered and he plays the guitar."
A friend of hers whispers in her ear, "Hey, Mabel, what are you talking about? Your
boyfriend is short, fat and hairy!"
"I know," snaps Mabel, "but who wants him back?"
A man in New York is charged with hitting a woman on a double-decker bus, and the
judge is asking him if he has any excuse.
"Well, Your Honor, it was like this," explains the man. "She came on the bus and sat next
to me downstairs. Then she opened her bag, took out her purse, closed her bag, opened her
purse, took out a dollar, closed her purse, opened her bag, put back the purse, and closed her
bag again.
"Then she saw that the conductor was going upstairs, so she opened her bag, took out her
purse, closed her bag, opened her purse, put in her dollar, closed her purse, opened her bag,
put back her purse and closed her bag again.
"Then she saw the conductor coming down the stairs again, so she opened her bag, took
out her purse, closed her bag, opened her purse..."
"Stop!" shouts the judge. "You are driving me crazy!"
"Right!" says the man, "That's what happened to me!"
Leroy and Liza, the black lovers, are out on a small country road, riding double on
Leroy's old bicycle.
Suddenly they get the urge to make love. So there and then they jump off the bike and go
for it.
After a few minutes a huge truck comes over the top of the hill. The driver sees the black
couple rolling around in the middle of the road, so he gives a blast on his horn and frantically
steps on the brakes -- but Leroy and Liza just carry on making love.
The truck finally skids to a halt about three inches from the sweating couple. The driver
jumps out of his cab and screams, "You crazy niggers! You could have been killed!"
Leroy lifts up his head, looks at the driver and says, "Well, I was coming, Liza was
coming, and you was coming. And I figured, Hell, you was the only one with the brakes!"
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
Now two minutes for absolute silence.
No movement.
Close your eyes and collect your whole energy inwards.
Now relax...
Okay, come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
CHOKEI ONE DAY SAID, "EVEN IF YOU SAY THAT THE ARHATS STILL HAVE THREE POISONS,
YOU SHOULD NOT SAY THAT THE TATHAGATA HAS TWO LANGUAGES. I DO NOT SAY THAT
THE TATHAGATA HAS NO LANGUAGE BUT THAT HE DOES NOT HAVE TWO LANGUAGES."
HOFUKU SAID, "WHAT IS THE TATHAGATA'S LANGUAGE?"
CHOKEI SAID, "HOW CAN A DEAF PERSON HEAR IT?"
HOFUKU SAID, "I KNOW YOU ARE SPEAKING FROM A SECONDARY PRINCIPLE."
CHOKEI SAID, "WHAT IS THE TATHAGATA'S LANGUAGE?"
HOFUKU SAID, "HAVE A CUP OF TEA."
SETCHO'S COMMENTARY IS:
WHO SPEAKS FROM THE FIRST, WHO FROM THE SECOND PRINCIPLE?
DRAGONS DO NOT LIE IN PUDDLES;
WHERE DRAGONS LURK, WAVES ARISE
WHEN NO WIND BLOWS.
OH! YOU, CHOKEI ZEN MONK
YOU'VE BRUISED YOUR HEAD ON THE DRAGON GATE.
OSHO,
WITH THREE POUNDS OF DRUMS, SHE PECKS ON THE LOTUS LEAF. KNOWING A SPIRAL
WHEN SHE HEARS ONE, SHE'LL BE BEATEN ANYWAY.
OSHO,
MY MIND IS COMING TO THE BOIL! IT IS COMPELLED TO TRY AND DECIPHER THESE
STORIES, EVEN THOUGH THAT FEELS LIKE READING THE EPITAPH ON ONE'S OWN
GRAVESTONE.
SO I GET MY MIND OUT, USE IT, GIVE UP, AND PUT IT AWAY.
THEN I GET IT OUT AGAIN, GIVE UP AND PUT IT AWAY.
THEN IT GETS OUT, USES ME, GIVES UP AND PUTS ME AWAY.
I'M GOING INSANE OR GOING IN ZEN! HELP!
NO, DON'T -- KEEP DOING IT!
OR DON'T STOP NOT DOING WHAT YOU DON'T DO!
OSHO, I TAKE MY HEAD OFF TO YOU.

Maneesha, before Nivedano beats his drum and Niskriya cuts your head, I have to explain
a few things of which you may not be aware.
First is the word arhata. It simply means one who has overcome the enemies. In a better

version, from where it is derived, it is called arihanta, which makes it clear that it has not
only overcome the enemies: ari means the enemy and hanta means one who has murdered.
And what are the enemies? There are three enemies: covetousness, anger and folly.
In India, Hinduism is the sanatan, the eternal religion. One knows not when it started,
who started it. Out of Hinduism, as a rebellion, two other religions have been born: one is
Jainism, another is Buddhism. Jainism believes only in arhatas. Their word for it is arihanta;
they don't know anything of the bodhisattva. The attitude of Jainism is, once a man has killed
all the enemies -- greed, jealousy, anger, lust -- then there is no point for him even to speak a
single word; he has nothing to convey. If anything is conveyed, it is conveyed by his presence.
He is just like a well. If you are thirsty you go to the well, the well is not going to go running
after you.
Perhaps this was one of the reasons Jainism remained a very small religion. Although it
has a very refined, sophisticated philosophical understanding, it has had no masters; it had
only arhatas. They have achieved and their work was done. Compassion was not compulsory.
Why should they bother about anybody's misery, suffering, darkness? Everybody anyway has
to fight it on his own; you cannot force anybody to be enlightened. What is the point?
Jainism has created many arhatas, great pinnacles of consciousness, but it has a very dry
approach, a very inhuman approach. It does not consider at all those who are still struggling
with darkness, blindness, who are still finding the path, who may be even going astray. The
moment a man becomes an arhata, he cuts all his relationships with humanity, even the
relationship of having a disciple.
Gautam Buddha created another rebellion which culminated finally in Zen. It differed
from Jainism only on this point: it brought a new concept, bodhisattva. A bodhisattva is one
who has realized his being, who has become awakened, but his work has not ended; on the
contrary, now his real work begins. Up to now he was struggling for himself, now he will
struggle for others.
According to Gautam Buddha -- and I agree with him totally -- a man of enlightenment
cannot resist the temptation to encourage others to seek... to enhance, to support, to enrich
and to share his own light with others. It is simply impossible for him... The Jaina attitude
seems to be very self-centered: you have arrived, your work is finished.
The story will help you to understand better....
Gautam Buddha dies and at the gates of paradise there is great celebration, because very
rarely... in millions, perhaps one person comes to such a great peak of consciousness that the
doors of paradise open for him. It is symbolic. And there was great rejoicing to welcome him,
but he refused to enter the gate.
He said, "Please, close the gates. I will stand outside. Until every living being has passed
inside, I cannot come in. I am going to be the last. Although it is a long waiting, I will wait.
My love says I can wait, my compassion says I should wait. It is cruel on my part, when
others are just to be awakened, not to awaken them but enter into the luxuries of paradise. I
will come, but I will be the last. You please keep the doors closed." And the story is, the
doors are closed; Buddha is standing outside, waiting for every human being to pass by.
That is the meaning of bodhisattva. Your achievement is not enough if you cannot share
it. The more you can share it, the more you have it; the more you can spread the flame, the
more hearts you can put on fire, the greater is your enlightenment. The arhata is compared to
a small boat in which only he can sit, the bodhisattva is compared to a great boat in which
many millions can be carried to the further shore.
There are many names for the bodhisattva according to the dimension in which the word

is used. One of the names is tathagata. Tathagata comes from the root tathata. Tathata
means suchness, thisness; everything is here and everything is now. There is no past and
there is no future; and in your suchness, in your nature, you are already enlightened.
Tathagat means one who conceives every being as enlightened: a few are aware of it, a few
are not, a few want to play the games of life a little more. A few are attached to their teddy
bears, but sooner or later one gets rid of the teddy bear. A tathagata's approach is to make
you aware that what you are clinging to is just dream stuff. If you want to cling you can
cling, but remember, there is nothing to cling to.
I told you the Jaina proverb that the thirsty will come to the well, but the well is not
supposed to run after thirsty people. Gautam Buddha's statement parallel to it is, "If the
mountain cannot come to me, I will go to the mountain! Obviously it is difficult for the
mountain to come to me, but that does not mean that the mountain has to miss me. I will go."
This small anecdote is concerned with Buddha's words, and for centuries -- twenty-five
centuries -- his words have been discussed by great masters. Such beauty has blossomed in
those words, such rainbows have come out of those words. Gautam Buddha in this sense is
very rare. No other person in the whole of history has been commented on by so many and
has been showered with so many new meanings. He is certainly alone.
CHOKEI, another bodhisattva, ONE DAY SAID, "EVEN IF YOU SAY THAT THE
ARHATS STILL HAVE THREE POISONS... He is not saying they have, he is saying,
"EVEN IF YOU SAY THAT THE ARHATS HAVE STILL THE THREE POISONS OF
COVETOUSNESS, ANGER, FOLLY; STILL, YOU SHOULD NOT SAY THAT THE
TATHAGATA HAS TWO LANGUAGES."
It has been argued again and again between masters.... For the contemporary world these
beautiful statements, commentaries, have lost their meaning. But unless they are revived,
something in you will remain missing. They are so essential to human spirit and its growth.
He is saying that a tathagata cannot be said to have two languages. There have been
masters who have said that a tathagata has two languages. So first you have to understand...
otherwise, Chokei will not be understood.
Those who have said a tathagata has two languages have their own meaning. A tathagata
has to speak with those who do not know and a tathagata has also to speak to those who
know. Obviously he needs two languages. When you are with one who knows, you use one
language, and when you are with someone who does not know, you have to use a different
language.
But Chokei says, "You can say if you want, that the arhatas still have three poisons -which is impossible, because an arhata becomes an arhata by overcoming those three
poisons." You can say that -- Chokei allows it -- but you cannot say about the buddha, about
the tathagata, that he has two languages: "I DO NOT SAY THAT THE TATHAGATA HAS
NO LANGUAGE, BUT THAT HE DOES NOT HAVE TWO LANGUAGES."
Chokei is saying something immensely important. On the one hand he says, "I do not say
that the tathagata has no language, but I certainly say that he has not two languages."
HOFUKU SAID... Hofuku is another Zen master -- and this is traditional in Zen that
masters meet and talk and play with words. HOFUKU SAID, "WHAT IS THE
TATHAGATA'S LANGUAGE?" If you say he has not two languages and you don't deny
him having any language, then what is his language?
CHOKEI SAID, "HOW CAN A DEAF PERSON HEAR IT?"

This is such a beautiful statement with so many implications. I am speaking to you, but
do you think if you don't have ears I will still be speaking? My speaking needs you

absolutely.
It is one of the latest scientific discoveries... philosophers have always been discussing it,
but their discussions do not have scientific validity. But science has now come to see a point
which puzzles the ordinary man. For example: you all have different colors of clothes, but if
the light is put off, do you think the white will remain white and the blue will remain blue,
the red will remain red and the green will remain green? Once the light is off, all colors
disappear. For the colors to be there, the light is needed. And things become more
complicated: light may be there, colors may be there, but if there is nobody to see, there will
not be any color; the eyes are also needed. These are basic components.
So when you leave your room and lock it, don't be surprised that everything in your room
has changed its color! All has become colorless. But if you look just from the keyhole, again
the colors will appear. So it is very difficult to find your room without seeing it! Once you
see, things are there -- and once you stop seeing, they disappear. Your eyes are needed.
Just look at it this way. A blind man... Do you think that for him there is any such thing as
color or light? A rainbow may be there, but it is not for the blind man. The stars may be there
in the sky, but they are not for the blind man. Great music may be there, but if you are deaf it
does not exist for you -- and if everybody else is also deaf -- then sound does not exist.
You can understand it; our range of seeing is very small, so is our range of hearing. Right
now you don't hear any radio station. All around the earth thousands of radio stations are
broadcasting, and those waves are passing by your side. They are available to your ears, but
your ears' range is not so deep that it can catch them.
It happened in the second world war. A man got a bullet in his head, the bullet was
removed, but something happened within his brain system that he started hearing the nearest
radio station without any radio, perfectly well and correctly.
First he was puzzled. There is no radio around and he can hear every statement, the time
and the songs and everything. He said to the doctors -- he was still in the hospital -- that
something was strange. Nobody believed him, because it had never happened.
But finally they had to try -- at least hypothetically try. In another room they put a radio,
and one doctor was there taking notes. Another doctor was with the patient taking notes of
what was going on in the radio broadcast. They were surprised. He was absolutely accurate.
You might think that it was a great thing; he should have enjoyed! Nobody can enjoy it
for twenty-four hours, because there is nothing, no way to put it off. He could not sleep, he
could not talk, because the continuous radio broadcast was going through his head. He could
not hear people properly. He was going crazy. His ear had to be operated on.
But that gave an insight that although all kinds of waves are passing by -- radio waves,
television waves... your net is just small and it does not catch them. Either they are above it
or they are below it. What we see is just a small range of things. The blind man cannot see
the light, but do you think the blind man can see darkness? Ordinarily it is presumed that a
blind man must live in darkness; you are wrong. The blind man cannot even see darkness,
because he has no eyes to see. If you can see darkness, there is no problem in seeing light,
because light and darkness are one phenomenon. Close your eyes and it is dark; open your
eyes and it is light. Don't think that the blind person is just like you, because you close your
eyes and you see darkness. The same is not the situation of the person who is born blind,
because he has nothing to compare it with -- he has never seen light. How can he say, "This is
darkness"?
HOFUKU SAID,
"WHAT IS THE TATHAGATA'S LANGUAGE?"

CHOKEI SAID, "HOW CAN A DEAF PERSON HEAR IT?"

He is saying that only those who are not deaf know the language of Buddha. Those who
are deaf may hear his words but will not understand his language, will hear his words but will
not understand the meaning -- most probably will MISunderstand his meaning.
HOFUKU SAID, "I KNOW, YOU ARE SPEAKING FROM A SECONDARY PRINCIPLE."

You have to see why Hofuku said, "You are speaking from a secondary principle." The
first principle is: Buddha is speaking; the second principle is: somebody else is listening. If
you are speaking from the standpoint of the listener, then you are speaking from the
secondary principle. That cannot be accepted. "Speak from the first principle, from the
original source. I am not asking about whether people hear Buddha or not, I am asking
whether Buddha speaks or not."
CHOKEI SAID,
"WHAT IS THE TATHAGATA'S LANGUAGE?"

Again the same question. Unless you speak from the original source, Chokei is going to
ask again and again, "WHAT IS THE TATHAGATA'S LANGUAGE?"
HOFUKU SAID, "HAVE A CUP OF TEA."
This answer -- "Have a cup of tea," -- means listen to a buddha or become a buddha. It
simply means have a taste of it, don't talk about it. It is not a question to be discussed, it is
something to be experienced like taste.... Have a cup of tea!
This statement, "Have a cup of tea," comes in many Zen anecdotes from different
directions.
A professor of philosophy went to see Nansen and he asked about great things: God and
heaven and hell, and the ultimate truth, and time and space; he was full of words. Nansen
listened and said, "Wait. First have a cup of tea."
The professor felt a little offended. He is asking such great questions and this fellow
brings in a cup of tea! Naturally he said, "Don't change the subject!"
Nansen said, "I am not changing the subject, I am bringing you to the subject." He
prepared the tea, the professor sipped the tea and Nansen asked, "Can I ask you how it
tastes?"
Naturally the professor said, "You can taste for yourself. Taste cannot be discussed."
Nansen said, "You are a nice fellow. Some day perhaps you will understand. At least you
are not an idiot. These ultimate truths, the meaning of nirvana and the meaning of
enlightenment... you can't even express the taste of tea and you are talking about
enlightenment?"
Religion in the East has never become a theology. It has remained very earthly, very
grounded, very pragmatic. And particularly Zen never wavers; it brings you back to the
experience. Nothing can be said about the experience. All that is being said is only a net to
drag you into the experience. What is said is not true, it is just a pointer showing you the way
to where you may find the truth.
It is said about Mahavira -- both he and Buddha were contemporaries -- that he never
spoke, but there are scriptures in which Mahavira's words are collected. Still, it is said he
never spoke. It looks absurd but you have to understand the intricacy of the thing. Mahavira
certainly never spoke. He had no great assemblies as Gautam Buddha had. He had only a
very small group of chosen people who could understand his silence.
He has not written a single word. Those eleven people whom he selected as his listeners,
without his speaking, have written the scriptures. It is a miracle that all those people have

written the same thing. Certainly they understood the silence.
Silence itself is a language; it just needs a very silent heart, an empty heart to understand
it.
Mind is not the right mechanism to understand great things. It is useful for the mundane,
but for the sacred, for the divine, it is simply a hindrance; hence the emphasis of the East on
meditation. Meditation is nothing but by and by dropping the mind and coming to a point
when you have no mind at all.
In that space of no-mind you can hear a master -- who may not be speaking at all, or if he
is speaking, then you will be able to understand him. You cannot misunderstand him.
Setcho's commentary is:
WHO SPEAKS FROM THE FIRST, WHO FROM THE SECOND PRINCIPLE?
DRAGONS DO NOT LIE IN PUDDLES.
WHERE DRAGONS LURK, WAVES ARISE WHEN NO WIND BLOWS.
OH! YOU, CHOKEI ZEN MONK -YOU HAVE BRUISED YOUR HEAD ON THE DRAGON GATE.

Setcho has not been able to say anything special. He is simply saying that just as dragons
do not lie in puddles, the great buddhas cannot be found in words.
WHEN NO WIND BLOWS, no waves arise, there is understanding. Then you have come
to the first principle, the source. Do not talk about the second principle, because that is
irrelevant. There are as many second principles as there are listeners, but the first principle is
one.

Maneesha has asked... Choosing the sutras for these discourses she is getting a little taste
of Zen.
"WITH THREE POUNDS OF DRUMS, SHE PECKS ON THE LOTUS LEAF. KNOWING
A SPIRAL WHEN SHE HEARS ONE, SHE WILL BE BEATEN ANYWAY."
So now two things have to be done: first, Master Niskriya, she has spoken something
right so give her a reward.
(NISKRIYA TOUCHES MANEESHA'S HEAD WITH HIS STAFF AND MANEESHA
BOWS DOWN TO OSHO IN GRATITUDE.)
Good. And now Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Declare to the world with your drum, three times....
(Drumbeat)
(Drumbeat)
(Drumbeat)
Good.

She is saying,
"OSHO, MY MIND IS COMING TO THE BOIL! IT IS COMPELLED TO TRY AND
DECIPHER THESE STORIES EVEN THOUGH THAT FEELS LIKE READING THE
EPITAPH OF ONE'S OWN GRAVESTONE."
You are right, Maneesha, I don't have here a cup of tea -- but still you can have a cup of
tea. It will not be visible... but from my eyes, from my gestures, from my presence, have a
taste. There is no need to be worried about your gravestone.
Walking on the path of Zen is walking towards the greater death, consciously, finding
one's own grave.
Everybody dies, but just as people live unconsciously they die unconsciously. Neither has
their life any meaning and significance nor their death. Once you start becoming a little
aware... just a small awareness, a small candle flame, and you can see your own death every
moment. And beyond your death -- the eternal life.
Death is an episode. It happens millions of times, but it is not able to destroy the living
energy that you are.
And I can understand your difficulty. You are saying: "So I get my mind out, use it, give
up, and put it away. Then I get it out again, give up and put it away. Then it gets out, uses me,
gives up and puts me away.
"I am going insane or going in Zen! Help! No, don't -- keep doing it! Or don't stop not
doing what you don't do!
"Osho, I take my head off to you."
Zen is certainly a very crazy way. Unless you are a little crazy, you won't come to Zen. It
is true, when you come to Zen, your craziness will go through an alchemical change. Your
insanity will become your greater sanity, your no-mind will become your tremendous
wisdom.
But from the outside it is crazy. From the inside it is the only sane thing that has
happened on this planet.
Maneesha has made you too silent. I would like your silence to be deeper and the only
way to make it deeper is to have a good laugh.
Little Felix is having a test from a child psychologist.
"Now, Felix," says the shrink, "what do you want to be when you grow up?"
"I want to be a doctor, an artist, or a window cleaner," replies Felix.
"I see," says the puzzled shrink, "you're not very clear about it, are you?"
"What?" says Felix. "I am perfectly clear. I want to see naked women!"
Old Mrs. Grumblebum was going every day to visit her doctor. The doctor -- a very
patient man -- humors her, listens quietly and sometimes gives her medicines.
One day Mrs. Grumblebum doesn't show up. The next day the doctor asks, "Where were
you yesterday? I missed you."
"I'll tell you the truth," she replies, "I was sick!"
At the latest summit talks, Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev are continually
arguing about whose country is number one, Russia or America.
Finally, in order not to start the third world war, they decided to settle it between
themselves by running a marathon race.

The next morning at eight o'clock, the two world leaders start the race. Two and a half
hours later, Gorbachev happily passes the finish line, but it is another six hours before
Reagan makes it. He is utterly exhausted, but not beaten yet.
The following morning the WASHINGTON POST runs the story: "In a very dramatic
marathon race our great president came in an excellent second. We hear that Gorbachev also
participated, but he came in second to last."
An English woman and her young son are traveling in a taxi in New York. As the taxi
drives down 42nd Street, the boy is fascinated by the heavily made-up ladies walking along
the street, accosting male passers-by.
"What are those ladies doing?" asks the boy.
His mother blushes and says, "I expect they are lost and are asking people for directions."
The taxi driver overhears this and says in a loud voice, "Why don't you tell him the truth?
In other words they are prostitutes."
The English woman is furious and her son asks, "What are prostitutes? Are they like other
women? Do they have children?"
"Of course," replies his mother, "that's where New York taxi drivers come from!"
Three young Catholic girls want to join a nunnery, but it is a very strict order so the girls
have to pass an interview before they are admitted.
Mother Superior calls the first girl and asks her, "What would you do if you were stopped
by a man on a dark night?"
"I would kneel down and pray to Jesus," replies the girl. "Good," says the head nun
turning to the second girl. "And what would you do?"
"I would scream and shout for help," replies the girl. "Good," says the Holy Mother
turning to the last girl who looks very young and innocent. "And what would you do, my
dear?"
"I would pull down the man's pants," replies the girl. "Ah, dear!" cries the Mother
Superior almost in a faint. "And what would you do then?"
"I would pull up my skirt," she replies.
"Jesus Christ, save us!" croaks the old nun. "And then what?"
"Then," says the girl, "I would run like hell!"
Now, close your eyes.
For two minutes just be absolutely still,
as if frozen.
Relax....
Okay, come back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
TANKA ASKED A MONK, "WHERE ARE YOU FROM?"
THE MONK REPLIED, "FROM THE FOOT OF THE MOUNTAIN."
TANKA SAID, "HAVE YOU HAD YOUR DINNER?"
THE MONK SAID, "I HAVE HAD IT."
TANKA SAID, "IS HE OPEN-EYED WHO BRINGS FOOD TO A FELLOW LIKE YOU AND LETS
YOU EAT IT?"
THE MONK COULD MAKE NO REPLY.
LATER CHOKEI ASKED HOFUKU, "TO GIVE FOOD TO OTHERS IS SURELY WORTHY. HOW
COULD HE FAIL TO BE OPEN-EYED?"
HOFUKU SAID, "BOTH GIVER AND RECEIVER ARE BLIND."
CHOKEI SAID, "ARE YOU STILL BLIND, EVEN THOUGH YOU EXHAUST EVERY MEANS?"
HOFUKU SAID, "HOW CAN YOU CALL ME BLIND?"
SETCHO'S COMMENT IS:
EXHAUST EVERY MEANS, AND YOU WILL NOT BE BLIND;
YOU HOLD THE COW'S HEAD TO LET IT GRAZE.
THE FOUR SEVENS, THE TWO THREES,
THE FOLLOWING BAND
HAVE HANDED DOWN THE DHARMA TREASURE,
RAISING DUST AND TROUBLE TO MAKE MEN DROWN ON LAND.

The anecdote, which concerns Tanka's asking a monk, HAVE YOU HAD YOUR
DINNER? is a way in Zen to ask someone, "Have you got it? Are you fulfilled? Has
contentment happened to you? Are you awakened? Is your being enlightened?" Zen uses
ordinary words like dinner and raises them to heights unimaginable.
TANKA ASKED A MONK, "WHERE ARE YOU FROM? ... HAVE YOU HAD YOUR DINNER?"

In Zen you are coming from nowhere and you are going to nowhere. You are just now,
here, neither coming nor going. Everything passes by you; your consciousness reflects it but
it does not get identified. When a lion roars in front of a mirror, do you think the mirror
roars? Or when the lion is gone and a child comes dancing, the mirror completely forgets
about the lion and starts dancing with the child -- do you think the mirror dances with the
child? The mirror does nothing, it simply reflects.
Your consciousness is only a mirror.

Neither you come, nor you go.
Things come and go.
You become young, you become old; you are alive, you are dead.
All these states are simply reflections in an eternal pool of consciousness.
Unless you understand it, these anecdotes will look absolutely absurd.
First asking him,
"HAVE YOU HAD YOUR DINNER?"...

If you met Tanka -- and Tanka is one of the rare Zen masters -- what will you answer to
him? You will not even understand what he means by dinner. Zen has developed a special
language of its own: HAVE YOU HAD YOUR DINNER?
The monk remained silent. Perhaps he could not understand: "What does he mean? -- is
he asking me, inviting me for dinner?" What kind of inquiry, when you meet someone -suddenly, the first question, "Have you had your dinner?"
Seeing the monk, Tanka had asked, WHERE ARE YOU FROM? It is an effort of Tanka
to provoke the man to understand the language.
"WHERE ARE YOU FROM?"
THE MONK REPLIED, "FROM THE FOOT OF THE MOUNTAIN."

He missed. He is not asking about the place from where you are coming, he is asking the
ultimate question: "From where is your consciousness coming? Do you understand that you
are endless, that you are not coming from anywhere, you simply are?"
TANKA SAID, "HAVE YOU HAD YOUR DINNER?"

Tanka is asking the monk another question to give him an opportunity to understand.
Dinner does not mean dinner, it simply means, "Are you fulfilled? Are you complete in
yourself? Have you found your center? Are you nourished by existence? Have you found
your home?"
THE MONK SAID, "I HAVE HAD IT."

The poor fellow is still thinking about dinners, but out of his great compassion -- for
which he is known -- TANKA SAID, "IS HE OPEN-EYED WHO BRINGS FOOD TO A
FELLOW LIKE YOU AND LETS YOU EAT IT?"
Encountering a Zen master means encountering a lion. He will hit you from this side and
that side, from this point and that point.
(SUDDENLY EVERYONE IS THROWN INTO DARKNESS AS THE POWER FAILS.
SOME TIMELESS MOMENTS OF SILENCE WITH OSHO BEFORE HE CONTINUES
WITH THE DISCOURSE.)
Now, asking the monk, "Is he open-eyed -- is he an awakened person, is he enlightened -who brings food to you? Have you got a master who nourishes you?" But strange language...
and strange were those days and strange were those people....
IS HE OPEN-EYED WHO BRINGS FOOD TO A FELLOW LIKE YOU AND LETS YOU EAT IT?
THE MONK COULD MAKE NO REPLY.

He cannot understand what is going on. Now he is completely puzzled and confused. All
this talk about dinner seems to be about something else.
LATER CHOKEI ASKED HOFUKU, "TO GIVE FOOD TO OTHERS IS SURELY WORTHY. HOW

COULD HE FAIL
TO BE OPEN-EYED?"

An ordinary understanding is that to give food to those who are hungry, to feed them, is a
virtuous act. Obviously such a virtuous act can be done only by one who is awakened. At this
point the Catholics and other Christians will certainly agree with Chokei, who is saying, TO
GIVE FOOD TO OTHERS IS SURELY WORTHY. HOW COULD HE FAIL TO BE
OPEN-EYED?
In such ordinary statements so much is hidden. It is possible for you to feed the hungry
and yet not be awakened. You can feed the hungry for reasons of your own. Most probably it
is because of greed -- greed for heaven, for heavenly pleasures. If you can accumulate enough
virtue, you will be received by God. And if you are not virtuous, a sinner, a hellfire is waiting
for you into which you will be thrown for eternity; there is no rescue.
Ordinary morality will agree with Chokei, but anyone who understands the meaning of
inner awakening knows it perfectly well: to feed someone does not mean a virtuous act
because it is coming out of unconsciousness, out of greed, out of a certain motivation, certain
ambition, certain fear. How can you be called an awakened person? The awakened also feeds,
but not because of any profit to be gained here or hereafter. The awakened also feeds not only
the body but the soul, out of pure compassion, never expecting anything in return.
HOFUKU SAID, "BOTH GIVER AND RECEIVER ARE BLIND."

These are great dialogues between great people. Chokei himself is enlightened. You
might not understand his asking, "How could such a man fail to be open-eyed, who feeds
others?" This is a net thrown to catch Hofuku. If Hofuku said, "Yes, you are right," he would
have missed the point, but Hofuku stands on the same ground as Chokei. He makes the
statement, BOTH GIVER AND RECEIVER ARE BLIND -- to think that "I am giving" is
ego-centered and to think that "I am receiving" is also ego-centered. There is no difference;
both are blind.
CHOKEI SAID, "ARE YOU STILL BLIND, EVEN THOUGH YOU EXHAUST EVERY MEANS?"
HOFUKU SAID, "HOW CAN YOU CALL ME BLIND?"

Before we think about Setcho's comments, something more about Tanka has to be
understood, because this dialogue is about Tanka asking a monk, "HAVE YOU HAD YOUR
DINNER?" AND "FROM WHERE ARE YOU COMING?"
Who is this fellow Tanka? He stands as high as any enlightened person has risen, ever -and with a uniqueness of his own.
TANKA WAS A CONTEMPORARY OF NANSEN, RYUTAN, HO KOJI AND
YAKUSAN... all great masters, but none of them had the extraordinary quality of Tanka. He
first studied Zen with Basho.
Just to study with Basho is enough to give you a new way of seeing things. Just to sit by
his side is enough to make you unique. Basho is one of the great awakened ones. Basho
stands in the history of Japan, just as in the history of India, Gautam Buddha stands; the same
height, the same peak, and something more. Basho was also a mystic, a poet, a painter. The
very fact that he accepted Tanka as his disciple is in itself a certificate of uniqueness. Basho
was not for the masses, he was only for the chosen few.
AND THEN AT BASHO'S SUGGESTION, TANKA WENT TO SEKITO.

Sekito was very lonely, without any disciples, a mystic living deep in the mountains. A
few times Basho sent a few disciples to Sekito because he could see that they needed a

different kind of nourishment. With Basho they would become enlightened, but just to be
enlightened is not enough. To be enlightened and still remain unique needs a certain
atmosphere, a different kind of air.
This is something to be understood about Zen. In no other religion does one master send
his disciples to another master, never. In all the religions of the world every master is a
competitor to other masters. They are fighting for disciples because whoever has more
disciples is a greater master. It is sheer politics, politics of numbers -- although their game is
religion, hidden behind the word `religion' is pure politics.
Sekito was very averse to disciples. Just to avoid them he had gone far away deep in the
forest. But Basho could see in Tanka some similarity, something that can fall in deep
harmony with Sekito. There is no competition. It is not a question that you have more
disciples, so you are great. Zen masters continually send people to other masters.
That is a rare phenomenon: no competition, and on the other hand, a deep understanding
of the disciple. If Basho sees that "somebody else can help Tanka more than I can help,
because he does not belong to the same kind of energy," then it is better not to prevent him
and waste his time but send him to the right man.
TANKA LIVED WITH SEKITO THREE YEARS AND FINALLY RETURNED TO BASHO'S TEMPLE.
BEFORE PAYING HIS RESPECTS TO BASHO, HE WENT INTO THE MONK'S HALL AND
CLIMBED UP ONTO THE SHOULDERS OF A STATUE OF MANJUSHRI.

Manjushri is one of the disciples of Gautam Buddha, the first disciple who became
enlightened; hence, his status is just next to that of Gautam Buddha. The monk I have told
you about who became enlightened sitting under the tree, and flowers showered and
showered, was no one but Manjushri.
Now this was very strange of Tanka, coming back to the temple of Basho where
Manjushri's statue is worshipped. Basho loved Manjushri, felt some synchronicity between
himself and Manjushri. Tanka went into the temple and climbed up onto the shoulders of
Manjushri.
THE MONKS WERE ASTONISHED AND WENT TO TELL BASHO, WHO CAME DOWN TO THE
HALL. HE SAW TANKA AND SAID, "MY SON, TENNEN."
TANKA CLIMBED DOWN FROM MANJUSHRI'S SHOULDERS AND MADE BOWS TO BASHO,
SAYING, "THANK YOU MASTER, FOR GIVING ME MY DHARMA NAME." AND THEREAFTER HE
WAS CALLED TENNEN, MEANING SON OF NATURE.

Tanka is another formation of Tennen.
Rather than being angry with him, rather than being offended, "What kind of nonsense are
you doing? It is insulting to Manjushri and it is insulting to me!" Instead of saying that, he
said, "My son, Tennen." He has initiated him with such love -- "My son" -- and has also
given him the name Tennen.
TANKA CLIMBED DOWN FROM MANJUSHRI'S SHOULDERS AND MADE BOWS TO BASHO,
SAYING, "THANK YOU MASTER, FOR GIVING ME MY DHARMA NAME."

These kinds of anecdotes you will not find in any religious tradition around the world.
What was the meaning of Tanka climbing up on the statue of Manjushri? In this gesture he is
declaring without saying a single word, "I have reached higher than Manjushri. Do you
recognize it or not?"
Basho recognized it. He said, "My son, come down. You will be known as Tennen." To
give the dharma name, the name of sannyas, is to accept the disciple.
It was also Tanka who features in the story about using a wooden statue of Buddha to
burn in a temple one night to keep himself warm.

The night was cold, and in Japan there are wooden statues. When the priest went to sleep
-- Tanka was just a guest; the night was cold -- he took one of the statues of Buddha and
burned it. Now this would be utter disrespect by anyone anywhere in the world -- but not in
the world of Zen, and you will see why.
The priest was awakened, seeing that in the temple there is a fire. And when he reached,
he could not believe his eyes -- he was only a priest -- he said, "Are you mad? You have
burned the statue of Buddha!" Tanka took his staff and started looking into the burnt ashes of
the statue for something.
The priest said, "What are you looking for?"
He said, "I am looking for the bones of Buddha."
The priest said, "You really are mad! This is a wooden statue; wooden statues don't have
bones."
Tanka said, "You are a very intelligent man, you have understood. Just bring another
statue! The night is long and very cold, and you have so many statues... and rather than taking
care of a living buddha, you are bothering about a wooden buddha. What do you want? A
living buddha should shiver in the cold and wooden buddhas should sit on their thrones?"
The priest thought that this man should not be left alone -- he would burn those statues
and they were very valuable. But now he has proved his point: how can wood be a buddha?
You can carve it into a statue of a buddha, still it is wood. Buddha is inside you. He was
saying to the priest, "Here I am, and you are preventing an awakened man from burning
ordinary statues."
The priest pushed him out of the temple and locked the temple door. Tanka said many
times, "This is not right. You are not behaving as you should."
He said, "I don't want to listen to anything, just get out! I cannot leave you alone inside
the temple, and I am going to sleep -- I am not going to waste my whole life sitting, watching
that you don't do any stupid thing."
In the morning, when the priest opened the door of the temple, he said, "Certainly this
man is mad." Because Tanka was still sitting by the side of the road, where there was a
milestone. He had plucked a few wild flowers and put those wild flowers on the milestone and
he was worshipping, doing his morning meditation. He said, "In the night you burned a
Buddha and in the morning you are worshipping a milestone! Have you any sense?"
Tanka opened his eyes and he said, "If wood can be a buddha, stone can also be a buddha;
it is just uncarved, the buddha is hidden. It needs a sculptor and the buddha can be found. I
can see buddha is in this stone. The buddha that I burned in the night must have been just a
wooden log and some artist must have carved it. This is raw material; it can become a
buddha. And the question is not... I am not concerned about the wood or the stone, I am
concerned about buddhahood, which is the nature of everything. I am a buddha, you are a
buddha.... In the night a living buddha burned a dead buddha, in the morning a living buddha
is worshipping a dead buddha for the simple reason that nobody worships this poor buddha.
Out of compassion, at least give him satisfaction that one man recognized his innermost
being."
FURTHER, IT WAS NOTED ABOUT TANKA THAT WHEN HE WAS EIGHTY-ONE YEARS OLD, HE
RETIRED TO HIS TEMPLE AT MOUNT TANKA IN HUNAN PROVINCE. ONE DAY FOUR YEARS
LATER, HE SAID TO HIS DISCIPLES, "I AM STARTING ON MY JOURNEY."
HE EQUIPPED HIMSELF WITH HAT, LEGGINGS, SOCKS AND STAFF, AND PUT ON A SHOE.
BEFORE HIS FOOT HIT THE SECOND, HE WAS DEAD.

Can you see the man? -- what a great man! He is going on the eternal journey, so he is

getting ready.
This is why Zen masters ask again and again, "Suggest some original way of dying." Now
this is an original way, equipping himself with hat, leggings, socks and a staff, and putting on
a shoe. Before his foot hit the ground he had died. He has left everything behind; his
consciousness has moved on the great pilgrimage.
If you understand Tanka, then it will be easy for you to understand his questioning...
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR DINNER?
He was not an ordinary man.
WHERE ARE YOU FROM?

He must have frightened the monk. He said,
"FROM THE FOOT OF THE MOUNTAIN."
TANKA SAID, "HAVE YOU HAD YOUR DINNER?"
THE MONK SAID, "YES, I HAVE HAD IT."
TANKA SAID, "IS HE OPEN-EYED WHO BRINGS FOOD TO A FELLOW LIKE YOU AND LETS
YOU EAT IT?"
THE MONK COULD MAKE NO REPLY.

He is saying, "Have you been a disciple, a learner? Have you drunk from the sources of
an awakened being? Have you eaten from the sources of truth and love and peace?"
Now Setcho's comment is:
EXHAUST EVERY MEANS, AND YOU WILL NOT BE BLIND.

Once in a while, he comes with a right answer. Exhaust every means; whatever you can
do, do.
And when you cannot do anything, you will find yourself.
Make every effort, exhaust all means, because unless you exhaust all means, a lingering
doubt will remain in your mind: "Perhaps if I had gone on this way, I would have reached."
So go on all the ways, exhaust every possibility, eliminate every effort. Come to a point
where you can be effortless, where you don't know what to do. In this non-doing, in this
let-go, in this relaxation you will find your own self blossoming in its immense glory and
splendor.
YOU HOLD THE COW'S HEAD TO LET IT GRAZE.

He is asking, "Do you hold the cow's head to let it graze? If the cow is there and the grass
is there, the cow is going to graze, you just wait. You are there, your longing to know
yourself is there, just wait!"
THE FOUR SEVENS, THE TWO THREES,
THE FOLLOWING BAND
HAVE HANDED DOWN THE DHARMA TREASURE,
RAISING DUST AND TROUBLE TO MAKE A MAN DROWN ON LAND.

A beautiful statement. THE FOUR SEVENS are the twenty-eight Indian patriarchs,
beginning with Mahakashyapa -- they are called the Four Sevens.
THE TWO THREES are Chinese patriarchs, beginning with Bodhidharma.
THE FOLLOWING BAND... after that, in Japan, hundreds of monks became
enlightened. Now there is no question of numbers; it is called simply "the following band."
They all have the same experience of enlightenment, but still there are differences and
those differences are very minute and very delicate.
For example in a dark room with one candle, the room is full of light. With two candles
the room is full of light. With three candles the room is full of light. With four candles the
room is full of light. You go on increasing the number of candles, the room is still just full of

light. What one candle can do will be done by a hundred candles, nothing more, because light
may become more and more bright but its intrinsic quality of dispelling darkness is the same.
Hence I have said to you, just the taste of a single dewdrop and you have known all the
oceans.
But Setcho is for the first time making a very loving statement: The four sevens, the two
threes, and the band following HAVE HANDED DOWN THE DHARMA TREASURE.
They have been handing down the experience of truth, RAISING DUST AND TROUBLE
TO MAKE MEN DROWN ON LAND.
Naturally this will explain to you why Jesus is crucified, why Socrates is poisoned, why
Al-Hillaj Mansoor is stoned to death. These people create trouble.
I am condemned all over the world. You may understand; you may not understand.
Twenty-four countries will not unnecessarily bother about a man who never leaves his room.
Still, two years after I left America, their parliaments are discussing whether the law should
be withdrawn, or the law should be kept, which prevents me from entering in their countries.
Just two days ago the parliament of Germany decided to continue to keep their law -- I am
still alive....
But what is the fear? These people, Setcho says, create great trouble. First they make
everybody aware of their ignorance. That is a great trouble. You may have cancer, you are
not aware of it. You are perfectly happy going fishing but the doctor creates the trouble. He
says, "You have cancer and you don't have much longer to live."
Where are you going? Are you still going to go fishing? Now the whole desire, the whole
joy of going fishing is finished, you return home with a sad face. It is not the cancer that has
made your face sad, it is the doctor.
When a Gautam Buddha arises, he creates so much trouble in so many people's minds, in
so many people's families, in so many people's hearts. He is a trouble-maker because he goes
on telling you, knocking on your doors, that you are fast asleep while if you wake up you will
find a great treasure hidden in you. All misery and all agony will disappear; ecstasy will be
your reward. Blessings will shower on you. But wake up!
Anybody who wakes you up seems to be like an enemy, even in ordinary waking. Early
in the morning, when the breeze is cool and you would like to have another turn and hide
yourself in the blanket and somebody goes on pulling your leg -- "Get up, it is time for
meditation!" -- how do you feel? You feel like killing this man! And if you don't listen to
him, he starts the Dynamic Meditation then and there in your room. Anyway he won't allow
you to sleep.
Setcho is right. These people create so much dust where everybody is so peaceful in his
agony, everybody is so happy with his troubles -- where everybody is living in utter stupidity
but without any questioning, without any quest. These people come and they shake you:
"What are you doing? You are not meant to do these things. This is not your destiny, this is
not what you are keeping hidden within yourself. This is not the flower and the fragrance of
your being."
Naturally the category of the buddhas has always been condemned, poisoned, killed.
Every effort has been made somehow -- these people should go and do their Dynamic
Meditation somewhere else: "Why do you disturb us? We are sleeping well -- although we
are suffering from a nightmare and a migraine. But we are well acquainted with that; we have
always suffered with migraine so there is no problem in it."
But these people say, "You are talking about a migraine; we are telling you to drop the
mind itself. With the mind the migraine will also go. Without mind you cannot have a

migraine."
Nobody has been able to do it up to now, to have no mind and just migraine. But without
a migraine it will look so lonely. It has been such a good friend, such an old acquaintance,
always with you. Wherever you go it has followed like your own dog, and now somebody
says, "Get rid of this dog." You cannot feel that it is possible. Nobody believes that a buddha
is possible.
In the presence of a buddha one becomes enchanted, one becomes full of trust that
certainly there is a possibility, a new opening of existence and a new experience of life. But
as you go home, just on the way, one after another doubts start arising... perhaps that man has
hypnotized you. Perhaps with so many people listening so silently, you got caught in their
silence. Alone the migraine is back; alone the old doubts are back. People avoid....
Just a few days ago I had an infection in the ear and Doctor Jog, the best expert in Poona,
was called to see me. He came. He could not believe that here are thousands of people with
such a joyful, playful aliveness, caring about the garden, meditating or just sitting silently,
doing all kinds of work, but without any anxiety.
He told me, "You will have to forgive me."
I said, "For what?"
He said, "I had many times passed by the gate. The gate attracts, but the mind says,
`Beware! Everybody inside is hypnotized.' Your name is such that if I talk to anybody about
you, he looks at me as if I am a little bit crazy."
On the second day he brought his wife. The third day they came to listen, and he told me
on the fourth day, "I told the people of my profession outside, the other doctors, that our
conception is absolutely wrong, and they should go and see with their own eyes what is
happening here: a great experiment in consciousness. It is so tangible; the silence is so
expressive, and the bliss. You can almost feel it in the air, in the atmosphere." They all said to
him, "Jog, you are lost. Don't go there again! You are hypnotized, we can see."
And he told me, "The people of my profession started avoiding me just because I have
been treating your ear."
And when he came with his wife he asked me, "My wife wants to see you alone for five
minutes."
I said, "Perfectly okay" -- and I am waiting. Both have disappeared. Jog must have been
afraid that if the wife becomes too much interested in my caravan then she is gone! And there
are examples of people...
Another doctor, Dr. Modi has lost Zareen. Zareen is here; Dr. Modi is sitting alone in a
vast house. A nice and good man, he comes to the ashram -- and a man of understanding. He
has not created any trouble for Zareen. She wanted to come to the ashram; he allowed her,
and he still comes to the ashram. But everybody in his profession must be telling him, "Look,
that is what happens. You have lost your wife. Why in the first place have you taken her
there? Whoever goes inside the gate somehow disappears."
I do nothing at all, and parliaments in different countries are discussing for hours whether
I should be allowed into their countries and I have never asked them! I don't want to go
anywhere. I have made it clear to everybody, "Don't be afraid. I am not going anywhere" -but who knows...?
They are keeping a law that I cannot even step outside at their airports; entering the
country is out of the question. I cannot even step out at the airport! What is the fear?
Certainly, I must be creating some trouble in their minds.

I am creating trouble. Their lives are settled and whatever I say is going to unsettle their
lives. Nobody wants to be unsettled, nobody wants to be left alone by the crowd. Such a fear
exists that even my own centers... Jayantibhai must be here; yesterday he was. Ahmedabad
center has asked, "Can we drop your name from the center's name, because your name
creates trouble."
It is my center, but because of my name nobody wants to come there. So I told them, "You
drop my name. Let people come. My name is not important; my message is important."
Tanka has created the right silence. There is just a little time for having a good belly
laughter. We receive and welcome this silence with our laughter -- and our laughter helps to
open deeper doors of silence and mystery.
A black man is having a conversation with God: "Tell me, Lord," he says, "how come I
am so black?"
"You are black," replies God, "so that you can withstand the hot African sun."
"Tell me, Lord," continues the black man, "how come my hair is so short and kinky?"
"So that you will not sweat in the hot African climate," replies God.
"Tell me, Lord," implores the black man, "how come my legs are so long?"
"So that you can escape from the wild beasts that roam the jungles of Africa," replies
God.
"Then tell me Lord," shouts the black man, "what the hell am I doing in Chicago?"
"Noah!" booms the voice of God.
"What?" shouts Noah looking around. "What do you want?"
"You have got to take one of those elephants out and bring in another one."
"What for?" shouts Noah.
"Because," booms the voice, "you have got two males and you need one male and one
female."
"I'm not bringing nothing in!" shouts Noah. "You just change one of them."
"Come on, Noah," booms the voice, "you know I don't work like that."
"Well, I'm sick and tired," says Noah, "I have had enough of this. I have been working for
days. I am through with it!"
"Noah?" asks the voice.
"Yeah!" shouts back Noah.
"Noah," comes the voice, "how far can you swim?"
Hamish MacTavish goes salmon fishing and at the end of a long day he catches a tiny
fish, not even big enough for one mouthful. Hamish is just about to kill the fish when it
speaks to him.
"Hamish MacTavish!" gurgles the fish, "I am a magical fish, and if you spare my life I
will grant you three wishes."
"That's great!" says Hamish.
"But," continues the fish, "because you are such a mean old Scotsman, remember,
everything you ask for, your worst enemy Fergus MacPherson will get the double."
"Okay!" agrees MacTavish, "I would like a fortune in gold!"
"Done!" gurgles the fish, "But MacPherson gets the double."
"And," continues Hamish, "I would like a dozen beautiful women for my pleasure."

"Agreed!" gurgles the fish, "But MacPherson gets two dozen!"
"Okay," says MacTavish, grinning, "and my last wish is for you to painlessly remove one
of my balls!"
It is a closely guarded secret that the Vatican has a weekend resort for senior church
members.
The nuns who live in this special resort are sworn to silence, but they have worked out
their own coded language.
One weekend, the resort is graced by His Holiness Pope the Polack, along with a cardinal
and a bishop. After dinner the three men of the church retire to their rooms where they are
entertained by their hostesses.
The following morning at breakfast, Sister Margaret, who has been entertaining the
bishop, picks up a piece of toast and with a great display butters it four times.
Sister Gloria, who has spent the night entertaining the cardinal, takes her toast, and with a
satisfied smile, butters it five times.
Sister Theresa has spent the night in Pope the Polack's room, and looks a little pale and
tired. Slowly, she reaches for her toast. She takes some butter, and spreads it three times.
The other two nuns start to giggle. But then, Sister Theresa turns her toast over, and
butters it three times on the back.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
Now close the eyes.
Be absolutely still -- no movement.
Just gather all of your energy within.
Now let go.
Okay, come back.
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MY BELOVED ONES,
I am introducing you to a new meditation. It is divided in three parts.
The first part is gibberish. The word `gibberish' comes from a Sufi mystic, Jabbar. Jabbar
never spoke any language, he just uttered nonsense. Still he had thousands of disciples
because what he was saying was, "Your mind is nothing but gibberish. Put it aside and you
will have a taste of your own being."
To use gibberish, don't say things which are meaningful, don't use the language that you
know. Use Chinese, if you don't know Chinese. Use Japanese if you don't know Japanese.
Don't use German if you know German. For the first time have a freedom -- the same as all
the birds have. Simply allow whatever comes to your mind without bothering about its
rationality, reasonability, meaning, significance -- just the way the birds are doing.
For the first part, leave language and mind aside. Out of this will arise the second part, a
great silence in which you have to close your eyes and freeze your body, all its movements,
gather your energy within yourself.
Remain here and now.
Zen cannot be understood in any other way. This is the last part of the series LIVE ZEN.
In the third part I will say, let go. Then you relax your body and let it fall without any
effort, without your mind controlling. Just fall like a bag of rice.
Each segment will begin with the drum of Nivedano. Before Nivedano gives the drum,
there are a few more things I have to say to you....
I am extremely sorry that I have not been physically here for many days, but I am also
extremely happy that you never missed my presence.
I was in your heart
and I was in the wind and in the rain
and the thunder of clouds.
I was in your tears,
in your nonsense utterances....
I was absolutely present here with you -and those who are present know it perfectly.
I was absent only for those who themselves are absent. At least today, don't go anywhere.

Nivedano, give the first drum....
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
(EVERYONE BURSTS INTO A SEA OF SOUND, VOLUME AND TEMPO CLASHING AND
CRASHING IN ONE GREAT CRESCENDO -- A TIDAL WAVE OF MIND.)
(OSHO MOTIONS TO NIVEDANO FOR THE SECOND DRUMBEAT, AND AN INSTANTANEOUS
SILENCE FALLS OVER THE WHOLE OF BUDDHA HALL.)

(Drumbeat)
Now the third drum... Relax.
(Drumbeat)
The fourth drum... Come back!
(Drumbeat)
This begins and ends the series called LIVE ZEN.
What I could say, I have said to you.
What I could not say, I have given to you.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.

